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principle of selection 1ms long been
appreciated by stock-breeders, and they
have largely profited by the application
of its teachings. As applied to the growth
l’he

of cereals it has not found a very wide
acceptance, not having iiad time to force
itself on the attention of the average farmer.
The founder of the practice of sea dminm r hors. Knelt tors and cit akdians
! dnii^ 1 ii'-ir l*r<-!»aie advertising published in the
lecting
grain for seed is Major I billet, F.
•Journal, will please so state to the Court.
L. S., Brighton, England.
In l^bl he
Mibscriln rs are requested to take notice of the
ten grains of wheat, from a varie■‘•O'die colored
attached to the paper. It planted
flip
bn--mb r-rniot receipt now used. For instance,
ty known there as Bellevue Talavera
M y s>, mean?- that the subscription is paid to
wheat, which up to that time had been
b .'ii dao
\\ 1 ;t-n a new payment is made, the date
sown as a spring wheat, and was declarhanged f. <-.MTf-pond, and Si BSCK1 BJ I;- \UE KKC»1 I
I KD TO SEE THAT THEIR
ed to be quite incapable of withstanding
DA I T> \UE
oitUEt T. subscribers in arrears
the frost of winter.
Nine, of the ten
id n*Mnested to forward tiie sums due.
plants from these grains were killed by
the severe frost, but the other plant, alFARM. GARDEN AND HOUSEHOLD.
though from the same ear, remained as
healthy and vigorous a.> any of the winter
P-a ibis department brief suggestions, facts,
varieties of wheat by their side.
From
tnd experiences arc solicih d from housekeepi"-. farmers and gardeners.
Address Agri- this surviving plant seed has been selectuliuraleditor.dournal Olliee. Belfast Maine.]
ed and grown year after year as a winter
wheat.
Close observation shows that in
The Potato Crop.
tlie cereals, as throughout nature, no two
plants or grains are exactly alike in proJ
-'IT
appearances the potato
ductive pow>T. and hence that of any two
V \\ hagiand will bp much above
or greater number of grains or plants
rage. lor nut onh is the growth of one is always superior to all the others,
til that is to be desired, but the although the superiority can only he ascertained by actual field tests.
It may
••in.:
id land planted is ver\ large.
consist in several particular characterisgii prices which potatoes have tics, as
power to withstand frost; pro"inmauded dining the past two or three lificness : si/e and character of ear : si/e.
’•‘•ars ha
encouraged farmers to plant form, quality and weight of grain; length
much larg'd-; 11:•. 1111 of ’and than usual, and stillness of straw ; powers of tillerdv. da--anding the beetle, which it has
ing : i apidity of growth : and many others.
*b -•-•‘till can i»e
From ‘•Selection in Crain-growing," by
conquered with parks
!'• •'!
At MgV the ear!
planted pota- ! dames Cliecsinau, in I’opulai Science
"
s
ng into the market, at prices
Monthly for ,1 uly.
Hal a a tow hat which the last year’s
Mr. Howell’s Heroine Wants Work.
!i.a- In en selling for.
I'nless some
-'.'ii
In the August Century, Helen Darkchange takes place, prices
a!r \ cry low next October
Those ness, the heroine of "A Woman’s Reas;11
tbitunate enough to have their on," continues her cilbrts at self-support
ta: -<■> come in early, will get a fair
-first by writing for the newspapers,
'l ire, wbile those who come into the marand afterward by millinery.
The capa•i Mi'h their potatoes late in the seable, self-supporting Miss Root, of whom
son.
will probabh have to sell very she takes counsel, asks her if she is will••heap.
ing to prepare herself foi- teaching and to
M
potatoes rnmmaml from fifty wait for a situation. Helen's answer and
emits
a dollar a bushel, as
they have Miss Root's rejoinder contain the kernel of
•luriim loe last few years, the crop is one the question of women's work as stated
I tie most profitable which the farmer,
No,' she sighed, ‘1
by the novelist :
«i'll
But perhaps 1 shouldn't
<.ng, moist land, can grow, but couldn't wait.
i.>•:i
upi ire comes much below fifty want to do any thing for a great length of
s a
time.’ she said, innocently, with the
j nest ion w hetlier there are
i 't Mi
crop.- that can he made to pay thought of Robert’s return in her mind.
!
i:<
T> those who keep cattle there
It might onlv be for i limited period.'
are set cl a
obi •ctioiis to the potato crop,
‘That's what I supposed.’ said Miss
i rst.
I- a crop that furnishes no fodder
Root.
‘That’s the great trouble.
If a
:m tin ('attic
Second, the small, unsale
man lakes a thing up. he takes it
up for
ib
| ta;ncs In not make a desirable life, but if a woman takes it up, she takes
food i i l.irm animals unless washed and it up till some fellow comes along and
enokid.
Third, by selling the potatoes tells her to drop it.
And then they're althe farm is made poorer, unless money is ways complainin' that they aim paid as
pas! at for fertilizers. Fourth, the In- much as men are for the same work.
: "t
harvesting, assorting and market- I'm not speak in’ of you, .Miss darkness,’
ng. is more than that of many other she said, with a glance at Helen's face;
Hut with all of these objections •and 1 don’t know whether I want to join
tops
some tanners are so situated that
they in any cry that’ll take women’s minds oil'
can raise all acre or two nf
potatoes with- of get tin’ manned. It's the best thing
out (homing too heavily on their time, or for ’em, and it’s about all
they're lit for.
impoverishing their farms to an extent most of ’em, and it's nature : there’s no
beyond what they can restore them, by denyin’ that. Rut if women are to be
and
carefully saving all of the waste materials helped along independent of men.
of the (arm.
1 never was such a tool as to say they
i»i!' point appears to he well settled,
were
why it's a drawback. And so
which s. Tli.it lie wen is to raise potatoes most of 'em that can’t wait to
prepare
..[ a pi lit. must manure the land liberalthemselves for anything, because they
and
the
land
don't
to
stick
ly, plough
to anything, they
pulverize
well,
expect
mi cultivate the crop thoroughly. The turn book-agents, or sell some little
paypotato beetle lias done much to encour- tented tiling; or tln-v try to get a situaage tin
growing of large! crops of pota- tion in a store.'
toes. lor ir has been found to be as much
Me are advocates for the generous
work 1" ket p tin- beetles from an acre of
W ithin
land that will
eld not more than a hun- feeding both of stock and land.
limits, and under the control of discredri d ! gsheis. a.- it is one that will yield
e
g
hundred bushels.
[Mass. Plough- tion, bovine stock, young and old, inmilk and out of it, will ‘‘pay for their
man.
bite," if the bite is a generous one ; but
Home Furnishing.
when the bite is a niggardly one, the
stock do badly, and the farmer remains
Tor the furnishing of rooms that are in
W e do not believe much in fancy
"(id co; ia1 r- of the house, or near the roof poor.
but we have a good deal of confarming,
where tie ( (Ting is sloping, a good effect
fidence in that which is progressive, in'in
•:
with
narrow
using
by
paper
telligent. practical and generous. Tinstiii" "i "i"t : across the centre of the fault with
many folk is that they either
pas'.i a band ot plain, dark eoior- underdo or overdo a
tiling, and wc hold
v
paper. deep green, brown oried: cut
by the intelligent medium. Dairy cows
six inches wide and let the
striped pa- in milk w ant watching on the food qmc
per start from that plain hand and run tion :
they should have always enough,
i AO to the floor without a break; put
with nothing to waste. So long as thev
a mu rov
band of gilt paper, or a thin
eat Hip cleanly with relish, and
keep up
-trip of _;!t molding, on the edge of the in
condition, the rest goes well as a rule.
centre
band, while just above the Lavish and
plain
parsimonious feeding arc
door, aiioiit Id inches high on the wall,
equally foolish and wasteful, and the man
place another plain band that is to go en- who succeeds is he who steers
tirely around the room the doors should between these two with his stock.midway
Roth
he removed, and the dooi ways leading to
land and cattle should be made to prohalls or closets covered with striped camduce all they conveniently can. even
bric curtains : if the doors are needed in
when produce is low in price: and when
their places, they can be covered with
this policy is consistently pursued, the
plain color matching the wall: one and greatest
advantage can be taken of martwo widths ot the cambric
drapery, shir- kets when they rise. [Farmers' Advored closely and tacked across the top and
cate.
bottom of the door, drawn back in the
i“Her Majesty’’ is the name of the new
rent]
with narrow ribbons : fetus, leaves
lose which won for its introducer, Mr. II.
or pictures w ill till the
thus
plain space
secured upon the door.
The windows! Rennett of Shepperton, Eng., a gold
should have drapery of plain color match- medal at the recent rose exhibition in
It is six inches across, line
ing the background of the door; these England.
curtains should escape the floor and be shape, very full and of a pleasing rose
Americans will have to look to
mounted m rings or shirred and tacked pink.
Ram for an early
on a circular hoard that can be held
by Messrs. Ellwanger
cornice hooks. The bed will be pretty supply. The London Garden says it is
d of tin same striped cam- not only for the year the finest new rose,
bric and pillow spreads ot Color, with ex- but also one which will probably prove
the best of a decade of years.
tra covers of Swi's or lawn, edged with
A Kensington square nr
lace.
knitlarge
Brighton Cattle Market.
ted rug must cover the centre of the
Ti i:sj»av, .July 24.
floor, which is painted to match the
Amount of stork at market: Cattle, 1 7>7 ; sheep
beam simulated by the plain hand nf pa- lambs, UCiaO; fat hogs, in,hi'.*.
Brices <>t beef cattle
ion Tb live weight, extra
A great
per thrown across the ceiling.
jiiality, $<; 12*a ah b2*a; lirst, $/» 27<jb 00; second,
addition to the room will be a light .■?! 27 u 7 12.*a i tthird, £.'J 77u4l2‘a; poorest grades
of coarse oxen, bulls, et-e., £.{ 00a 1 02‘a.
.screen made upon a clothes horse frame,
Brighton Hides, m- Y lb; Brighton Tallow,
r ing for a cover the
plain cambric, cov- ■i7'.te
Country Hides, light ones, <;*2«7eF’ lb;
ered with transferred pictures or fancy heavy, 7<j71j<’C tt> Country Tallow, 4 <j4‘ac P ll>,
( all ''kins, 11 « 1212e p lb; Wool
Skins, $1.00 «2 Oil;
wall paper.
Light Japanese folding I.andi ''kins (jOOr each ; sheep skins, 20<j27e each.
screens fur the table can he bought for
Sheep and Lambs—Sheep cost fr.ini ,V4 ahV.and
Lamb- from 7ij7J
P tb, live weight, landed at the
JJ cents, and as they are opaque the
slaughter house-.
shade afforded from the. light is perfect,
Swine—Western Fat Hogs cost higher this week,
while the screen is very appropriate for those brought in costing from i;<ih‘ar p lb, live
weight. In our number we include all the Western
Fat Hogs lirought in over the several railroads,none
country houses or odd rooms.
being offered on the markets for sale—ail owned by
■"
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The red dawn was his goodly sign :
He set his face to sleet and brine.
And quaffed the blast like ruddy wine.

And oflrn felt the swirling gale
Heat, like some giant thresher’s Hail,
t'pon his battered coat of mail.
Or sacked, at times, some windy town.
And from the pastures, parched aral brown,
lb- drove the scurrying cattle down;
And kissed the maids, and stole the bell
From oil the church below the fell,
And drowtied the priest within the well.

And lie had seen, on frosty nights,
Strange, whirling forms and elfin sights,
In twilight land, by Xorthcrn Lights.
>r, sailing on by windless shoal,
Had heard, by night, the song of troll
Within some cavern-haunted knoll.

)tf Iceland, ton, the sudden rush
of waters falling, in a liusli
lie beard the ice-fields grind and crush.
llis prow the sheeny south seas clove;
Warm, spiced winds from lemon-grove
And heated thicket round him.drove.
The storm-blast was his deity;
llis lover was the fitful sea ;
The wailing winds his melody.

I’y rocky scaur and betichy head
He followed where his fancy led,
And down the rainy waters tied;
And left the peopled towns behind,
And gave his days and nights to find
What lay beyond the western wind.

(The ( entury.

■
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Growth

of

Colts.

butchers.

“Shanghaed.”
The wind which puzzles you in the
title of this paper will not he found in
.Johnson, Webster, or other literature.
It is of such modern origin that the
time-honored, old, Anglo-Saxon parts of
speech contained in their folios would
repudiate its society. Hut it has such a
definite meaning for that part of the
English speaking family who are of the
sea-faring persuasion, that I am convinced it will not easily die out of the
language. Its natal place is California,
the great factory of words and phrases
more remarkable for novelty and
energy
than for elegance: and it came into
existence about forty years ago.
uam people living snared m tne nrst
great Sacramento gold-rush, and can
remember the number of vessels of all
sizes, from the great lndiaman to the
tiny schooner, that were left forsaken in
the harbor of San Francisco—captains,
mates. camen and cabin-boys, throwing
all scruples to the winds, having “nude
tracks for the diggings’’ to share in the
golden harvest. Some commanders and
officers, however, to their honor be it told,
resisted the “fever.” remained staunch to
their ships, and made every effort to obtain men to replace their faithless crews.
They offered fabulous wages -twenty
times the usual amount.
They were
willing to put into any port the crew
might, name. <o it was some pi, ee where
there was a reasonable chance of obtaining other men. I!ut it was all of no use ;
they could not induce sullicient hands to
join to make up the limited ship’s company they were prepared to put to sea
with.
It was alter they had exhausted
every means of persuasion, that recoin se
was
had to that most objectionable
process known as Shanghaeing.

Shanghaeing simply

meant

drugging

seamen, and conveying them on board a
ship which puts to sea before they recover,
and was at the time above mentioned,
and is still, to a greater or less extent,
practised in every foreign port where
men have been scarce, and the rate of
wages high enough to make it worth the
while of hoarding-house masters and
runners to take the risk.
Sailors usually
get a month's pay in advance before
sailing; and in event of a man’s shanghead, those who bring him on hoard get
paid that amount. So Jack has to pay
Ids own kidnappers, who seldom get
punished ; for he rarely returns to the
same port; and if lie did, would usually
be more intent on having a spree, than
in putting the law in force against bis
betrayers. Moreover, it would be very
hard for him to prove anything against
them; for it is not such an unusual thing
for a sailor to ship on hoard a vessel
while he is intoxicated, as they would
assert he was: and he would not be
able to produce witnesses to gainsay
them.
How shanghaeing got its name, I do
not know.
Perhaps from some ingenious
native of the Flowery Land to whom
Shanghae had given birth, and who was
one of the first to discover that keeping
a
grog-shop and supplying crews to
deserted
merchantmen, was just as
lucrative and a more reliable speculation than gold-grubbing in the diggings;
besides being an easy, gentleman-like

business,

requiring only

genius,

not

muscle.
In the year IH/O, 1 was second mate
of the Kingfisher of Liverpool.
We were
lying off Lallan, having discharged our
cargo, waiting for a charter. At that
time there was a great demand for
guano, and we Were expecting to sail in
a day or two for Chincha Islands, to load
with that fragrant commodity.
Hut the
skipper knew that ships were scarce,
and he stood out for a higher freight
than the merchants were willing to
irive.
It was Saturday afternoon, and eight
hells (four o'clock) had just struck.
We
had just, finished washing down and putting things snug for Sunday, when the
captain “old man,” we, called him—
came on deck.
“That rascal Achoy hasn’t brought our
clean clothes olf yet, has he ?” asked the

captain.

“Xo, sir," 1 replied

ing

; “I’ve seen noth-

of him.”

“Well, just take one of the boats, the
and give him a hint from me, that

gig,

ho general horse markets of this
suppose 1 no catchcu clothes to-night he
nothing is so great a disparageno catchee. dollar;’ and at the same time
ment to a ready sale as the want of size.
The chap who shakes the door-mat on the sideleave this letter at the agent’s.”
No matter how poweritilly the horse may walk is the man who “tills the public eye.”
“Ay, ay, sir,” 1 replied; and was
Your
health depends on the purity of vour blood.
be built, with a strong body, on short
diving below to put on a jacket, when he
who realize this are taking Hood's SarsapaPeople
limbs, no matter how much capacity lie rilla with tin* best results.
stopped me saying : “Iloid on a bit. You
had better take a couple of apprentices
may have for digestion and work, if he is
Paradoxical as it may seem, a married man in the
small, lie brings only a meagre price, and theatrical world often is compelled to support an- to pull you ashore ; for I don’t wan’t any
other man’s wife.
is led away with the contemptuous opinof those men to leave the ship. Wage's
Honest.
ion
that lie is only a pony.
Like the
are high
here, and there have been a
In these days of adulteration and fraud, in all
nubbin in the corn crib, he is estimated branches of business and
pursuits, it is pleasing to good many desertions from the crafts
to he ol very little value.
The attain- know that there is one medicine prepare* 1 which is lying closer in."
strictly pure. Such a medicine is sulphur Bitters
ment of size is the labor of scientific
in curing scrofula ; you can depend on them every
“Very good, sir.” And in a few minand
breeding
generous nourishment l'n- time. [\V. B. Everts, A-. M., Charleston, s. <;.
utes the two boys and myself were on
A Tennessee schoolmaster kissed the girls as
\\ e passed close to a
duubtedly the law tin t “Like produces
our way ashore.
and before the term was out he had a
like, or the likeness of some ancestor” punishment
large, full-rigged ship called the John K.
woman of forty-five join the school.
refers as much to size as to form, color,
Chew, living the stars and stripes. She
Humbugged Again.
had come laden from the Chincha Islands
temperament, and action, and the sueI saw so much about the merits of Hop Bitters,
eesslid effort to ( hange a law is the grad- and my wife who was always doctoring, and never more than a week before, and I was
teased
1
me
so
to
her
consome,
urgently
get
ed result of long-continued crossing and well,
surprised to find that she had not sailed
cluded to be humbugged again; and I am glad 1
treatment. Uutli the sire and dam should
did, for in less than two months’ use of the Bitters,
yet; for making every allowance for the
lie as perfect specimens as can he found, my wife was cured, and she has remained so for dilatoriness of the Peruvian
dons, she
eighteen months since. I like such humbugging.
in size as well as in general proportions. H. T., St. Paul.
had had ample time to get her papers
[Pioneer Press.
Adam was not a polygamist, although in his day
and clear the custom-house.
Nothing deteriorates horse progeny so
1 remarkmuch as the selection of unsound and he married all the women in the world.
ed as much to the lad pulling the strokeA
General
Stampede.
oar.
manifestly imperfect parents. Public
was such a rush made for anv
Drug store
“Old Pietro, the bumhoat man, told
policy should demand the passage of asNever
is now at it. II. Moody’s for a Trial*Bottle of Dr.
statutory prohibitions in every State of King’s New Discovery for Consumption, Coughs me,” said he, “that she is short-handed ;
the Pnion against breeding from unsound and Colds. All persons afflicted with Asthma, Bron- some other crew havi: g skedaddled for
Hoarseness, Severe Coughs, or any affection
and weedy sires and dams.
If such legal chitis,
the Manto diggings.
Pietro says they
of the Throat and Lungs, can get a Trial" Bottle of
disabilities had been applied when the this great remedy free, by railing at the above Drug are paying live dollars a day down there
Government was formed, the average Store.
to strong hands.”
Out in Illinois if a man washes his fare twice a
horses of this country would have been
“Pietro,” I replied, “had better keep
and wears a collar they call him a dude.
day
advanced many generations over their
his clattering tongue from spreading idle
BoatN, Bicycles and nay Fever.
present state of perfection.
Nature has resolved that all the people shall not yarns aboard the Kingfisher, or his visits
1 ,ur
farmers, and breeders of horse enjoy themselves at once. With the opening of the will be pretty soon put a stop to. In
season of outdoor sports comes the time of trouble
stock generally, should make it a
bow ; stand by to fend her oft’:” and we
special for the poor victims of
Fever. For them flowpoint to exclude from the harems dwarf- ers have no odor, andHay
drew up to the landing-place.
the summer little or no
ed stallions and diminutive mares. Then beauty. To snuff, sneeze and wipe their weeping
At the same time the gig of the John
for three or four successive months:—this is
they should give heed to the proper care eyes
their
portion. Whether this form of catarrh K. Chew, which I had seen putting off
pitiable
and feeding of the colts
Is called hay -fever, hay-cold, rose-cold or rose-fever,
from her as we passed, brought up alongduring the years makes
no difference; they suffer just the same.
of their more rapid growth, and
they There is no help in sea-voyages, there is no help in side of us. The man in the stern-sheets,
would not only benefit themselves pecu- high mountain air. These only lighten the pocket whom 1 supposed to be the
captain, was
leave the disease unabated. But there is a posiniarily, hut would contribute to the per- and
.a tall, wiry,
lean and crafty-looking
tive cure in Ely’s Cream Balm.
We could cram
manent value of the horse stock of this these columns with grateful letters of the rescued. specimen of muscular humanity as ever
it and join them, if you continue to suffer it
hailed from Boston. The men who pulcountry in the future ages. [National Try
Is because
you neglect a remedy as sure as it is *lcd did not look like foremast
Live-Stock Journal, Chicago.
2w30
hands, and
cheap and pleasant.
I

countr..

James K. Mieon, cierK, of Essex <yu ntv,
Va., says: “I have used Brown’s iron Bitter- and
found it valuable for the purposes which it claims.”
Mr.

I took them to be petty officers, who
could be trusted not
take French
leave. The Yankee skipper and i landed together ; and 1 noticed, as 1 hurried
oil' on ms errand, that lie took a good
look at me.
The agent lived some distance off;
and 1 suppose it was about half-past
live o’clock when I turned into the street
in which our Chinese w isherman was
domiciled.
It was as disreputable-looking a thoroughfare as well could he imagined. The houses wer> shabby, one
storied wooden shanties, inhabited by
seamen’s hoarding house kt epers, Chinese
stevedores, and “waterside characters”
of all sorts; and every second house was
a grog-shop.
I was very thirsty, and
was regretting that these latter had such
a mean, uninviting
appealance, when a
placard with a bright red triangle, and
the words “Hass’s India 1 ale Ale” conspicuously displayed on it caught my eye.
It was hung on the open door of one of
the drinking dens; and glancing in I
caught a glimpse of the sinister features
of the captain of the Join K. Chew.
I
stopped. I’tie temptation \as great, ii
was months since I had tasted a
drop of
good F.nglish beer. “We i,” said I to
myself, “what is good enough for the
skipper of a big ship like that ought
to I e good enough for the second mate
of a bit barquey, so hero gees.” I rushed
in.
The place was very dart: but I saw
the outline of a man bcliini. the counter,
though 1 could not distil ctly see his
face,
lie was leaning over, talking in
low tones to the Anieric in c tptain. They
1 cam ■ in ; and in
i both looked up as
reply to my request for a bottle of Hass,
the bar-keeper said, “All right. Step
inside, and 111 bring it to you.”
Iliad no wish to interrupt their conversation, so I complied. I fancied afterwards, that as I passed into the room
behind the shop, 1 observed a sharp
glance pass between the two whisperers,
who were the only occiq ants of the
place. The room 1 entered was a vile
den, smelling most horribly of vile
whiskey, and stale tobacco. As mv eyes
got used to the darkness, I saw it contained a rough table, all notched and
stained, and a few battered chairs, on
one of which I sat down.
My beer was
a long time in
being brought in : and I
shouted and hammered oil the table
several times before the bar-tender appeared. with a bottle in one hand and a
lie said
large, tan glass m me other,
something in gruff tones about having
bad to go to tile cellar for it. and proceeded to draw the cork.
As far as I
could see tiie glass was quite empty, and
the capsule on the bottle i ndisturbed ;
but as 1 bad no suspicion of any foul
play being intended, of course 1 did not
examine them particularly.
As I said
before, I was very thirsty : and ! took a
good long pull before setti ig the glass
down.
Then I poured the rest of the
beer into it and was thinking ol linisliing
it ott'and departing, when i felt a numb
sort of sleepiness come o\ ei me.
I knew
at once I bad been drugged, and made a
rush tor the door; but before I reached
it, I staggered and fell full length upon
the floor, where, after one or two ijjelfeetual attempts to cry for aid, I became
insensible.
1 was awakened to consciousness by
being roughly tumbled in the stern sheets
of a boat.
■■steady. Jack.” I beard some one sav,
“or you’ll be rousing him up,”
“Xo fear," replied a g tiff voice I
recognized as the bar-tender's; "1 gave
him too good a dose for that. I guess lie
won't stir this side of sunrise
1 knew by the sound of the oars that
the boat bad put'oft' from shore; and
knowing now that I was being shangliacd, 1 tried to call out for assistance.
Hut my throat and mouth wire wrapped
round w ith many folds of a worsted comforter, which, while leaving my nostrils
free, allowed only a nintlle l sound to
I tried to put up ink- bands to
escape.
remove it, but could not stir them.
A
long monkey-jacket bad beihi buttoned
tightly around me, with my arms inside
instead ol in the sleeves, | forming a
veritable straight-jacket. My. legs seemed to have some weight on them which
prevented my moving them, at d a slouchbat had been placed ou my bead completely covering my eyes. I struggled,
but it was no use. I was liel Jessas an
infant.
“There, I told you so." said the tirst
voice; “lie's woke up?” And the oars

toj

From out liis castle on the saml
He led hi.: lawny-bearded band
In stormy bark from land to land.

■

The

the abolition of slavery in the District of
Columbia and in all the national torts,
arsenals and dockyards where, without
question or cavil, the exclusive jurisdiction belonged to congress; they asked
that congress, under its constitution
authority to regulate commerce between
the states, would prohibit the interstate
slave trade ; and tliey prayed that our
ships sailing on the high seas should not
be permitted by the government to carry
slaves as part of their cargo under the
free Hag of the 1'nited States and outside
the local jurisdiction that held them in
bondage.
They denied that a man should
Blame's Book.
aid in executing any law whose enforce“TWENTY YEARS OF CONGRESS.’' FROM LIN- ment did violence to his conscience and
COLN TO GARFIELD.
AN EXHAUSTIVE AND
trampled under foot the divine command.
AMBITIOFS EFFORT.
SOME INTERESTING
Hence they would not assist in the surEXTRACTS.
render and tlie return of fugitive slaves,
Years
of
is
the
title
“Twenty
Congress”
it rather to be their duty to reof James G. Maine’s book, and the period I holding
I si.st such violation of the national l ights
covered is from 18(11 to 1881, or from
of man In every peaceful method, and
Lincoln to Garfield.
The book will apjustifying their resistance by the truths
in
October
and
sheets
advance
pear
next,
embodied in the declaration of indepenof portions of the work have been furnishand still more impressively by the
ed the press. An elaborate introduction dence,
that were taught in the New
precepts
deals with the causes that led to the civTestament.
il war ; then the story of the war is taken
In
up and dealt with in all its phases.
Gartiold, Blaine and Hale.
the following paragraphs Mr. Maine
II. NOTES AN1) REMINISCENCES.
PERSON
sums up the
scope of his work and gives
Some weeks ago I was telling Senator
a hint of the amount of labor he has expended upon it.
Eugene Hale’s partner, Mr. Emery, of

you try any of your shines on with me
you’ll tind you have got hold of the
wrong boss! And now we understand
each other, come on deck, and givo a
hand to get underweigh, for I’m going
to make sail right away, I am.”
“1 shall do nothing of the kind,” 1
said, “And you had better put me oil'to
my own ship, the Kingfisher-•”
“Now, jest you shut up ! lie interrupted.
“I want none of your lying yarns.
I tell you plainly, that if you don’t go to
your duty at once, I'll put you in irons
down in the lazarette until I get you in
blue water; and thou i’ll string you up
by the thumbs to the mizzen riggin’ and
lather you properly and lead you a dog’s
life afterward.
W hereas, if you behave
as a sensible man, I don’t see why you
shouldn’t be as comfortable on board this
craft as any other.”
He spoke and looked so determinedly,
that 1 felt he would he as good as his
word, and that my best chance would be
to appear cowed, and convinced ; so after
; a pause, I said :
“It's very hard that a man should be
dragged oft and shipped whether he will
or no.
Hut if it cannot he helped I suppose I must make the best of it.
Only
I warn you, Captain Price, that kidnapping a British subject is a serious offence.”
“Oh, i guess I 11 take my chance of
that,” he replied.
And stopping on deck, he motioned me
to follow him.
“Here, Mr. Snell” he called, “this new
hand has got sober at list, and wants
something to do."
“Ay, ay, sir,” replied lie mate, from
the forward part of the vessel, where lie
was superintending the men who manned the windlass. Then coming aft, he
said : "She's hove short, sir.’’
“Very well, loose and sheet home the
topsails. We'll take a starboard cant
with this breeze.
Here!' to me, “let’s
see how smart you can be in loosing that
mizzen topsail.
\nd mind you no tricks
or-•”
And he gave a significant look and tap
on his revolver pocket.
1 would like to have strangled him but
could only do as 1 was bid. As i went
up the mizzen rigging, 1 gazed despairingly at the gunboat; but 1 could expect
no help from her.
She was too far oft'
for a shout to lie heard, even if 1 dared
to raise one.
And as to swimming, it
would have been certain death, for the
\\ lien t
place swarmed with smirks.
got mi the yard I saw a small shore skiff
alongside amidships, which I had not
observed before. Three men came on
board from her and my blood boiled as I
recognized the villainous barkeeper as
one of them.
“Come on board to be paid for me," I
said to myself: “and I’ve been sent here
to be out ol the way.”
I was continued in this belief by seeing
them and the captain disappear down
the companion way, the latter making a
warning gesture to me as he did so. He
e\ idently thought 1 v, as
completely tamed
ami only wanted a reminder to keep me
quiet. Hut at that very moment a ray of
hope had hashed into my mind. All the
ship's boats except the gig bad been
brought on board and secured. It was
bonked on to the davit fall, hut was still
m the water
If 1 could but reach that
boat, unbook the falls, and shove oil', 1
could surely make such an outcry before
i was captured as would attract the attention of the gunboat. To cast loose
and lower one of the other boats would
take them at least five minutes so 1 bad
only the skill'to take into account. The
idea was no sooner conceived than acted
upon.
Grasping a back stay I slid rapidly
down.
Fortune favored me.
All the
men who were not aloft were at the windlass. The f re and main topsails had
been sheeted home, and as 1 reached the
boat the cry of “All aweigh !’’ and the
rapid clanking of the windlass palls told
me that the anchor had left the ground
and the vessel was moving.
A moment
afterward 1 was discovered, and 1 heard
shouts and a hurried tramping along the
deck. With nervous eagerness 1 unhooked the falls, but my heart sank as 1 found
the boat’s painter was made last on deck.
1 felt in my pocket for my clasp knife.
Hy the greatest good luck it had not
been taken from me; an instant sutliced
to open it, cut the 5 min ter, and give a
vigorous shove against the ship’s side.
As 1 drifted under the stern Captain
Hob Price's face appeared just above me.
He bad his revolver in his hand.
“Come back,” he cried with a horrible
oath, “or I’ll drill a hole through you.”
My only reply was to throw myself
down in the boat and make as small a
target of myself as possible, for 1 saw by
the man's face lie meant murder.
“I'll give you one more chance,” he

ing off from shore, she was ordered to
proceed on, and see what was the matter.
Captain Price had also observed that the
British lion was on the alert, and the
John E. Chew’s maintopsail, which has
been backed, was again tilled; and she
bore away under a press of canvas, leaving her boat with me as a trophy.
On the launch’s arrival alongside of
me, I told the middy in charge my story,
and he taking the gig in tow, took me oh
board the gunboat.
1 repeated my tale
to the captain.
He seemed rather incredulous, and sent an officer on board
the Kingfisher to make inquiries, who
brought my skipper back with him.
However, as the “old man” verified my
yarn in some of its details, the naval
captain began to take the thing up more
warmly. But when it came to my producing legal proof of what had occurred,
he seemed anything but satisfied.
“You see,” he said, “you have not the
ghost of a case against the master of the
American ship. He, of course, would
say that you came, or were brought on
board, drunk, and that you agreed to
sail with him. Nay, I have no doubt
that his officers would swear to that, or
any other tale he might choose to invent.
And if you were really one of his crew,
he had a right to try to prevent you deserting. On the other hand, if he had
wounded you, I should feel it my duty to
give chase and bring him back; and as
it is, 1 shall demand a redress from the
Cnited States consul. With regard to
this grog-drugging vagabond of a barkeeper,” he continued, “the case is different, and 1 think something might be
done. So 1 shall take you on shore with
me at once, to point out the
house, and
get him arrested.
Nothing was done, however, for on
proceeding to the street in which I had
been drugged, 1 found the houses so like
each other that I could not take it on
my conscience to swear to any particular one as being the place. And as
for the bar-keeper, lit. was not seen or
heard of as long as the Kingfisher was in
the neighborhood. So I had, as our “old
man,” said, “to take the lesson for what
it was worth.
And,” he added, “sarved
you right for going into such a den.”
! jinu; command as line a ship as. the
John E. Phew , and two years ago I had
the pleasure of meeting Captain Bob
Price “it was in Melbourne—and before
we parted he had received as good a
“lathering” as ever he promised me; and
though I had made myself liable to a line
of five pounds, which I duly paid, i do
not think 1 ever spent five pounds in my
life with such a sweet consciousness of
having got value for it.

NUMBER 31.

SCOPE AND AIM.

d'lie do years of congress between the
inauguration of Lincoln in 1801 and the
inauguration of Garfield in 1881 were the
most important in our history as a nation.
I lie entire period was tilled wi:u
momentous events.
Legislation during
the progress of the war !u aid of the great
armies which upheld the government
through the period in which the t’niou
was reconstructed on new and
enduring
foundations; on the linances during the
era of paper
money and the subsequent
return to the standard of coin ; on slavery and th(' emancipation which came
generations before philanthropists had
dared to hope ; on taxation exercised and
forced to a degree beyond all precedent,
yet. always sustained by popular majorities ; on industrial improvements so wideiy fostered that despite the waste of
thousands of millions by the ravages of
war the aggregate wealth was doubled in
a single decade
legislation mi these
great subjects forms the vital interest of
the country and is worthy of commemoration.
It,

would be

present

a

obviously impossible to
perspicuous history of the two

decades from 180! to i-si without reviewing at length the important and often
of events which
tangled cours
brought about the political revolution of
1800. resulting in the defeat of all the old
political organizations, and giving the
control of tlie country to a new, radical,
enthusiastic ami progressive party. The
causes of this revolution properly analyzed wiil he found to he remote, stretching back at least 4(1 years, and yet steadily and continuously tending toward the
culmination which was reached in the
election of Mr. Lincoln to the presidency.
i’L.
.i idents of
the intervening strug
glcs m congress, the connection with the
not
phase of one contest with another
seen at the time, but in
retrospect distinctly visible—present a Held of interest-

Maine, how Den. Hancock

accident-

that.

There was a young man in our
of Ellsworth, whom I wanted to
come into the office in the absence of a
regular clerk, and attend to calls, etc.
Mr. Hale came home from Washington,
and saw this stranger sitting there, and
asked him if he belonged to the office.
The young man said, ‘Ves, he was there
awhile to oblige Mr. Emery."
Mr. Hale opened his mail and found
that the West Point authorities had notified him that his nominee to the Academy had not passed the examination and
that he must immediately send in another
Mr. Hale walked into the next
fiame.
office and asked his partner who this
loan was, who his father and mother
He then turned around and
were, etc.
walked back to the office and asked the
young man if he would not like to go to
Wesi Point and could probably pass the
examination, and tli young man said he
would immediately consult with his parents. Tliey gave their consent, and then
in tlic twinkling of an eye he was up at
the Military Academy, passed the examination. and nobody knows what his destiny may be.”
Meeting Mr. Blaine's clerk of fifteen
years, Thomas H. Sherman, a Bueksport,
Me., hoy, lie said to me : “.Mr. Blaine
1 as at last begun to dictate on his book
a tiling tie Inc
too little confidence to do,
though much inclined to for a good while.
He sometimes dictated to me in his orchard at Augusta, whither In* has now
town

1

gone

io

closely

worn

an

tuts

summer,

lie

is

absorbed in the book, but I am
glad ot it. Intense and preoccupying as
shell a long-sustained composition "ill
be, and he already feels it, it is occupaOur readers will be interested in the article
tion for him and not uncongenial.
He
given in another column, on the "Tendency of
Seientilie Inquiry." It presents the conclusions ing enquiry necessarily introductory to i uses the
only stenographer we have at
the work now in hand.
of tin able seientilie body mentioned as to the
i Augusta—the one who reports for the
actual results of the speculations of the latest
Mr. Maine's sty le may he judgt d In
1 legislature." “Will this book be dins
scientists on questions bearing upon revelation
the following extracts from his introductrated ?” “Yes, with portraits and groups
and the Christian faith, it will be seen that
tory chapters :
much of the pretension put forth by them is
oil' men described lifiy perhaps. It is to
denied, and that the boasted antagonisms be!11 \ !S.(l\ OF S l'A'l KS.
be published bv the Hill Company. at
tween these matters anil the Bible are not subThe compromises on the slavery ques- Norwich. Conn." “How much of it is
stantiated.
Mirror.
[Christian
The article referred to in the .Mirror re- tion inserted in the constitution were composed already
“Nearly half of the
lates to the proceedings of the \ ictoria among the essential conditions on which hirst volume. 1 suspect. It was hard work
Institute. During the June sessions held the federal government was organized. at first to collate tlie materials for a short
in London, a careful analysis had been It tlie Alihan slave trade had not been period prior to Mr Blaine’s advent in
undertaken by Professor Stokes, P. K. s., permitted to continue for tin years : if it Washington, but that is now done and he
Sir J. I!. Bennett, N ice Pres. K. s Pro- iuid not been conceded that three-lifths id on the solid ground M personal experifessor Beale, P. P. S., and others, of the of the slaves should he counted in the I epee.”
Heneral Hatfield was a w arm friend of
various theories of Evolution, and it was apportionment of the representatives in
Mrs. Blaine and called her “Harriet." lie
reported that, as yet, no seientilie evi- congress: if it had not been that fugidence has been met with giving counte- tives from the service should not he re- went to Mr. Blaine's house the night beturned to their owners, the Id states fore he was shot, and not (hiding the See
nance to the theory that man had been
evolved from a lower order in animals : would not have been able in 17s? "to rittarv of State there, impressed upon
H u riot" several things he desired done
and Professor Virchow had declared that form a more perfect rtnioii." These adthere was a complete absence of any fos- justments in the constitution went etleet- ill his absence, among them the purchase
sil type of ;i lower stage in the develop- ed alter the eongtess of the old confeder- of a portrait by Miss Hansom, his conation had dedicated the entire northwest stituent, for tile State Department. When
ment oi man; and that any positive advance in the province of prehistoric an
territory to freedom. The ancient com- Mr. Garfield was shot he e til' d after
Mrs. Blaine among his early requests,
thropology has actually removed us fur- monwealth of Virginia had for the good
ther front proofs of such connections,— of all generously and patriotically sur- she remained near him until the bod;,
namely, w ith the rest of the animal king- rendered her title to the great countrv guard drew in the lines. Mrs Blaine
dom.
In this, Professor Barrande, the north of the Ohio and east of the .Missis- among othe: things wanted some coffee
to the President to settle bis evergreat palaeontologist, had concurred, tic- sippi. which to-day constitutes live pros- given
stomach, but it w as refill- d he- a
and
and
fainting
not
an
states
that
in
none
perous
of
his
powerful
daring
investigations
had he found any one fossil species de- inconsiderable proportion of a sixth. day 01 two, and meantime nothing would
velop into another. In fact, it would Tins was the first territory of which he stay upon his stomach : finally the coffee
seem that no scientific man has yet disgeneral government had exclusive con- wjas procured, and immediately Garfield
felt easy.
covered a link between man and the ape. trol, and the prompt prohibition of slav
Mr. Blaine’s household suspect that the
between fish and frog, or between the ery therein by the Nathan Dane ordinvertebrate and the invertebrate animals; ance of I7S7 is an important and signifi- lln sident could have been saved, and
farther, there was no evidence of any one cant fact. The anti-slavery restrictions dlaw their belief from Doctors Harnett
a id
Lincoln.
Although a bone of tile
species, fossil or other, losing its peculiar would doubtless have applied to the tercharacteristics to acquire new ones be- ritory south of the Ohio, had the power spine was fractured the spinal cord was
longing to other species; for instance, existed to impose it. The founders of not broken. Mrs. Blai; e has six chilhowever similar the dog to the wolf, there the government not only looked to the dren, ranging from 11 to nearly -'iiiyeais
is no connecting link, and among extinct speedy extinction of slavery, but they ab- of age, three of them hovs and unmaras are two of the gills
The second
species the same was the case; there was horred the idea of a geographical line ried, now
w ith freedom decreed on the one line and
about eighteen, is verv graceful
gill,
no gradual passage from one to another.
v
stopped.
Moreover, the first animals that existed slavery fully established on the other. It and winning. Alice made a isit to Fort
thus came to pass that the Ohio river Leavenworth, and the Lieutenant Colunt 1
“Woke up I lias be ?" rejoin id the baron the earth were by no means to he conwas lilt1 dividing line.
North of it free- there, a native of Ireland, and i;i middle
sidered as inferior or degraded.
keeper. “I’ll soon give him so ue soothin’
dom
was forever decreed ; south of it slalife, found himself not overlooked in lie;
sirup, as'll put him to sleep again. Just
other
one
into
Among
investigations,
Within tin
regard, and became her husband to the
you ketch hold of his nose.”
the truth of the argument from Design very was tirmly established.
I was lying on my back,
.ilmost imin Nature had been carried on, and had limits of the union as originally formed satisfaction of ail the house. [Cor. N. Y
hitherto tended to fully confirm that doc- the slavery question had. therefore, been Tribune.
mediately, 1 felt a rough hand clinch my
nostrils. At the same time some one
trine. The questions of the Assyrian in- compromised, the common territory parA
Mount Desert Dog.
pulled the comforter down from my yelled.
scriptions and tin1 recent Babylonian re- titioned, and the republic, half slave,
Hut I lay close for I knew the ship was searches had been under the leadership half free, organized and sent forth on its
mouth, and as 1 grasped for breath,
I'm
to close this letter, writes a
going
forced the neck of a bottle between my gathering way every second, and his of Mr. llormuzd Passant,
who, on his ar- mission.
Bar Harbor correspondent, with a disserI had no option but to swallow voice already sounded further off than rival from Nineveh, had
teeth.
ntK Missorni i>n-:snoN.
given a full retation on fogs.
I f. D gentle reader, you
sputteringly some of its contents. The before. Another second or two passed port ol the extent of his new excavations,
The .Missoni 1 question marked a dis- cdnsult
your Bible as often as you do
bottle was then withdrawn, the com- and then he fired. The ball struck a which were of the highest interest.
His tinct era in the
political thought of the your looking-glass you will probably
forter replaced, my nostrils released, and thwart above me and glanced oil'. Again discovery of Sepharvaim, one of the first
and made a profound impression remember this
“And the eurtii
passage :
in a few minutes I relapsed i ito uncon- and again I heard the revolver, and each cities mentioned in Holy Writ, was most country
on the minds of patriotic men.
Sudden- w as without form, and void : and dark
sciousness.
time the boat was hit but I was not important. Professor!teltzseh and others
ly, without warning, the north and the ness was upon the lace of the deep.
I
On again awakening, I fin ml myself touched, the distance between us now
tiided in the consideration of the discov- south
the tree suites and the slav e states tliink Moses must have
penned the a bo
lying in the bunk of a small c; bin. Tins being enough for the gunwale of the eries and the inscriptions found.
fetmd themselv es arrayed against each sentence while rusticating at Mmint
of preserved meat, barrels of sugar and boat to be a protection to me.
Two meetings had been held to con- other in a v iolent and
absorbing conflict
Desert during a foggy spell and waiting
\\ ben lie had emptied all six chambers sider the
Hour, and other stores of that sort, scatquestions raised in Mr. Herbert 1 >u. mg the interval of the adoption of the for the sun to shine,
i have heard a
tered around the place showed me it was of liia revolver, I stood up, and saw the Spencer's Philosophy, and Lord O'Neill
federal constitution and the admission of story of a
fog so thick that a mail shingused as a steward’s storeroom. The John E. Chew some fifty yards oil', and others had show n, by a careful analy
Missouri there had been a great change ling his barn couldn’t tell where the roof
hunk had no mattress or bed clothes in gradually stealing away before the wind ; sis of his arguments, that a greater attenin the southern mind both as to the mor- left oil and tiii' log began, so that he
it. There was a port over it: and as the but I also saw another sight that was tion to accuracy in statement would have
al ana economic aspects ol slavery.
11ns shingled a hundred feet or m> out into
monkey-jacket and comforter had been not by any means so pleasant. This kept Mr. Spencer from arriving at those revolution of
opinion had heen wrought the air, and only discovered his error
taken oft'me, 1 raised myself mid looked was the skill'putting oil'from the ship in hasty conclusions which had made his
in a large degree by the cotton plant. when the sun broke
through. I always
out.
Callao was visible in the distance ; pursuit of me, with the bar-keeper and philosophy remarkable. It was announcWhen the federal constitution was form- believed this arn to be a brazen falsey
hut I could see from the position of the his two companions in it.
I looked ed that the results of explorations now
id the annual export of cotton did not hood till I came to Mount 1 insert: hut I
shipping, the vessel 1 was in was lying around the gig. There were no oars in being carried on in Egypt would he laid exceed dill) bales. It was reckoned only now
acknowledge my error, and cheerful
it.
1
far
out.
a
tried
to
out
but
thwart,
very
drag
they before the Institute early in the winter. among our experimental products, but,
iy bear w itness to its modest truthfulness.
in tact, as l afterwards discovered,she
all delied my efforts to move them. With The discoveries were very important, esstimulated by the invention of the gin, That circumstance took
place right here.
had been moved to her present berth the strength of desperation, 1 then tried pecially that ol the site of Suceoth, which,
production increased so rapidly that at The barn is gone and the man is gone,
the
seats
in
the
the
Hut
tiie
after
that
stern,
like
the
resultsof
the
during
night.
and,
repeated
thing
survey of Palestine, the time of Missouri’s application for adbut I’ve seen it piece of the fog full of
interested me most was a Hritish gunboat attempts, succeeded in loosening one of were confirmatory of the Sacred Record.
mission into the union cotton 'planting nail holes which his deeeiidants still
pie
lying about a third of a mile o 1', and the them. A final wrench and it came away
was the most remunerative industry in
Democratic Absurdity.
setve as a voucher in ease their ancestm's
nearest vessel in sight, her broad iiiiionin my hands.
It was about live feet long,
the country. The export alone exceeded reputation should ever be wantonlv as
The Democrats of Ohio have fairly
.jack drooping over her stern. 1 guessed nine inches in width, and an inch thick.
K III,III HI bales annually, but ibis highly sallied
by doubting Thomases. That w as
it to lie about eight o'clock in the morn- 1 then commenced to paddle with it, first matehed the illogical absurdity of their
culture was in regions so warm an
profitable
exceptionally dense fog, it is true, but
ing. 1 was about to try the boor, when on one side and then on the other, stand- rivals. Their platform, so fur as it relates that outdoor labor was unwelcome to the
had another blessed exception this
a key turned in it, and it opened for the
ing up, and using all my strength, and to the temperance question,is nonsensical. white race
The immediate consequence
so thick you could lean
morning,
up
entrance of no other than the captain of shouting as loud as I could to draw the
It declares against sumptuary legislation,
was a large advance in the value of slave
it
and rest,
if it doesn't clear
against
I was not surprised gunboat’s notice.
the John E. Chow.
But the boat was too and all interference with private rights, labor and in
the price of slaves. This up around here before
long, some enter
for 1 had already formed an ipinion of heavy for this mode of propulsion to have and then favors regulation by license !
fact had its quick and decisive influence, prising individual can
reap a fortune'Ip
much effect on her, and the skit!'gained Does not the Democratic party know on
where 1 was.
even in those slave-holding states which
a lioie through the fog and exhibit
“Well, my lad, how do you feel now ?” fast on me. The liar-keeper was stand- what principle license rests f is it ignor- could not raise cotton. The inevitable lairing
ing the sati as a peep show a cent a
he sa’d in a brusque manner.
ing in her bows, one man was rowing, ant of tlic clfeetsof a license law actually and
speedy result was the consolidation lock.
“How do I feel ?” 1 repliei
“Why, and the other was seated in the stern. enforcedf lias it no knowledge of the of the political power necessary to prohow should you expect a man to feel They said not a word as they came up. real meaning which attaches to “sumptect an interest at once so vast and so liThe Adams Express.
And when the bows of the skill' touched tuary
who iuis been nearly drugged to death f
*
*
*
*
able to assault.
-as you very well know,” I ad led, lookthe stern of the gig, the bar-keeper made
The Democretie party has always comIii
Host
on, recently,-says a writer in
The Missouri question once settled, the
a spring.
As he did so, I swung around plained of Prohibition as a sumptuary
ing straight at him.
subsided as rapid- the New York Tribune, I met a son oi
anti-slavery
agitation
“Ho, lio! that’s how the land lies, is my improvised paddle, and hit him with act, whereas it is in no sense sumptuary.
ly as it had arisen. This was a second the founder of the Adams Express ('em
it Drugged, eh f 1 don’t know anything the edge of it, fairly across the side of his Sumptuary laws limit
expenditure, or surprise to thinking men. This result patiy. who gave me some interesting
about drugging; but 1 know you came head.
He gave a howl, and fell over into say what a man shall pay for what ho
points. His father began tin* express
can, however, be readily explained. The
on board last night in a
beastly state of the water, nearly swamping the skill'as buys. Prohibition simply forbids men northern states felt that they had abso- business with literally nothing, and was
sell.
to
When by royal decree two
intoxication; so 1 put you in here, to he went down.
secured for freedom a large terri- his own carrier and distributer, and had
take care of you, instead of ktting you
In the confusion that ensued, the rower gallons of beer must he sold in London lutely
west and north of Missouri.
The so: few customers that lit: could attend
tory
go to your proper place, the foi'sle.”
dropped one of his oars: and before they for fourpenee, a Democrat might have southern states believed that they had to them personally, delivering parcels,
“My proper place! How is hat?” 1 could recover it, pick up the half-drow ned complained of sumptuary interference. an implied and honorable
understanding whether of money or merchandise at
enquired.
bar-keeper, and bale out the water they If to-day he were forced to give twenty- —outside and beyond the explicit letter their rooms. The further he proceeded
“How is that? lie repeated.
“That’s had shipped, I had, by vigorous paddling, five cents for each drink, similar com- of the law
that new states south of the into the business the darker grew the
cool, that is. Hut I suppose 1 lie drink put a good hundred yards between the plaint would he in order. Hut Prohibi- Missouri line could be admitted to
slavery path, and his wife was unable at one
has knocked it all out of your head. Why two boats.
tion does not refer to prices. It does not if
desired. The great political par- time to go to church or make visits, bethey
When the occupants of the skill' had say a man may buy beer hut shall not
man, you have shipped before the mast
ties then dividing the country accepted cause site had not a bonnet or gow n that
with me, Capt. Hob I’ric-e, mas erof the recovered from their catastrophe, 1 was purchase brandy.
It does not permit the
result, and for the next ’2(1 years no would do her husband credit. Yet Mr.
Cnited States ship John E. Cl ew, port surprised tolind that they showed no in- him to buy beer at live cents a glass and
agitation of the slavery question appear- Adams was sure that lie bad a great
of New Haven, on a voyage from Callao tention of following me. On the con- deny him a better quality at ten.
It ed in
lie also had to face a rival,
any political convention nor affect- thing, though
to Ti yeast (Trieste.)
Your wages is trary, my friend, the bar-keeper, was takes no account of the purchaser. It ed
Hamden’s Express Company, which was
considerable body of the people.
any
thirty dollars a month, and you’ve had a huddled into the stern, and the other has application only to the seller. It
somewhat earlier in date, in this emerTHE ANTI-SI.A VERY I'lOXEKKS.
month’s pay in advance, wliicl I’ve got two taking an oar apiece, began to pull is no more a sumptuary act when applied
gency, Mr. Adams found a man with
witnesses to prove.”
as hard as they could for the shore, at
to alcoholic drinks than when applied to
Within that period, however, there moans, Mr. Dinsmore, who is now at the
lie spoke this as if he were repeating right angles to the course I was pursuing. any otiier poisons.
If to forbid the un- grew up a school of anti-slavery men, far head of the organization, and w ho is said
a lesson which he wished to
impress up- 1 was greatly relieved; and on looking restricted sale of ale or whisky could he more radical and progressive than those to be worth anywhere from $3,INN),INN) or
on my memory.
Hut now, changing his round, soon discovered the cause of this considered sumptuary, then to deny the who had resisted the admission of Mis- $4,(MM),(Hit) to $2(>,<NH),000. Ho put his
tone to one of menace, which was emchange of tactics -the steam-launch be- equally free sale of acqua fortis, chloro- souri as a slave state. They formed what shoulder to the wheel, brought Mr.
phasized In the display of a revolver longing to the gunboat was coming rapid- form or opium is alike sumptuary, and was known as the abolition party and Attains out triumphantly, and the Hamwhich he drew from a pocket behind ly in my direction.
every druggist has as much right to they devoted themselves to the utter de- den company, for want of a similar methAs I afterwards found out, the reports oppose sumptuary laws as has the would- struction of
him, lie continued:
slavery by every instrumen- odical sponsor, lapsed into poverty while
“And look ye here, my lad you had of the revolver had been heard by those be keeper of a saloon.
[American Re- tality which they could lawfully employ. the Adams express magnates lend money
better turn to and do yourdi ty; for if on board, and the launch was just com- former.
They began, therefore, by demanding by millions to the railroad companies.

w(j‘

|

was

ally appointed to the West Point Military
\cademy, Hancock s father being poor,
find some of the kind neighbors, of their
own suggestion, thinking to relieve his
father and mother. Mr. Emery said : "I
i*an tell you a story answering exactly to

—

Maine

Matters.

HFMotRATItt EXTRAVAGANCE.
TAXES IX KNOX

NEWS AND GOSSIP FROM ALL OVER I IlE STATE.

The following table shows the taxos assessed
by the County Commissioners upon the several
towns of Knox county for the current year, in
comparison with those of 1S82:

FAlU'llE OF F. SHAW A BROS., THE LARGEST
tanners in the world, liabilities of
hie mat.
assets, $3,000,000.

$3,300,000;

The Boston Journal says: F. Shaw A Bros.,
the largest tanners in the world, made an assignment to-day pJulyJOtli) to F. A. Wyman,
i lie liabilities are sg,5mt,000: nominal assets,
s5.oOO.O0o. The assets consist of tanneries in
Northern Maine. New York. New Brunswick
and (Quebec.
The company owns one and a
half million acres .if land in Maine. The immediate cause of the suspension was the failure of
Copeland A t o., who owe them $400,000. A
remote cause of the failure was the suspension
of the Tactile Bank a year ago. Shaw Brothers,
at the time the bank collapsed, held a number
of boot and shoe linns above water who lost in
failure of the bank. These linns they have
been carrying ever since and perhaps they will
be beard from in a day or two. The creditors
arc chiefly Maine. Boston and New York banks
and some of the largest hide and leather houses
in Boston.
The tanneries controlled by the
concern will be run to work up the stock on
band and will probably continue lor -i\ months.
I'b Bangor Whig and Courier of Tuesday

Appleton.*

young i.ady

(

460.29

34.98
50.43

at

bar

harbor.

.SHIPMENTS.

of the

largest

crops of liav that Androscoggin county ever knew, will be cut this year.
It is said that the "Flying Yankee”
pays Getter than any other passenger train on tin* .Maim
Central.
The basement of Senator Hide’s new house
is about completed and tbe superstructure will
soon be put up.
The damage to the hay crop in Kennebec
county on account of bad weather will be comparatively small.
The Times says the Sagadahoc Historical society is endeavoring to raise a fund for the erection of a tire-proof building.
The next meeting of the Maine lice Keeper’s
Association will be held at Augusta. August Dili
and loth. is.s:;.
The old rebel cannon at the State lb.use has
been repainted, and with the addition of two
new wheels is about as good as new.
Mrs. Alary Young, of Bangor, will be 1(10
It is proposed to celeyears old September 5.
brate her centennial birthday.
An album of Alaine Central scenery containing photographic views at twentv' different
points along the line has been published.
The ( anion Lumber Alills Company has failed. The liabilities are reported at jsii.lloO. The
company claims it can pay in full if time is

given.

The Rockland Free J’resssays: A. II.
Fogg,
of this city, picked about 10.UU0 baskets of straw
berries this year. The greater part were
shipped to Boston, and averaged him fourteen cents
after paying commissions.
At Lewiston, Tuesday, a man visiting Doris’
circus, interviewed some sharpers
playing
cards.
They privately informed him of a
scheme by which 81,001) invested would yield a
gain of 81.000 in a year. He planked the money when the fellows disanpeared and cannot be

found.

>

■

1,234.24

IN (IENERAI..
< me

'■

—

933.44
733.20

j

Gen. Chamberlain is now stopping at his seashore residence four miles from Brunswick.
I he condition of his health is not much improved and lie will never entirely recover from
his wounds, lie is able to sit up, however,
and Occasionally takes a stroll around out of
doors.
'I lie Bangor A\ big calls for the
suppression
of the gambling dens in that city.
One thing appreciated by the
people who visit Alaranocoofc, is the free
cheeking of parcels
on the grounds,
by the railroad company
lion. .lames I.,. Blaine and wife are
visiting
Gail Hamilton (Miss Dodge) at la r summer
residence in Houlton, Alass.
Fire in the Corporation mills at Veazie. Friday caused a loss of 810,000; covered by insurance.
The mills arc operated bv Cutler A Kddy of Bangor.
Rev. .John AV aketield, aged SO years,
dropped
dead Friday in front of the residence of
Capt.
Burgess in Thoinaston, yvhere lie was a resident. He was a native ol Bath. Ale., and formerly resided in AVarreu and Rockland.
’[’he Boston Advertiser says, in its report of
Brighton market: In conversation with a
prominent catt I" dealer from Alaine. he said the
hay crop has been so abundant this season that
all the way the farmers can
dispose of it is to
feed it out to the cattle, and that
they intend
to do.
I. C. Libby bail last week ail order for
a pair of
but
eculd
working oxen,
not find them
on sale.
The farmers want to feed out more
and
run light to market.
hay.
1 he New Age of July 27th contains the valedictory of Alanley II. Bike A Co., the establishment having been soW to Kx-Gov. Blaisted and
Gluts. B. Morton, of Augusta, as
reported last
week.
I he bee keepers of
Biscataquis couutv will
bold a meeting in Foxeroft on Thursday-.'
Aug.
2d. to form a county association.
Work is noyv in'progress on the survey- of a
railroad route north of Aloosehead Lake to
Houlton. The distance is 125 miles.
The Kennebec .Journal is informed, on
good
authority, that the report that the position of
principal of the Farmington Normal School
has been offered to Air. G.T.
Fletcher, of Auburn. is without foundation. It has been offered to no one except Rev. Air. Burr, of the Hallowcll < 'lassioal School.

ON< EliNINC Oi l: WA TERINC l'l.AI IS.

! i)'- numberof \ i.-iior- at tin* hotels on Mount
l'1 si-ft was less la-t year than the
year before,
and is less this year than last. The’ fact is. that
I lie cottages are
destroying the hotels. The
most romantic and attractive
portions of the island have been appropriated by private owners
and are no longer accessible to transient visitors.
Tin’s i- to be regretted for several reasons.
In the first place, il is a pity to have this
’■ool retreat reserved for a few families, to the
xelusion of their fellow citizens.
Secondly,
the visitors who stay at the hotels are the
peowho
draw
their
ple
supplies from Maine and
especially from Portland. The companv which
la- bought
Cushing’s island in this harbor lias
ad< pied a programme which must he followed
Mount Desert, if the island is not to be given
up wholly to the cottages. On Cushing’s island. the entire coast remains public.
White
le ad is to be a public ground. The beach and
lawn near the Ottawa house are reserved for
ihe public. Private estates will not be allowed
to oe< upv the whole island.
A similar policy
-hould lie adopted at Mount Desert and
adopt• d at once.
Hie hotels and the merchants who
are interested in tilt* maintenance of the hotels
should mile to secure drives, beaches, lawns
and observatories where transient visitors
may
feel sure that they have a right to go.
[Portland Advertiser.
^

MAINE CENTRA!. RAILROAD.

The directors of the Maine Central railroad
met at Portland, July 25. and declared a semiannual dividend at 2 per cent.,payable Aug. 15.
It is confidently believed that tlie time is not
far distant when Mpiiue Central will be an s
per cent, stock.
Indeed, one of the largest
stockholder- said that it would certainly pay
10 per cent, before long.
Mr. John S. Cushing, who Inis been in the employ of the corporation over thirty-five years, tendered his
resignation as treasurer, and the resignation was
accepted. -Mr. Joseph A. Linscott. auditor of
the company, was elected treasurer in place of
Mr. Cushing, resigned. Mr. George York was
elected auditor in place of Joseph A. Linscott,
promoted. A petition was received from certain
stockholders requesting a stockholders’ meeting
in order that the directors might lie instructed
to take measures to prevent Die lease of the
L; stern railroad to the Boston and Maine road.
The number of petitioners being the number
required by law, a stockholders’ meetiug was
ordered to be called at Augusta, at Granite
Hall, August 4th, to act on the petition. The
proposed lease of the Maine Shore Line to the
Maine Central was presented and confirmed by
the directors on llieir part, and it was ordered
to bring it before the meeting of stockholders
to he held at Augusta. August 14th.
THE KELLY CASE.

The case of Sergeant Kelly, who is under indictment for the murder of Francis A. Smith,
at Fort I’opham last summer, will
probably he
argued at the present term of the law court in
Portland. It is claimed by the United States
Government that our courts have no jurisdiction in the ease, but that Kelly must be delivered up to the United States’authorities to lie
tried. Asa Bird Gardner, Judge Advocate of
the U. S. Army, will appear for the United
States, and Attorney-General Cleaves for the
State.

counterfeiting of Dominion
suspected.

of large denominations is

notes

General Orel's death is the occasion for an
army order recounting his record and feelingly
commending his virtues.

Bags having been shipped from Egypt to
Boston, the Collector of Customs has been
ordered to enforce the quarantine regulations.
The body of Captain Webb, the English
swimmer who was drowned in attempting to
swim the Niagara rapids, has been found.
There was a gash in the head.
The office of the newspaper, “Among the
( louds," dh the summit of Alt. Washington
was struck by lightning, Saturday night. Editor
Henry At. Burt and two printers, W. A. Perkins and K. II. Darby, were struck. Burt was
the most seriously injured. His lower limbs
were paralyzed for several iiours.
Lightning
was also busy in Alassaehusctts and Connecticut.
All the G. A. li. departments show again.
The total gain in the year was 071 posts and
55,07(1 members, or GGJ percent. During the
year the following permanent departments
have been organizedWest Virginia, Kentucky. Oregon and Dakota, Arkansas, Washington and New Alexico. The post at Honolulu
is in fine condition and bids fair to include
every veteran on the island.

Negotiations between the striking operators
and the Baltimore and Ohio railroad company
have failed. The Western Union appears to
be gaining on the strikers. The number of its
operators lias increased and it no longer stamps
“accepted subject to delay.” on its messages.
It is rumored that the Brotherhood will next
order the railroad operators on Gould’s roads
to strike. The strikers are firm
They have
received financial aid from the “Knights of
Labor.”
Barca, Spanish envoy and minister
plenipotentiary to the United States, committed
suicide Sunday morning, in his room in the
Albemarle Hotel. New York, by shooting himSenor

self in the head with a revolver." This cause is
believed to have been financial trouble. It is
said that he had been liviug beyond his means,
and that in striving to extricate himself from
his difficulties by speculations in Wall street,
he became plunged in deeper ones. His friends
assert the belief that these troubles preyed on
his mind until he became temporarily insane.
His wife and daughter were at Seabrig’ht, N. J.

The Italian town of Casamicciola on the
island Ischia near Naples was almost entirely

destroyed by an earthquake Saturday night.
The neighboring towns of Eorio and Lacceameo
were greatly damaged.
The shocks began at
half past nine o’clock in the evening. At that
hour the majority of the people of the upper
classes were at the theatre. Nearly all of the
houses in the town collapsed. It is estimated

that three thousand persons were killed. Hotel
Piecola Sentinella sunk in the earth and buried
many -of the inmates. Some of the inhabitants
of the town escaped to the sea at the first shock
and made their way to Naples with the news
of the calaminty.

Menhaden
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both aid and encouragement from the outside.
We hope they will receive both in ample de-

CHARLES A. PILSBURY.EDITOR.
RUSSELL U. DYER.LOCAL EDITOR.

gree. All the essentials for a successful fair are
at hand; the location is centra easy of access,
and the track one of the best in the State.

Dorsey’s Confessions.

The

and

Mackerel.

Ohio

IXVESTIGATION INTO THE FISHERIES BY

AX

U. S. SENATE COMMITTEE.

A

At

a

a

legislature of New
forbidding tbe catching of

law

menhaden within three miles of the New Jersey coast. This was vetoed by the Governor,
on the ground that the
subject properly belonged to tbe general government. The subjects involved came before the United States Senate at
the last session, and a resolution was
passed,

Society has had many reverses, due in part no
mismanagement, but in the past few instructing the Committee on Federal Gelations
to act in conjunction with the Fish Commission
years it has retrieved itself, pa d oft its indebtedness and has a small sum in the treasury. during the recess, and examine into the protecThe most serious problem it liai to deal with at tion to be given by iaw to the fish and fisheries
this time relates to the building on the grounds, of the Atlantic coast, and also the extent of the
which from natural causes, aided by the de- jurisdiction of the United States government in
structive hands of lawless boys, needs exten- the matter. The work was delegated to a subsive repairs before it will be lit for use. All committee which is now pursuing its
investigawho can should lend the Society a helping hand. tions. At a recent hearing in Boston the first
witness called was President li. S. Snow, of the
Farmers should be thinking over their exhibits.
Boston Fish Bureau, who said that if some law
The cattle show last year was unusually good;
but the displays of farm and girden produce, could be passed preventing the catching of
fruit, etc., were not what they n igiit have been. mackerel during the spawning season, between
This year the conditions are more favorable the middle of April and the middle of July, ft
and we trust there will be a fid line of exhib- would prevent any growing scarcity. The seining of mackerel has not had much to do with
its in these departments. The officers of the
society, we are assured, have no disagreements causing a scarcity. Menhaden are seldom found
near our coast now.
They feed upon the same
among themselves, as has been supposed, but
class of food as the mackerel, such us smaller
are working in harmony and will be
of
glad
suggestions from any quarter vith a view to fish and aniinaleuhv, but they are too large to be
food for the mackerel. There has been no spemaking the fair a success.
cial deficiency in the food fishes for years, but
the present season has come nearer to it than
One obstacle the Waldo Count y society has to
contend with, if we are rightly informed, ought any for thirtv years.
.Mr. Noah Mayo said the moss-bunker or
not to exist. That is a real or supposed hostility on the part of the country against the city, menhaden, as he is called, appeared upon our
and vice versa. Our informan could not de- coasts some twenty years ago and remained
cide which feeling was the strongest. We can until about tbe year 1ST!!, but has since then
only say that if there is such a feeling it is become very scarce. The menhaden is shyer
equally wrong and unwise on both sides and than any other fish. These and mackerel are
alike injurious to both. The civand country greatly reduced by tbe use of the very large
seines now employed. '1 he menhaden furnishes
are mutually dependent on each other.
Increased prosperity for the one 1 leans increased food for the bluctish and other large fish, but
prosperity for the other, and so of a decline in not for mackerel. The mackerel is the most
prosperity. Suppose that licit ist. which has valuable of our fishes excepting salmon and
ample water power and excellent shipping fa- blue fish.
East week the committee was in Portland,
cilities. should become a large manufacturing
place. One of the first results would be a rise in and the following gentlemen were called as
witnesses; Messrs. Emery Cushing, Charles I).
real estate in the vicinity. F: rms would be
Thornes. Charles A. Dyer. O. B. Whitten, John
more valuable, and there would be a home marA. Emery. N. (). (’ram. Geo. Trefethen and E.
ket for much of the produce now sent else(i. Willard of that city. Capt. Bobbins and Mr.
where. Illustrations might be uultiplied. if it
Johnson of Deer Isle. All of these gentlemen
were necessary, to show how ill wise and injurious it is to allow a narrow spirit of unwarran- responded first to tin* questions, Did the mented jealousy to stand in "tliewi y of our com- haden formerly exist in great numbers on this
coast, have they decreased, and if so, what in
mon
prosperity.
the witnesses* opinion was the reason? All
testitied substantially to the same effect, that in
The dog-days having come, when fogs and
ls.s the great schools of menhaden
showers may reasonably be expected at more
disappeared.
rlhis was owing to the fact that in
or less frequent intervals, we shall
pursuing
probably
bear nothing further of the stre ■! sprinkler un- tin* menhaden oil business the firms engaged in
til another season. For one we k recently the the trade, and owning the factories, had emNow the sailing
dust bad undisputed sway, an I we only wish ployed fleets of steamers.
vessels do not have the same effect upon tin*
we had had an arithmetic man at hand to
cypher
tish as the steamers. I’he sailing vessels depend
out the damage, in dollars and tents. caused
by
upon the wind, they cannot pursue the fish
the dust during that week. The effect upon the
health of the community of inhaling dust, of with regularity and system. The steamers,
bat ing eyes,ears and mouth tilli d with it. could however, keep together, invade the shoals of
fish, break them up and frighten them so that
not he easily determined or ref need to a cash
basis, lint it Is safe to say that the expense of they lied from old haunts in the eases where
running the sprinkler would la but a drop in they escape. Then, again, many of the witnesses thought that at the factories the custom
the bucket In comparison with the figures that
of
he
set
down
crushing the menhaden to express the oil.
the
might
against
neglect or false
and then throwing the otl'al overboard, served
economy which has left the city at the merer of
to poison and sicken tin- tish, and in that
the dust.
way
keep them away.
A resident of a neighboring town, a staunch
Tin* witnesses also testitied they were not so
temperance man, remarked the other day that much interested in the menhaden fishery (and
he had intended \\ riling to the Journal concern- >uch i- the ease with Maine tish dealers
genering the sale of liquor in this city. Prohibition ally)
in the mackerel. But they claimed
prohibits in the town in question, but our in- that these same fleets often surround shoals of
formant savs that on one day recently be saw
mackerel, thinking them menhaden, and alnine of lii> townsmen in Bclast who were though they emptied them back into the ocean
more or less under the inllueiiee of
li.juor, 1 ie the fish were so injured by the seining that
naturally feels somewhat indigntnt at this state they either died or depreciated in size and
of affairs, and although loth to put himself for- fatness. Then, again, the menhaden were the
ward where he i> not a resident says he would principal bait used in catching the mackerel,

Age published

The Prof.

lust week u rehash

of the article in which ex-Senator
star route

us; bill it does.

of

seeks to defile the grave of
this ought not to surprise

notoriety
Perhaps

Garfield.

Dorsey,

When

Dorsey

was

giving

his

testimony eoueerniug the star route frauds the
Democratic press unanimously branded him as a
liar. They would not believe him under oath.
Now they accept an ex-parte statement from
him, not made under oath, as gospel truth.
Why? Is it because Dorsey has declared his
intention of joining the Democratic party, that
haven of refuge for rascals who have been
driven from the Republican party? If we admit all that Dorsey says to he true, what then?
It is an admission, for one thing, that only a
two dollar hill is needed to make a

Republican

voter of an Indiana Democrat. If the Democratic press can stand that we can. Put Dorsey's diatribe is mainly an attack upon a dead
man—one whose record is made up, who has
neither part nor agency in human affairs—a
man whose fortitude and Christian spirit during
the

long

and weary weeks before the bullet of
(lie assassin completed its deadly mission, won

for him the respect and
whole civilized world.

loving sympathy of the
Indeed, we hold that
the last hours of Garfield furnish a complete
refutal of all the slanders that malignant and
unscrupulous opponents had conjured up against
him.

A weak man,
uprightly and acted

have faced death

man

a

who had not lived

conscientiously,

could not

hr did.

as

Dorsey's attempt

to smirch the memory of
the dead Garfield has failed, for the general

public has given no credence to calumnies emenatiug from one who lias shown himself lo be
unworthy of belief. Their only effect can be to
wound the widow aud the sons and daughters
of Garfield, and to add another pang to their
grief. On the other hand they prove that Dorsoy himself lias been guilty of bribery ami corruption, of treachery, and that he possesses the
traits of a hyena rather than those of a man.
They must be taken as conclusive against Horsey, for he was under no compulsion to write
himself down a rascal. So far as others
concerned the rules of evidence forbid the

ceptance of his unsupported testimony.

proof

arc
ac-

Hut

is not

lacking to show that Dorsey's story
is a tissue of misrepresentations from beginning
to the end. Dorsey knew very little, if anything. about the amount of money raised by the
Republicans in lN8rt. to protect Indiana and
Ohio from the invasion of Kentucky rullians
and repeaters, and at the same time take care
of gangs of ballot box stutters despatched from
New York. Philadelphia and Baltimore. A> the
New

York Times

says, “So far from
the trusted director of that cam-

truly

Dorsey being
paign. he was throughout a suspected busybody. The greatest labor for which he is responsible was the labor he imposed upon the
persons interested in watching him to prevent
an
outbreak of his unconquerable fondness
for treachery." Both parties raised money
for the two important October States. Three
years ago, liarnum, of IsTii ‘-mule" memory,
went to Indianapolis with his gripsack lined
with greenbacks, and on the eve of the election returned east, bringing back a considerable surplus, for which he found no use.
The Democrats had an abundance of pecuniary

arguments, and were not at all scrupulous
about their employment, as may be inferred
from the character of a management which,
near the close of the canvass, circulated broadcast the infamous Morey letter aftt r it had been

volunteer to he

It

of twenty men to close the
rum shops in Belfast.
It wot Id not require
half nor quarter of that number, (me man

is immaterial w hich party sent the most money
to Ohio and Indiana, but one thing may be re-

could close every rumshop in Belfast in less
than twi ntv-four hours, and they could he
kept

garded

closed, too.

branded as

a

forgery by

certain

General (iartield.

Republican managers
did not eoulide to Dorsey the sum subscribed
by Republicans to thw art Democratic plans for
overriding the popular vote of those States.
Murat Halstead clearly exposes one of the
The
many misstatements made by Dorsey.
hitter charges that President Garfield nominated Stanley Matthews to the Supreme bench ahis part of the agreement with day Gould
whereby the great speculator and monopolist
subscribed §150,000 to the Republican campaign
fund. Hon. Levi P. Morton, in whose hands
these funds were placed, says that day Gould
subscribed only $5000, and then gave an equal
as

—

the

to the Democratic committee.

sum

enough

to

This is

effectually discredit Dorsey's

state-

Rut. as Halstead remarks—

ment.

The Stanley Matthews part of the story is too
thin. It was known in the summer of 1880 that
Mr. Justice Swayne of Ohio proposed to resign,
and that President Hayes would appoint Stanley Matthews. That was what is called an
open secret. The authority was not official,
but it was authentic. It was not supposed that
there would be serious opposition in the Senate
to the confirmation of this appointment.
It
could never have occurred to Jay Gould that
there was a possibility that Garfield would
have the appointment of the successor of Judge
Swayne, so that part of the sensation of the
Sun goes to perdition as soon as it comes in
contact with the open air.
The assertion that Garfield was in

Dorsey’s

power will hardly deceive any one who is in
the least conversant with public affairs. That

Dorsey

endeavored to

impress

the value of bis services is

a

(iartield with

matter of notorie-

ty, and it is equally notorious that he failed in
the

attempt. The dinner given after the election, at New York, to Dorsey, and to which
prominent Republicans were inveigled, was
part of the plot. Subsequently it was learned
that Dorsey was called upon to pay the bills
for a dinner supposed to have been compli-

mentary to himself: while President (iartield
in taking James and MeYcagh into his Cabinet
and

beginning

The

rain

brought

to

fect

bay

which

found in an

in type we have
the following item :
was

In an interview with a correspondent of the
Chicago Herald, Horsey claims that he is nol
responsible for tile alleged revelations relative
to Garfield's administration, recently published
in the New York Sun.

The interview itself we have not seen, nor

anything to corroborate this report. We can
only say that if it is true, the New York Sun has
been guilty of a greater degree of infamy than
is attributed to Dorsey.
Newspapers.

When we look around for the Greenback
spapers which came into existence in this
State a few years ago, like mushrooms, we are
unable to find them. They have disappeared
new

like mushrooms.
the

names

It is difficult to recall even
of all of them.
There was Chase’s
which became something else before

Chronicle,
it died; Them Steers, the meatiest of the lot.
which from appearing semi-oeeasionally lias
ceased to appear at all; three or four dailies

and as many or more weeklies, issued at Portland; the Herald, whose identity lias been lost
in the

Saturday

days

last

of per-

nhahituut does

The oldest

a season in which the weather was
favorable. For all that, a good deal of hay
remained uncut, hut mostly wh re the mowing
machine could not he used to m
vantage. This

mere

recalls the

improved appliances which have expedited and lessened the labor >f hay-making.
I lie Popular Science News
says:
I lie labor of curing and sto
dug hay is not
what it

was.
The great aid received from
horse rakes, tedders, loaders, and imbarns
takes away in a great measure
proved
the dread which the
approael of the having
season once inspired.
In our boyhood it was a
season of long hours of hard, hot work: a season
of intense perspiration, thirst, and
anxiety.
I armers endeavored to hold tl emselves
up hv
pouring rum down into their heated, trembling
stomachs. As says l)r. Holmes "What a smell
of rum there used to be all about in
baying
time when I was a boy I It wss stronger ilian
the smell of bay itself,
often.
We
of that
very
generation used to associate cut dug grass and
cutting hair in an odd kind of w iv,—rum in the
stomach to keep the heat from
killing the mower,
rum on the head to
keep the old from killing
the child.”
once

mowers,

fine of our large tax-payers—we mean the
real article—takes rather a
despondent view of
our city affairs. The
heavy rate of taxationvhc
thinks, keeps people away from here, while
personal property is being transferred from
Belfast to

places where the taxes are lighter.
There is no hope of relief from n
funding, under
present conditions, it having come to a complete standstill, and the prospect is that taxes
may increase rather than decrease. The only
that can promote the growth of tin

thing

city

and enhance its

prosperity

of manufactories here.

ing

is the establishment,

Other

places

are

hold-

inducements to enterprises of this kind,
and Belfast can well afford to cb> the same.
out

Montgomery

Bla

r.

Hon.

.Montgomery Blair, who died at I is
near
Washington hut week, was a
member of a distinguished fa nilv, and bad
been prominent in public affairs for
many
years. He was an anti-slavery Democrat and
as sneii joined the
Republican party when that
was formed for the
purpose of putting a constitutional check to the further ,pread of slav-

ami since the menhaden were driven
away the
fishermen had been put to other measures, and
sometimes great straits, for bait.
AV lint. however, seems to be a
strong proof
that the steamers did drive
away the menhaden
was evidenced
by t!lie fact that this year—now
that the steamers have ceased to be
employed
on the coast -the menhaden have been

caught
numbers, but

not only in Casco
Bay in small
have also been seen around their old familiar
haunts. They do not return in great shoals,

but, like advance

guards,

are

feeling

their

way.
I’he witnesses desired to emphasize the fact
that Maine is deeply interested in the preservation of the mackerel

fishery, and that Conprohibiting the catching of the fish during the spawning season, and
that the seining of the fish should not be allow-

gress should enact

ed

a

law

up to June loth of each year.

As an in-

instance of the immense growth of the mackerel

fishery

of .Maine statistics were given to
show that last year, in Portland alone,
100,000

barrels of salt mackerel

were

packed

valued at

barrel, $50,000

worth of fresh mackerel
taken, and mackerel canned to the value of
per

$150,000, making

industry in mackerel alone
to Portland—without considering cod, haddock,
halibut, herring, lobster or other fish—amounting to $1,000,000 annually to Portland, and
placing that city on a par with Gloucester, if
not surpassing that port.
an

Dr. Henry Reynolds has written an article
advocating the teachingof agriculture in schools.
The Farmington Chronicle commends the
idea,
and supplies an omission by
explaining how
agriculture should be taught. It says:
Every country schoolliou.se should have a lot
of land connected with it—a sufficient lot to allow each of the probable pupils a
separate section.
Each day in school the scholars should
be obliged to learn a lesson from a
responsible
agricultural text book. After the recitation, the
scholars should go out of doors to their respective lots of land and apply, if possible, their
lesson,
hi this way each and every fact in
their hooks would be fully demonstrated. Of
course this plan con d not be matured in a week
<»r month, nor could teachers be found
capable
at first, but let tlu* higher schools
adopt the
studs of agriculture and there will he capable
teachers in plenty.
\\ ith capable teachers it is
only a question of time how soon the plan
would succeed.

residence

exchange

Dead

in on

not recollect

showed that he not
sey but was not
methods.

set

close ten conseeut ve

a

weather.

the

star route prosecutions,
only was in no fear of Dorin sympathy with him or his

one

ery. He was Air. Lincoln's Postmaster-tieneral
and among the reforms he introduced and successfully carried out in that department was
the money order system, the t niform rate of
postage and the system of free delivery. After
the war Air. Blair gradually drifted out of the
Republican party. He took the s do of the Dem-

Hayes-Tilden controversy and declared that the latter had been duly and legally
elected to the Presidency. He was the editor of
a daily newspaper, The Union, established in
Washington to advocate Tildeu’i cause, W. W.
Corcoran furnishing the money for the enterprise until the inauguration of President Haves.
The paper could easily have been made selfsupporting but its publication ceased with the
ocrats in the

issue of March 4lh, 1877. Air. Blair believed
the influences of the pre motors of the
Texas Pacific Railway was potential in turnthat

ing

the scales

against Tilden,

and lie

expressed

Tin'

Agricultural Department
duly report on the crops. It gives the area of
corn in Maine as llO.di.T acres, with
generally
lias issued ils

good reports as to its condition. Of Waldo
county it is said : "lias tirst-ratc appearance.”
There has been an increase of about J> per cent,
in the area planted in Northern potatoes. They
are reported in high condition, averaging 101.
In grass, the average for the I’nited States is
102. There i~ a general decline in the condition
of

apples since the
reported in

cline is

last report, and
New England.

Mr. Kcarnev “hired

a

a

large

de-

hall” in New York and

nearly emptied it with his speech, says the Herald. He thought strikes all wrong. He has
still his own delightful supply of adjectives,
and spoke forcibly of "every hound and thieving scalawag” of a "race-hating, labor-robbing,
blackmailing set." He took oft" his coat in the
middle of Ins speech, and explained to the audience that “if it was not for the mock modesty
of our modern dudes 1 would take oil' my pants

Judge Joseph

Foraker, Republican eana speech
recently at Hamilton, Ohio, in reply to the
speech of Judge Hoadly, the Democratic candidate, at the same place. After a witty comparison of the platforms of the two parties,
the Judge devoted his arguments to answering
the points offered by Judge Hoadly.
lie said :

non-partisan Farmington Journal; the that opinion in several editorials. Air. Blair
Camden Herald, which has changed its politics
was a graduate of West Point and served in the
but not its name; Plaisted's Bangor organ, the
ly as many men were drowned at the launching
Florida war against the Semina e Indians, lie
of the steamer Daphne on the Clyde, and some
Freeholder, which lias turned ils toes up to the resigned in 1830 and one
year lat ;r entered upon
sixty or seventy men, women and children perdaisies; the Messenger which has become a lit- the
of law, which profe ision he followpractice
ished by the falling of a pier near Baltimore,
erary (V) paper; the New Religion, w hich carpet- ed
up to his last illness, when not in ollieo. He
Mil. Our record for this week closes with the
bagged to another state and then ‘went dead;” was
simple in his habits and fr?e from affecta- loss of several thousand lives
the Prog. Age, which lias changed from Greenby an earthquake
tion. His manner was kindly but undemonstraon the island of Ischia near
back to Democratic; Perrigo's Candid ObservNaples.
tive. In personal appearance le was tall and
er, which has ceased to observe, and others
thin. His head was large, and bis luiir, light as
The Chicago Inter-Ocean thinks that as the
whose names are quite forgotten. Democratic
to quantity, was somewhat sandy.
He dressed
ventures in journalism have not fared much
campaign progresses we may expect to see the
His
consists
cf
bis
wife
plainly.
family
(a Democratic
better. Within the past few weeks, the Portplatform shorten thus:
daughter of Judge Levi Woodbury, of New
land Register, the Ossipee Valley News and the
.July—1Tariff for revenue only.
and four children—three sons and
Hampshire)
Hancock County Bulletin have suspended pubAugust—Tariff for revenue.
a daughter.
lication. The Register and Bulletin were avowSeptember—Tariff forOctober—Tariff'.
edly Democratic organs; the News, while makIt was a foolhardy undertak ing in which
Novembering no political professions, was Democratic in Capt. Webb, the English swirliner, lost his
tone and sentiment. The fact that the past few
life. Indeed, as he was told, certain death
A Waterville man of marked intelligence and
years have been exceptionally prosperous ones
awaited him in the whirlpool rapids of the
extensive observation and travel, who has been
for the press generally would indicate that Niagara river.
By a contract with the manager visiting in Caribou, "advises
young men who
those Greenback and Democratic journals have of the exhibition Webb was to receive
$10,000 think of looking west with an
eye to farming,
gone out of existence because they were not
if successful, and if unsuccessfLit the money
to make a careful examination of Aroostook
wanted. Their exit is also an indication of re- was to
go to his wife and children in England.
beforehand.”
turning reason on the part of many who tem- We had rather he in Webb’s place to-day than
Did “Our George" find his “well” a “flowing”
porarily lost their heads during the Greenback in that of the man who was the means of his
or "pumping” one? Or was it a “Idling spring?”
craze.
A defunct party has no need of news- death. The railroads and bote s refused to
f Augusta New Age.
paper organs.
have anything to do with the nu tter, or to adOur George strikes ile every time, and his
vertise it in any way, and comparatively few
well, of humor, is of two thousand barrel capacThe President of the American Rapid Tele- witnessed the deatli of the brave
swimmer, ity.
graph Company is appropriately named Good- who hud saved many lives on fonner occasions
at the risk of his own.
speed.
|
By the way, what has become of Wiggins?

II.

ditate for Governor of Ohio, delivered

THE REPUBLIC.! N RECORD.

And now there are some other matters 1 want
to say something about.
When my friend
Judge Hoadly spoke here he had a great deal
to suv about the past record of the
Republican
party. He thought it very important to claim
that there had been a difference between the
two parties in their treatment of felons. He
said there had been four great political prosecutions in this country since the war that
would illustrate that difference. They were the
impeachment trial of Andrew Johnson, the
prosecution of the whiskey ring, the Tweed
ring and the star routers. All this matter is
simply so much stuff, without any relevancy
whatever to any issue of the campaign, unless
the past records of the parties are to be considered—a tiling that we understand Judge
Hoadly to object to. And yet, out of respect to
Judge Hoadly, let us inquire what kind of stuff
it is. If the impeachment trial, the whiskev
ring and the Tweed ring are not barred bv the
statute of limitation, it is enough to say of ’them
that if the impeachment trial was a malicious
prosecution for which the Republican party is
responsible then Judge Hoadly should bear bis
full share of the responsibility, for lie was at
the time and for ten years later a member of
that party in good standing, and one of the
loudest shooters in its ranks.
THE

STAR

ROUTE

CASKS.

So long as Judge lloadly's
complaint about
the whiskey trials is nothing more than that
Air. Hayes should have pardoned some one of
the gang out of the
Penitentiary. 1 don't think
I need spend much time in
try iiig to answer il.
For the mere fact that it was an act of Mr.
is
Hayes a sufficient guaranty to the people of
Ohio that it needs no defence whatever. Rut
when
Judge Hoadly conics down to the star
routers lie is more modern. Let us look at some
facts relating to the last trial. It was before an
able and impartial judge, whose administration
of the law of the case Judge Hoadly would not
think of criticising.
Three of the lawvers.
employed by a Republican Attorney General
to conduct the prosecution, were Democrats,
one of them Mr. Merrick, very distinguished,
not only in his profession, but ns a Di mocratic
politician as well. This is a sufficient guarantee
that the prosecution was in good faith, as the
whole country knows it to have been earnest
and vigorous: and on the jury that acquitted
them were six Democrats and s\ Republicans.
DK.MOCKA TH

.It’KYMEX.

If these

facts are not sutlieient to satisfy
that tiie Republican party is nut
at fault for a failure to convict tiie star routers,
let me call his attention to some facts about the
first trial, when the jury disagreed. If 1 am
not mistaken the jury at that trial stood nine
for conviction and three for acquittal. And
who arc the men who were for acquittal?
It
wil! be sufficient to speak of one of them. The
foreman of that jury was Mr. William Dickson.
He is a Democrat, and a Democrat of intellifor
gence and standing m bis parly, lie w
Tilden and reform in lstiii. l’have been informed that he was then tie president of the
Tilden and Hendricks Club in Washington
city, and l have heard it said that lie enjoyed
the promise of Mr. Tilden that as a reward’for
his services lie w its to be Marshal of the District
of Columbia when Mr. Tilden got to be President. He will doubtless be for the old ticket
and his nnirshalship in Isn-L Rut certainly the
interests of justice would lie safe with this
distinguished Democrat on the jury, and the
foreman of it. Rut how did he stand? He was
for acquittal; and not only was lie for acquittal. but it would seem that he was for acquittal
for revenue only for lie has since been indieted by the lirand Jury of the District of
Columbia for having been bribed and corrupted
ill that interest. If, therefore, there was a
failure of justice in the tirst case it was because
of a corrupt Tilden reform Democrat.

Judge lloadly

INK l'KESIDKMTAI. CO.VI'KST <) I IS7(i.
I don't think I need say any thing more in answer to this irrelevant stuff! and there is one
other matter that I want to refer to. I hope
Judge lloadly will not give me provocation to
refer to it again.
I hope lie will not for his own
sake.
If he could but know and appreciate
how right-minded, sensitively honorable men,
without ugard to political bias, regard the part
taken by him in the settlement of the Presidential controversy of ls7tl, lie would never again
speak in public of the theft of the Presidency.
Judge lloadly ought to understand that even
body knows there was no theft of the 1‘rdsidency, and no attempt at theft, except only in tiie
Oregon ease, and that in tiie interest of Mr.
Tilden. Judge lloadly had charge of this case.
He no doubt believed lie was right, and presented it in good faith, for he is ail honorable man.
Rut that does not change the aspect of the case
—it was an attempted theft nevertheless—and
the only attempt at theft in all that troublesome controversy.
All the balance of that infamous business was cruel assassination, bloodv
murder and horrible butchery.
Il was the
work of Ku Klux, the White League s, the hull
whip, the shotgun, instrumentalities which were
at that time acknow ledged agencies of the democratic party in the great work of making a
solid South. The democratic statesman was
familiar with them and the democratic party,
pleading a war of races, had made up its mind
to enjoy their fruits, but they hadn't come to
theft yet. And the consequence was that while
upon every other question that came before
that Commission upon the merits of the case
they voted seven to eight, according to a strict
party division, yet when they came to my friend
lloadly’s case they voted unanimously'against
it. Let me turn from this unpleasant matter
by repeating the hope that 1 may nut. be again
invited by talk about atheft of tile Presidency
to speak at greater length or with more pointedness about this most disgraceful ease.
TIIK SCOTT 1.IQI OH LAW.
And now, before I conclude, 1 want to say a
few words about another question—tiie only
other question that is involved in this campaign
I refer to the Scott Law question. The republican party enacted it, and we are standing
squarely upon it. For doiug so we have no
apologies, explanations or excuses to offer.
We do not claim that it is perfect: legislation
seldom is. We do not claim either that it will
give entire satisfaction to every man and every
class of men in the State; there are very few
laws that do. Rut we do claim that it is better
than anything we have had in this State since
the adoption of the present constitution. For
thirty years tiie traffic has had free trade and
been practically free from all taxation.
During all this time it has been growing in strength,
multiplying its evils and increasing the costs
of government.
This has been profitable to
the dealers but unjustly expensive to the
avho
had
to foot the bills.
have
In this
people
measure we have something that takes hold of
the question in a practical way, and while, as I
have said, it may not entirely suit every man,
yet it is unquestionably the wisest and the most
just and equitable solution of this question that
has ever yet been enacted.
It not only affords authority to regulate tiie
traffic and repress its evils, but it also compels
it to share the burdens of taxation which it so
largely helps to create. Its contribution in
Cincinnati this year is more than $400,non; in
Cleveland more than $ffilo,0OO. and in oilier cities in like proportion, aggregating for the
whole State almost $'2,imio.Oiki. A, a result the
property owners of the State will not be called
on to pay any taxes this year for poorhouse
purposes, tiie tax from this source hi ing sufficient in almost all, if not quite all. the counties
of the State to meet the requirements of that
fund.
So far we are well satisfied with Ihe law, and
we intend to enforce il and give it a fair trial.
—

Richard K. Fox of New York N said to have
A. <Smith, a colored heavy weight
engaged
boxer, for three months, and has authorized
him to challenge Sullivan, the champion, to box

four rounds, and he has agreed to back Smith
to light Sullivan or Sherrill' for £1000 a side, or
more if necessary.
If Fox is as cunning as foxes are supposed
to be

he would have the match take

warm

weather.

place

in

Wong Chin Foo, of New York, editor of
the Chinese American, lias sent a challenge to
Dennis Kearney, the agitator, to light a duel.
Mr.

Let them make faces at each other until satisfied “honor" cries enough
tle-holder.
As

year of dire disasters. Within the
past few weeks one hundred school children
have lost their lives m Scotland iti a panic, neara

A

CIPLES.

also.”
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Politics.

•Il'DGE FORAKER ANSWERS JUDGE HOADLY.
AN ABLE EXPOSITION OF REPUBLICAN PRIN-

recent session the

Jersey passed

doubt to

Since the above article
Extensive

Topics.

County Agricultural Society hope

to
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502316

817.69

The Waldo

make the next annual fair, to be held in this
city, worthy of the place and of public patronTo accomplish this they must receive
age.

4,611.51
3,441.36

Local

REPUBLICAN JOURNAL

236.89

■

The business of shipping ice from the Kennebec i' in full blast, the demand for ice from tlie
•South being very heavy,
lee companies find it
very difficult to hire a sufficient number of
men.
one of the largest firms on the river is
50 men short of a full crew and were recently
obliged to purchase .’ilHKi tons of ice of another
company, although they had plenty of ice in
their own houses, but for lack of men could not
ship it. Ice freights to Baltimore and Philadelphia have run about the tame as last year.
They started at 55 cents a ton. then jumped up
to ho cents ami afterwards fell off’ somewhat,
now being about 75 cents. Ice during the
vovage
between the Kennebec and the South limits
(m
the trip from Maine to
away very rapidly.
Galveston, rD xas. it falls awav one-half. [.Journal.

—

■

kii.i.ed

KENNEREC ICE

AMp-Mia riNe;.

\ i*:i i:ka\ itKi xiuN.

62.56

started on a furious run. The entire party
consisted of nine or ten in all. and all except
one wciv
more or less injured.
Miss Case
died in a few hours. The affair has produced
a most profound sensation
among the hotel
guests especially at the Rodiek House, where
the party was "staying. Miss Case is lying
dead at President Flint’s house in Nor I Beast
Harbor.

■

1 Ie- \ etcran Association, composed of the ‘2d
Mai... < lValry. and tlx* 14-th, 21-t. 22<1. 2Jd.
h and 2^!lii infantry Regiments will hold its
M
:
union at Farmington. August 14 and
''
h
'The exe rcises will consist of a
camp
l uc-day evening, business mee ting and
paW « die -day i*. m.:
banejiiet. addresses,
m lh
att' rnoon. and promenade conce rt
ai in the evening.
The* hospitality of the*
i/t us w ili be ext* tided to the
members, and
lie riainnient w ill be furnished free* to all
who
0
'ire i\ Arrangements ha\e* been made with
a
1- for one tare for th«* round
trip. Memfrom Ma aohi!se*tts and the Maine Veteran
\ '-"< latioii of Massachusetts will
go by Fastern
1 aiiie.ad, at
a. xi..
'Tuesday, August 14th, acoinpani< d by Maple*wood ban<!. 'The (ioverneir
•ie1 ";atl. the Departme nt Commander of the
c
A. R. and Stall of Maine, and many other
di-t burnished men will be present. A cordial
invitation has been extended to the veterans
w ho meet at
Farmington to attend the (LA. R.
]■' muon at Maranoe**jok on the
lbili, and a spei d train will he provided to take all to the lake
w:ihe>ul extra charge. Comrade* who have not
ei\ ed
oilie ial notice of the* reunion are* requested to correspond with lion. J. e >. Smith
at Augusta for
In
any information required.
1
i*P1} ing f<»rexcursion tickets they should -tat-*
that they are to attend the reunion.

331.26

Boston, and Miss Callie White, of Baltimore,
:ul well known in social circles, took a cruise
and took buekboards to return home. When
opposite President Idiot's house the king bolt
broke and tlie horses, becoming frightened,

<

..

245.60

448.18

July 27th. Yesterday afternoon a party consisting of Mr. and Mrs. Case
and daughter. Miss Pierce and Miss Lewis, of

■

-•

332.28

Bar IIarbok,

■

<

180.45

*23,000.00
*17,000.00
li will be seen by the tables which we publish
elsewhere that tlie taxes assessed upon the
towns of this county for the current year are
nearly thirty-six; per cent, greater than those
of is,sj. By inquiry we learn that the increased
assessment" has been made for the purpose of
extinguishing a floating debt of some four
thousand dollars, in addition to providing for
the ordinary expenses of the current year.
Ne xt year the first installment of the county
loan falls due, and the prospect is that the
people of Knox ean hope for no diminution of
county tax for many years to come, unless they
ean make some radical change in the system of
conducting affairs by which the ordinary running expenses may" be reduced. We iio not
know lioyv this is to be done, blit the burden is
sufficiently heavy to arouse the people to necessity of agitating the subject and inquiring into
tlie methods of conducting county affairs and
expending the money drawn front"them. The
court house and the courts as now run are expensive institutions, and it may yvell be doubted
yvhetherthi' present system is not such as might
lie improved upon.
[Rockland Free Press.

1

umpf.ij\Ne i:

2,619.89

>44.14

Hurricane Isle.
84.64
North Haven.
320.62
Rockland. 6,239.10
South Thomaston.
680.48
St. George
1,106.20
Thomaston. 4,655.96
Union. 1,262.89
Vina! Haven.
994.76
Warren.. 1,669.85
Washington. 622.74
Matinicus
47.32
Muscle Ridge.
68.23

--

ini

1882.
* 301.10

1883.
G77.!H1

Camilen. 3,344.36

Cushing.
Friendship.
Hope.

says:
The announcement on the street last evening
of the suspension of F. Shaw A Bros., the extcnsivi tanners, was a severe shock to the basin'
community and expressions of deep regret
at the tinaneiai embarrassment of Ibis widely
known tirm were general.
Tie- headquarters of the linn is at Boston
and -ill their paper was promptly met up to two
o'clock ve»tcrday afternoon when an assignin' lit was made l.v them to Mr. Ferdinand A.
Wyman, of llyde l’ark. Mass., the same being
recorded during the afternoon in the several
counties in the States and Provinces wherever
their property was situated.
Mr. Wyman passed through tlii~ city last
veiling on bis wav to Boston from Yaneeboro.
ITovi-ion is made in tile assignment for associate assignee or assignees according to the vote
or desire of creditors.
It i- understood that
the -iispensjoii has been brought about principally by recent heavy failures in Boston, ail'd
Fin it lias been hastened by the suspension oil
Saturday last of Copeland A'Co. It i-not at
in known what is the amount of the inI
deb: sines- of F. Shaw A Bros., but it is thought
h
ry much less than tin'supposed value
"f tii'ii- property which lias been roughly es'imatod at s5.onn.noo.
i'li’ linn of F. Shaw A Bros, lias long enjoy11 the
reputation of doing tin largest tanning
I bather busines- of any concern in the
rid. Their possessions comprise over twenty tanneries in Maim-. New Brunswick. CanNew York and Massachusetts, and also
"Uxtract works in the States and Protnce».
operations have been carried oil by
’e m "ti a very large magnitude and the amount
t business conducted
by this one tirm reaches
I'toiU'liiiigly large proportions. In and about
iii xteii.ive establishments
large crews have
i" u
employed, and when is added to this the
1 a
in
engage.)
gathering hemlock bark in the
tie number in their employ attains the
nine i:~ on- of a large arinv.
>!' '! lilie Ills
} IiaVC M'Vi'll IantlCriCS. liailH'iy
Lincoln. Kingman. Forest City. Jackson
\
Crook.
aiu-elioro. (irand Lake Stre am anel
Prim ton.
The tannerie s at
Lincoln and
IC ii '••!,»!i w iv purchased about a ye ar since'
I
-"haw »v I b o-.. U om t lie creditors of wm.
''
'bd A S..11. The tannery at (irand Lake
am i: cognized as the
largest one* in the
'vorid.
Th« \
also have seattercel through
:v'
in and northern Maine several extract
w >rks.
» b
linn of 1
Shaw A Bros. j> one of long
ndin_ and has been < ngaged in this business
i‘»r .in extended se*ries of years. The linn coml'ii-ed Fayette Shaw, of Boston. Brackley
ot Montreal, and Win. S. >. Shaw, who
■i d in Boston in
September last. These three
A\i)e<i all of the tannery
property described
ilion
xeepting the establishment* at Vam*e-;o and
Forest city, which they owned in
"mmon with their youngest brother. Thaxter
“diaw. uf Bangor.
Tie suspension can but have :i disastrous
lb-! througlmut tlii-- section. Dircctlv or
indirectly it- inlluencc will he felt )»y many
hiviighout l’enob-eot. W ashington and Aroosb"*k ..untie-. I Hti 1 additional particulars are
I'certained concerning the liabilities of the
linn little can be fore told regarding the future.
A im-e tiny <>f the croelitor* will be verv shortly
held ill Bosteill.

i b
third annual temperance camp-meeting
“I/ neda: Lake Maranoeook Satunlav July gst h,
wiili unfavorable weather, but a good attende liildren*'nei
Day < x< ivi-e- began at 11 a.
m.. with luu-ie 11\
Chandler's Band, and eon*
'i-t'd e.t declamation-, recitations and singing,
Mis. II. Barstow State Superintendt*nt, f re*.-iiIing* I L«■ afte rnoon me eting opened at two
k.
(iov. Robie entered the stand during
Ie Zouave ■-’ and children's
reception. Col. Id
*
Farrington introduccel lie v. H. C. Munson
•> the ehairmnu. (»ov. Robie
made the opening
-p eli. -tn-ugly endorsing teinpe ranee and
; : ‘liibitinii.
e'ungre-simin Dingle*y made an
:-;-1 ]v
.,ji the- propose d const ii ui idual amendment. followed by Rev. A. >. La id and J. K.
«o >i!. A
reading by Mrs. id; ill. More cem'Hid.il th< mee ting, after which the Zouaves
-'■a\
an e xhibition drill.
Snnelay llire e thousand people attended the
m* cling, ine-lii'ling a
very large* number of
prominent worke r-. In the* forenoon a meetbig f* r n forme <1 men opene*d at one o’clock,
Mr. .K'rdan Rand, of Lisbon, presiding. There
a
huge number e.»f speakers, among tlie*m
( ha-e. e.if 'Turner and
’i "|i
Judge* Jd Ivings•*iiry. of Portland. The afternoon meeting
■-aii at one o’clock, Mrs. L. M. N. Stevens.
!'!•« dilent of the Wd (.1.1. of Maine, jiresidMr-. Mar} Hunt, of Boston, made an ad''|
At 2 o’clock the closing mee ting con'1 nei 1 under tlie■
auspices of the* (irand Lodge
f C.M..1 Templars of Maine. B. C. ’Torse
y.
Hraud Worth} Chief Templar of the Order in
>;at»
Aeldresses were* delivn <1
pr« -ided.
■n
Hi" < "Ustitutiouiil amendment
by Hon.
•! c di II. Drummond and Hon. Neal
Dow. of
I
:
and.
\ -e--i(»n of the* (.rand Council of
D mplar*. con.-i-ting of B. C.
Torsey.
R'
li. e
Munson, id H. Mason, (ieorge id
1
ic 't and M. J. Dow was held and
plans of
I'mv
nk discussed. 'The meetings were*
in by representatives of all creeds
participated
a tel
parlie*- and wire* very successful.

INCREASE OK

COUNTY.

Maine

a

journalist

woik

on

thing

else -until

Hen Butler for bot-

is about to

publish

a

grammar, the members of the press
should refrain from parsing the butter—or anywork in

they
question just how

can

ascertain from the
it should be doin'.

Now it is said that Tilden

only

wants the

Presidential nomination to decline it.
Democrats will

hardly

But the

venture to tempt the
He might change his

old mail in this way.
mind at the last moment.

Two of the Maine Press Association excursionists have been

guilty of quoting
geliue in writing up their trip.
noblylwithstood the temptation.

from F.vanThe others

heading, “Dies for private stamps.” over
Washington despatch, does not mean that
somebody has been killed while attempting robbery, but refers to the printing of private die
The

a

stamps.
A

Michigan

school mistress has shot a deer,

and says if she can only capture a bear she will
be ready to die. It seems to us that some further preparation for death might be necessary.
“doe”

Quickborn,

who watches bathers at

Long Branch, has saved fortv-nine persons

from

drowning

The

course

in the course of

ids

life.

of doc’s life must be

a

Jackal

Howl

from

Maine.

News

has mailed the Reporter a copy of
the Chronicle, published at Farmington,
Maine;
which contains an editorial entitled ‘-Words of
Warning,” the article being a senseless diatribe
on Dakota, a lying, slanderous article, intended
to check the tide of emigration from the sterile
rock-bound region in which the paper circulates that is constantly flowing towards the
agricultural paradise of North Dakota. The
writer of the article in question betrays the
grossest ignorance of the physical geography
of Dakota, and so false arc its statements that
they only excite derision and contempt among
those who have the least correct idea of the
true|
character of this vast, productive and progressive empire, it is needless to waste words in
refuting these hare-faced falsehoods of the ignorant bigot who uttered them for the self-evident purpose of detering his neighbors from
leaving the barren, bankrupt regions of Farm-!
ington, Aroostook, etc., to ameliorate their condition in the broad, fertile prairies of Dakota,
where the poor man with average industry can
so surely and speedily amass at least a moderate fortune.
one

The Casseitowu, Dakota, Reporter is responsible for the above article, heading and all; and
tf our esteemed Western contemporary will allow

the Yankee

us

privilege

of

guessing

we

should say that he is mad about something.
We believe this paper is

responsible

for the

editorial entitled, "Words of Warning," for
publishing which the Farmington Chronicle is

The Lewiston Journal anticipates the return
of the army worm to Maine in more or less
numbers this season. The State is very much

of

Belfast

and

Vicinity.

The Journal at the Camp Ground. From
this date until the close of the season copies of the
Republican Journal may be obtained at the store
ot Conant & Co. under the Waverlv House.

Dog days began last
Barn

is at

room

week.

premium this year.

a

Travel and freighting
branch railroad.

light

are

Belfast

the

on

Last week was a week of picnics. The woods
full of ’em ami the shores were alive with ’em

were

Those who visit the ponds

particularly

now-o

now a

nights,have

days, but

lots of bites,

more

skeet-

er31

George U. White, of Belfast, has sold the store in
Brooks occupied by J. S. IIuxford, to that gentleman.

The cargo of oal discharged from sc hr. Lois V
Chaples was put into the Maine Central -beds in
this city.
The Spiritualist camp-meeting at Verona will
gin Wednesday, August 15th, and continue until
following Sunday evening.

bethe

The menhaden comcth not—that is not numerousA few are taken occasionally along the coast,
but the schools are keeping elsewhere.

ly.

A Belfast woman recently brought to 11
J.
Locke’s store « lover branches which contained

pelted

four, live, six and

west.

Howes & Co. received a box of California plums
last week. Lach plum was wrapped In paper. Tin
fruit was about the ,-izc of a green gage and purple

with the breezy epithets of the wild
So far as the statements concerning the
physical geography of Dakota are concerned,

they

were derived from the letter of a man
who had seen whereof he wrote, and have
been corroborated by others.
The press of

Maine has au undoubted

right

to

protect its
land sharpers, and

readers from the wiles of

would fail of its duty if it did not do so.
is all it is necessary to say on that point.
we

would further

were

it

and that is

<»oo(l

populous

prosperous to-day by many degrees
not for the sous of New England.
In

we express the linn conviction that
the clothes of this Dakota editor do not lit him.
that lie has corns as the result ot' wearing num-

ber eight boots on a number ten foot, and that
lie has a boil which comes in contact with the
editorial chair when lie sits down.
Generalities.
There Is another
l’oston for trial.

delay

in

Amero to

shipped

l.li.'i.nou

The port of New York last year received t;s
percent, of the entire amount of’eustoms duties.

Quasi medicinal preparations which are in
fact only alcoholic beverages are to pay taxes as
such.
Mr. William Astorhas contracted for a yacht
to cost $100,000 more than Gould's Atlanta, or
*.'17)0.1)1)0.

The captain and eight men of the ship Free
Clarke of lioston. before reported burned,

man

missing.

The

New

Orleans authorities

are

making

vigorous efforts to prevent yellow fever from
reaching that city.
A negro ran from North Attleboro to Provi-

dence, ltli miles, without stopping. Wednesday,
and

won a

second shed at his

village, Thursday, August
Templars invited.

Ba-ket picnic. All

If,th.

Mr. <). \v. Pitcher, of this city, one of the state
commissioners to the mining exposition at Pi nwr,
Col., will visit that place before its close. Hein
tends
of

shortly

to vl.-it Bluehill

obtain specimens

to

ore.

Nelson Rich, of ;hi.- city, ha- in it,

Mrs.

Japan lily,
city. It lias
those of the

plant

the second

a

r gar h-t.
of tin* kind in

four large blossoms which re.-ein
Ii is wr\
tiger lily, but are larger.

fragrant.
Lodi last week discharged a load of trio
at sear.-port, Belfa.-t, Northpori an
Liucoluviilc. Work is being rupidh pu-hed and
we shall soon be connected with the re-1 of ti.-world bv telephone.
Sell.

bringing

Los Angeles, Cal., recently
oranges in a single day.

a

Waldo District Lodge of t.ood Templars will
in session with luvietus Lodge at Sear-mont

meet

conclusion

are

Mr. c. J. Hall has erected

granite works in this city. The new shed is thirty
eight feet long. Mr. Kail’- granite business isteadily increasing.

to suggest that there is
of this "sterile rock bound re-

The great West would he less

and less

respectively.

leaves

.-even

in color.

And

beg

one production
gion” the Reporter.lias overlooked,
—men.

That

*27) bet.

White of Newbury. Vt.. celebrated her
birthday last week. She has twin
daughters 72 years old.

Dolly

100th

phone poles

The little .-learner A< lia, Capt. Bonsev, of Lll**
worth, arrived at this port last week, for -light re
n- and will steam
pairs. Tie boat i- twelve
about eight miles an hour. >he will run between
this city and the Camp Ur«»un<;. W. I-.. ...eland. t
Belfast, is engineer.
A New Yorker writes to the

Bangor Whig in a
steamship line between New 'i ork and
Bangor, to touch at points on Penobscot Bay. He
says a large number of summer visitors to Maine
prefer to come by steamer, thus avoiding -hange.Several lines have been attempted in the past hut
vocitey of

a

1

not successful.

wen-

Lewis Bobbins, of this city, died at the pom
house on Wednesday morning, aged about to y earlie

raving

was a

lie

months,

maniat:

has been

an.

f,,r thle.

M,

great trouble and died
from exhaustion, requiring the services of three
men to keep him quiet.
He leaves a wile am! mi.
child.
w as a source

of

There is great depression in the shipping
trade in Hritian, and shipbuilding has been
overdone on the Tyne and Clyde.

In the Belfast railroad ease at Portland it habeen decided t» submit the arguments .d emm-mi
in writing. Mr. Drummond is allowed thirty da'

lieeause of his advanced age. Rev. Thomas
K. Fessenden will soon resign the presidency
of the Connecticut Industrial School

after which Mr

Ex-Representative Ilubbell. an Ohio Democrat of some prominence, says that .ludgi
Jloudly

is sure to be beaten in October.

t«* make his

ing reply.

hoped

It i-

Ml
the

A. B. 1-!

.f

off Miller street.

Butler of Massaehllsett, has'refused to
Samuel Angier Chacc. the Fall River
defaulter, for whose pardon a strong effort was
made.
Gov.

Preserved milk, sealed in 1*72 and just open-

ed, was found spoiled, although it had been
heated to 120 degrees under a pressure of four

atmospheres.

w

ill he

h

r.-a<

<

>rim>,

came

here la-l

I'm

w eck

ot

Robert li. Heath of Philadelphia, was elected
Commundor-in-Chief of the Grand Army of
the I'nited States, at Denver, on Thursday.’

pardon

de< i-iun

a

at the< amp <• round,
taking pi tm
l»ui iinding that W. C. Tiiltie, >f Belfast, had the

purpose

exclusive

flic New England Firemen's Muster will be
belli at Portsmouth. N. II., on August 2sth, 2!Hh
and :10th. A monster tournament is expected.

that

before -priirg.

l

e

argument, and the same tm Mr >tr<>ut.
Drummond ha.- ten du\ t n a .do-

Senator Edmunds will remain in Burlington.
Iiis health
Vt., for the rest of the summer.
has been greatly benefited by his long trip.

right, Mr. Froe.-e ms engaged w:11 Mi
w ill photograph cottagi
on 11
-round-.
Mr. Freese’s gallery has been hauled to a vacant lot

Tuttle and

Camden Herald

The

had in view for

pond

ville

savs

with fish.

den
stocking of Line.

that W.C. A

time the

some

To this end he ha- mad*

ai

rangements with the state Commissioner- ot i
indCamcal Bangor to furni-h sunh ient back
;o stock the pond.
The fish will be placed |u

:-u

:

torn! this month.

this city, on Thursday last,
Q nan teba.ook which
weighed fourteen pounds, t ieorge intended to bring
lie loon home, and to keep it safely he anchored q
A.

lieorge
iptured

a

tjuimhy,

of

young loon at Luke

Marsh K. Polk. ex-State Treasurer of Tenneswas
found guilty of embe/,dement and
sentenced totwentv veal's' imprisonment and a
line of s:S(;i;,nim.

cottage by attaching a string to one
At
-cope for the bird t-- move about
night the bird was found dead, having deliberately
mimitled suicide by drowning.

The appraisal of the property of Hie late poet
Longfellow show s a value of about $:lbo.oon, of
which $‘200,000 is personal property ami $!•"><>.-

M r. k \ ru- Patterson, of this city, na- In-.Might t
the .Journal “tliee one quart of y\ bite raspberries
yvhich he had cultivated in his garden. He I.

see,

000 real estate.

The extensive works of the Howe Sewing
Machine company at liridgeport, Connecticut,
were burned Thursday night.
Loss $.'!f>0,000;
insured $270,000.
Advices from Ottawa. Out., state that the
Marquis of Lome and l’rineess Louise are having unusual luck at angling for salmon in the
Caseapedia River.

The latest report from the island of llavti sav s
the rebels are in possession of nearly all of the
island, and their leader will probably he made
emperor in a few days.

Dauphin of the Louisiana lottery company
Tuesday entered suit against Postmaster
General Gresham, for $100,000 diunags fore
denying him mail facilities.
A.

oil

Sam Newell, an old miller on Koekv Fork.
Ohio, takes to himself all the credit of Foraker's
nomination, because lie saved him from drowning in the race, when a hoy.

Captain Leiteli. Commodore of the < miard
lleet of steamers, is dead, lie was for oil years
in the employ of the company, and carried out
the first body of troops for the Crimean war.
The Civil Survive Commissioners -ay that a
woman drawing nine hundred dollars salary
can he promoted to a twelve hundred dollar
position without a competitive examination.

off the

Ing ntlieieiit

variety, hut the berry is nearly white,
large and sweet. The bushes were destroy 1
yk'iieu his buildings took lire live rears ago, but ate
springing up more abundantly than before. \ ut
not know the

very

dozen quarts

I

AN

were

Islkshoro

raised this year.

Man

Duowni

i

i,

|;

,,

Herald of Saturday, says
Fred Farnsworth, hailing-from lslesl.oro, p; ,-a>
f age, one of the sailors aboard of the school.
Honest Abe, of Belfast, lying at the Fitehburg rail
»a«i wharf, Bunker Hill district, was do wn..1

yesterday

afternoon.
He was la-t seen by the cap
a piece of joist ashore, and a »| :.i-li
heard in the water. It is thought he w:e sink
eil under the vessel. The body has not been
c>y ered.

tain carrying
\

as

AffiDKNTS. A young daughter-a John Walton,
this city, recently fell from a hammock striking on
head and back. It was thought at the lime that
was sustained, but subsequently tie duo
limbs became paralyzed and at this time the child
i- in a very critical situation. It is thought she ma\
permanently lose the use of her lower limbs alto
g ether ...Albert Libb.v, a young son of Ira Liblo.
her

injury

no

side, got his lingers caught in

the east

o

rake

one

day last

a

week and lost the cuds id

lior-e
,,t

lw

them.

artist’s

Oswald says, is
other chronic disall
but
the last stage- of
that
ease.
He claims
the disease can he subdued by out-door exorcise.

’ini hod
situ lio in the bank building
a
Wright ha- taken pos.-es-hm. Tinis Is by ;iu feel and lighted by one window in tin
north side, i’he obiei t i- to have good light fomii.u
from one point without the direct, rays of the sun,
which in this cum* lias been accomplished. The
r< "in is papered, painted and furnished ami is rn

Our Consul General at London has hot n instructed to appoint a hoard to inspect ail vessels leaving the I'nited Kingdom for the Fni'od
States in view of the reported presence of cholera in London.

Mr. Wright yvill occupy tin*
tirely satisfactory.
niom thi-season, afli*r which Mr. II. L. Woodeo- U
of this eitv yvill take possession, having leaded i:
for live year.-. >• < Mr Wright's ad\eriisenirut in
ai other column.

Consumption, Dr. Felix
easily cured than any

more

Hritish government lias remon-i rated
the return by the I’nited Slates authorities of three alleged pauper emigrants who
\n inwere going to friends in tlii- country.
quiry will he made.

The

and Mr.

'Pile

against

A grand-daughter of Robert Hums is receiving relief from the London Scottish CorporHer name is Pyrkc. and she is the wife
ation.
of a working-man who lias become poor
through no fault of his own.

Returns from Nebraska, Iowa. Dakota and
Illinois are favorable to large crops of corn and
wheat. Wisconsin farmers are depressed on account of disastrous rain storms, but fair weather
would largely remedy the evil.
An opinion of a former Attorney Hcncrul is
cited as holding that retired army otlieers cannot serve in I lie diplomatic or consular corps,
hut may hold other civil oltiees and draw the
pay.

Secretary Folger in a letter shows that the
President has no power to cause trade dollars
he received by the Treasury at face value,
and gives a full history of their coinage and introduction into circulation.
to

The New York engineers know of no method
fastening the statue of “Liberty" on its base
so that it will resist the storms, even if the base
were provided for. which it is not yet, under
$170,000. Have they thought of Spaulding’s
of

glue?

Within the past few weeks Pi horses have
died in .Stamford, Ct., from an apparently incurable disease, which affects the spinal column, resulting in paralysis of tin1 throat and
bind parts. The dissections show an inflated
condition of the intestines.
The lioston Journal publishes tables showing
that the prices of necessaries that enter into
food have declined from to to 25 per cent, below what they were a year ago. In other words
a dollar will buy as much good solid food
to-day
as $1.15 or $1.20 would a year ago.
Commissioner Evans lias been snubbed by
Evans appointed ten inexperienced friends to count the (iovernment
hank note and bond paper at Peppered, .Mass.,
in place ot ten experienced men, and .Mr. Folger
declined to confirm the appointments.

Secretary Folger.

A

race between Haitian, flosmer and Lee
rowed at Fulton, N. Y.. Thursday. The
course was three-quarters of a mile and was
rowetl over twice. Haitian won in 10 minutes,
40 seconds. Ilosiner was second, time 10 minutes, 50 seconds: Lee third, time lit minutes, 51
seconds.
was

The death of Captain Webb recalls the fate of
Sam Patch, the great diver and swimmer of
forty years ago. He was most famous for his
leaps into the water from great heights, but
dually lost his life by a jump at tin: falls in
Rochester, N. Y., when too much intoxicated
to use the caution requisite for such a feat.

water

course.

troubled this year with—insects.

Some

rUANSKEUS
arc

This finishes all the
bodies of the paupers.
Tewksbury business before the Legislature.

lil

AI.

Lsryii

real estate in

Tin

following

the

•*univ

Waldo for the week

i-t
1’rima
ending July
Bessey. Thorndike, to A. L. Nickerson, Nwanviiha
Beni. Barth it Tnity, to Joseph Mason. «:iun' town.
Seth. B Lllis, Belfast, to Charles W. Haney, Bel
fast. Beni. Kmerson, Searsport, to Joseph A and
Aijlaline Jvrry, Penobscot. li. U. Dram, Sear-port,
to Dustin Laney, Boston. Melissa (
Drant. Searperl, to Sadie K. Monroe, same town. .Joseph I.
Kelley,1’nity, to Krastus Briley, Burnham, idiom

Keen, I’nity, to D. H. llich, Thorndike. I\:iaMilliken A als. trustees, Augusta, to Win. I. imt
and F. L. Fletcher, Clinton. Samuel UaekliiVe,
S.

Llmolnville, to Nancy B. UacklilTe, same
yvn of Winterport, to Wheelden A cliflor

ai

T<

jPI

s

I

KOM

Till.

SKA

ItREK/K.

Tin*

issue of lli«' Sen Bree/.o for the season
poured Saturday, bright and breezy

m

oi

-na!

e

ip
W»

sciUsor as follows.
<'ampmectinir eonunenees August 2('l!i.
The skating rink in the pavilion is well patronized
ijtcv. C. A. IMunnner will haw* charge of the eauip

meeting this year.
Fred Francis and friends occupy their Bird- ne-t
eot|tage near Billie Kivor.
F. B. Know Hun's family and friends are at their
seaside cottage near the wharf.
The family of Dr. A. W. Swett, of Winterport,
are. summering at their cottage.
(!">'inb- Bros, have placed a lamp and po-t at the
orner of So. >liore Avt nue and Pavilion street
A large number of cottages are rented specially
fori camp.meeting week, at prices ranging fom $1"
tu
|2"» for the week.
Mr. .John Kilgore, of Lawrence, Mass., has rented Howard Murphy’s cottage, Belovuc, on the
Point, for the summer.
Work Has commenced again on Benner’s hotel at
Brown's Corner. It w ill not be finished in time for
occupancy this season.
A quintette of Belfast teachers, Misses Mary
BUjkford, Lois Lothrop and Fllon Pierce, and Wiil
Crawford and Tims. Lothrop, have just closed a va
cation season on the Grounds.
11. .1. Woods and wife of Newton. Mass., have ar
rived at their cottage Idlew ild, on No. shore
The
cottage has been occupied for two weeks by ('lias.
I). Woods and wife and Uev. II. A. Morgan and
wife, of Middletown, Conn.
Mr. Kich, of Winterport, President of the \sociation, will occupy his cottage, shady Side, mi
Clinton Court, commencing August *tli. It is oeeu
pied till that time by Mrs. Brown, uf Canaan, and
Mrs. Pratt and Mrs. Fogg, of Kendall’s Mills.
The assessed valuation of the non resident prop
ertv oi Northport is $V2,c,i.‘>. Valuation of property
within the limits of the Camp Ground Association
is $23,7(40; of cottages, \c., above and below the
Gounds, $s,7;»'., which gives a total of $32.41*; of isensed property valuation added to Northport on
account of the Grounds being located here. The
ratio of taxation this
year is l7la mills per dollar.
Twent\-live percent, discount is allowed on high
way tax if paid in cash soon.
VVe are glad to be able to report that the steamboat wharf will be repaired and ready for use by
any and all boats, &c., next week. Through some
misunderstanding the repairs were delayed, causing
serious inconvenience to our visitors and not a little loss to Northport, as it was so hadlv Injured that
the Boston boats did not make regular landings.
Mr.

accepted the majority Tewksbury report Thursday afternoon,
without a word of debate, by a strict party
vote. It refused, also by a party vote, to admit
the House bill to regulate the disposal of the
The Massachusetts Senate

IN

the transfers in

Stephen Bennett,

of

Bucksport,

with

a crow

of

and a huge pile-driver, has been at work for a
week, and the wharf will soon be completed in better Condition than ever before. Some sixty large
piles will be driven, heavy timbers built in, and
new coverings and bracings added. The stonework
at the inner end of the wharf was raised and
graveled last autumn at considerable expense, and
we now have one of the best wharves on the coast.
men

The Hale
Tm

on

Waldo Lodge of Odd Fellows will occupy Odd
Fellows Hall to morrow evening.

family passed through this city
from Searsport to Sears-

rian

w

-day

the way

on

mont.

Fernald,

James F

city, has bought

of this

Cooper colt three years old which it is
develop into a trotter.

pleton
thought

will

••sigma” sends to the Kook land Opinion a wellwritten tribute to the memory of the late Capt.
Thomas t.ilkey who died recently in Islesboro,

aged

so

years.

Boston and Bangor steamship Co. is advertised in a Chester, Pa.. newspaper, and the advertisement i- embellished with a cut of a Mississippi
The

river steamboat.
1 here

will

be

f

Han.-on and

on

in> ited.

cordially

..

meeting at Patterson’s
Sunday Aug. 26th. E.
thcr speakers will be present. All
i.rove

a

Thorndike

»,!•..\e, >outh

speak

of

bigamist in that
;
mu- i J. \
Pinkham, and say that one of his
vu>
i- a Belfast woman. There must be some
I

bang'

...

r.-take

r

papers

there is

a-

a

bailing

such person

no

from

city.

this

Carver, well known in Penobscot
fr ni bis long connection with the Vinalhaveo
packe;-ailand steam, recently jumped overboard
at Bath and rescued a six year old boy from drown.ipi.uu John

(

It

ing.
We

eouragous aet.

was a

liickey &

Brown,
Searsufiit, ha "tiered to settle with its creditors
tor iori\-ti\i- rcnt-oii the dollar. The Boston credir- have accepted, and the affairs of the ilrm will
i'! "i»ably In -ruled up on that basis.
tin-

that

n arn

linn

<»f

Prof. Torrens will be in Belfast
rehearse the Belfast chorus, and
next wi'fk lie will be at the Camp (jround. The
d

t

in

tliis

\nta

filing

,\.

to

given

intata will bo

t»th.

August
r. ln

uing,

if

Thursday

on

the

losing

»•

u30 o’clock.

u■

\I.IST

"i ;i:m

grounds

the

afternoon there will be a
entertainment will follow in the

In

and tin

-.f

at

(

Monday
gang
the spiritualist

i.holmi.

\Ml*

a

operations at
Northp- rt. Trees were felled and
marked out. During the week .">0,000 feet of
r w ill be revived from Bangor for building
rkmcn

v.

imp
-•■ids
■1

->

i

n

u

m

bcaui.

Stewart, of Belfast, has taken

transporting

uo.it to In* used in

spring at
he

1

i

the

cuaii-

i-'

repairs

on

committee examined the
foundation solid and the
F. 11. Durham is now
The

!_■ the
■*v-sary repairs.
1!I 1 *e cularcfd by the removing t»f

1k;

a

school

of the central
raised for

was

A

ft

:ih

Y'

$4oo

Du;■ i
lid

•"-u

meeting

a

of

slim

ri-ui

: .irs w

n

laid, now pla.-tcring, and the
rior put in good fondiiion.
;]""is

new

•n-

i 1;t«

•>

passengers

-(earners to the shore,

; tie

Cavalry, residing
1L 1?
>car-p"id and adjoining town.-, and es
Uio-e wh" heionged to Co. II., together
.ic "M s-ddifi's
a the 14th, 21st, 22d, 23d, 24th
1
2-'. :v-inieids of Infantry are invited to the
ami!
re-union a; Farmington. Me.; free entertainu
u mnd-lifd l»y the citi/.cn-of that
pla* v. There
"
1 1 *u! .-ail of < ... II. 2 l
Cavalry. It is hoped
\ 11

uu in

.is

tin-

u

Maine

.I

.*

b

w:;.

a

diy number present at that time.

g

K.
M

Ii.

Ii.

I.Can you Inform me through the
1'!
your excellent newspaper the best

i-

exterminating caterpillars

;
ii

>

I;,

<

li
"

so

HSCKI11KII.

Si

to tin* tent caterpillar
nothing more effective than burning
hastening a bunch *»t rags to a pole and

'l

-a

■

Hv

'•m.

with her'-cue all parts of the tree
r-.died.
We adopted this plan and sue
ii

saturating
m.i.

■•

eded in
th

doing

you will oblige
\ s < >1.1»

apple

on

-tib-criber referki

e

freeing

terpi'iar■

ii'piids.

wi.

ii

was

injury

tv)

have

we

not

heard

of trees

-prinkling their l<diage

o\

"i.-

The

apparent, as the
usually found at the ends of the

arc

wide

m-.

Aiii.-.i

entirely.

trees

our

from the llame-

tree-

with

having
poison-

Journal.

Ed.

Eand Mis- Nellie w»*re in Paris
h'-ard from. Mr. it. writing from there
We reached Paris just in the

Mr.
1:i-1

Ci

'*

holioay attire. Yesterday,
wa- the great holiday of the year—the
I mi "! the French republic—corresponding
i.i
Lii ot July. There was a review of the
whole French army, which i.-. you know, \ cry large
and well disciplined.
It was a magnificent .-Ight to
regiment after regiment wheel past, keeping
-ti p, while all the time
the regimental
pm!.
•'••pi pia>ing. Then afU-r tile infantry passed
tin artillery went
with six horses harnessed to
each -gun.
1 tut the fine-t
! all wa* the
cavalry—
regiment after regime..- ••„ -ph-n lid hor-e-, and
wheeling in perfect :i'.i■. 1 -imply cannot describe
:

;•

of

it in

-cc

1

ll i- th**

<-h.life of

one

a

1 ift

time,

to

-•••*

the

re

-pleudid army. France ia very
pro*.id of her army, and exceedingly restless just
""
Mattel are not a- amicable a- they might be

view

>f

largo,

a

1

her and

England, lb -id* the review the
eitv v.
literally dr< --••.< in flags. Looking
"
1 oiu. -tr.light streets, you -aw thousands
ill-- from «-\«-ry building, the flags of France
an*i "! aer nations, among them the stars and
stripes,
tw

glori-'U.-

mo-t

t all.

In the

evening all the

i'b-k- and public buildings were illuminated with
and cle.-tric lights, and there was a very tine
d:-p!av of Jin* works.”
i.

a

1

o-biN-

.•

i>

i;

I*, int

it

and

tu'-o.

••lie
a

PicMi

\m»

iloin

v

Mr

Palpli Finery

city, took a backboard ride
evening last week. They had
tbi-

supper at the hotel and after
i 11 g enjoyed a moonlight ride

a

to
a

verv

home.
served to a partv of fifty
a: 1It. Know’lton's cottage on the Camp (.round
Frid.i> '-veiling of last week. It was a very
oit ", a.-ion to Mr. Know lion's
t
many friends.
M:
i bur-day evening of last week, Ceorge O.
Italic'. _r t up a party and drove to Se.arsport. Supper was -t-rved at (.rinnell’s, after which Helfast’.lavorit*- singers. Miss Milliken and Miss Colburn,
assisted by Mis- Itelle ltartlett, of Portland, dea; b

■

va

a

picnic .-upper

\

was

lighted the company. A dance was then had at the
hall, the Italian harpers furnishing music_Hut
b‘\v Pclfa-t people attended the temperance camp
meeting at Lake Maranocook

>n Saturday and Sun
special train <m Sunday, owing to the
threatening weather, wa- n«»t well patronized.
Tho-c who went, however. felt well repaid for the

da\.

Tin-

■tirne.

...The musical

entertainment at Coombs’

skating

ink, Nortnporl.

«»n

Saturday evening,

was

notwithstanding the bad weather. About
people were present, the majority of whom
were from Helfa-t.
The Italian harpers gave a desiieci• -.-,

Jon

after which tin* lloor was filled
second concert was then given,

lightful concert,

with skater-.
which

A

lasted

until

nearly midnight.The
Juvenile temperance society of this city had a
ph-nic on the shore of the bay near Cottrell’s ship
yard, on Wed no lay afternoon. The children sang
am! otherwise entertained
The occasion

wa- a

themselves and visitor-.

\cry happy

one.

Charles Gardner, a resident at the
H«\td
l lie I i» it*. Belfast, twenty years
ago, is now
\ isiting friends here-Capt. D. A. Carter, of this
•
ity, left "ii Thursday for San Francisco, where lie
will lake eomiuand "1 his v<*ssel. Capt. Carter has
been employed <>n the Pacific coast for a number of
<*ai>....F. -I. simonton and family, of Rockland,
weiv at Geo. W. Burkett’s last week... .Capt. Jos.
]’i.usoNa

l.

1

Partridge has
Lois \ Chaples,

K.

been

placed

in

command of schr.

The schooner
Capt. Henry
Chaples, who has
commanded h< r for eight years, ami in that time
has only i ft her for one or two trips. Capt. Chaples
was

is

built

now at

for

this port.
J.

having

a new and larger vessel built for him at
yard....Mr. B. S. Kalisli, son of Sidney
Kali'll, of this city, i-1 with I.onis Tobias, Bowery,
New York < ity-Capt. sainuel P Kane, late of the
sell. F. E. McDonald, of Belfast, has been sick at the
hospital at Norfolk, Va. His illness, together with
the mental strain resulting from the loss of his vessel, completely’ prostrated him. He recovered suf
liciriitly, liowever, to start for his home in Bucks
port, where he arrived Tuesday.Mr. K. G.
Turner, a former resident of Belfast, but now of
New York, visited friends in this city last week
Miss Belle Bartlett, of Portland, visited friends in
this eitv last week. Miss Bartlett is a singer of con-

Carter-

—

While here she sang at the I ni
a number of private houses.
...Mrs. W 11, Fogler has gone to Bethel, Me., for
a few weeks
Rev. Dr. Field and party, of Bangor, now in Europe, had a remarkably smooth and
pleasant passage to Liverpool.. ..Thco. Winslow is
engaged in business ii Boston, but has not yet dei«h d on a permanent location. Mr. W. arrived in
Belfast Sunday fora brief visit_Rev. Mr. Ross
and Miss Ross have liad a very enjoyable sojourn in
Mr. Lowe and family, of Gloucester,
London

siderable note.

tarian church ami at

..

<

—

Charles Read’s, Northport avenue, for the
season....It is said that Henry P. White, of Farmington, formerly of Belfast, is preparing for publication a work on English grammer.Vmong the
graduates from the Medical Department of the
Cuivcrsity of Vermont at the last session, were G.
E. McCarthy and J. Tribou, of Camden, and J. W.
Pearson, of China, who\studied for a time in the office of Dr. Kilgore, of this city.Mr. Robert
arc

at

and family, of Philadelphia,are In Belfast,
guests of H. C. Marden ...Hon. Fred Atwood,
of Wiuterport, was at the West End Hotel, Bar
Harbor, last week.“They say,” in Bangor, that
Comber

the

are a jolly crowd”. Mrs. A.
Washington, is with her friends
in Belfast.Mr. E. O. Thorndike, of tills city,
sang at the Fendcrson concert at Camden, on Tuesday evening.John Richards, of California, is
visiting his brother, Charles T. Richards, in this
city. Mr. Richards has been absent for twenty
seven years-Col. I Jersey ami family, of
this
city, are at Canton on a visit at the old home of the
colonel’s....Mr. R. M. Perry of Portland, son of
Mrs. Jos. S. Thombs is visiting his mother In this
city.James Walker, In business In this city ten
years ago, is now visiting old friends here.
Mr. Percy Sleeper, son of 8. 8. Sleeper, for two
years in the watch factories at Waltham, is at home

“The Belfast boys
F.

Ilendcrshot,

of

on a vacation.Prof. Bateman left on Wednesday for a lecturing tour in Pennsylvania and Ohio.

Mr. Will IIuse, of Camden,

was

in

last

town

week.
Mr. Frank E. Whltcombis putting up
his store.

an

addition

The Waterville Sentinel says that J. I). Tucker
of Belfast, has been negotiating for the purchase
of a hotel in the former city.

to

Mr. Waterman reports the frog market dull and
Boston glutted. In future he will ship to New
York where the market is more active.

L. Qriflin left Friday to take command
of bark Edward Kidder.

Mr. E. A. Wilson, who recently canvassed this
city for The Treasury of Song, has delivered his
book.-, and they have given excellent satisfaction.

deer were seen by Isaac (ieorge
Hill one day last week.
Two

Capt.

Patterson, of Saint Joseph, Mo., formerly of this place, is visiting friends here.
Mrs. K. L.

The Q. A. R. have a regular meeting this evening.
Business of importance will be transacted.
The Boston Budget says the Kev. J. K. Richard-

suspension
other parties

failure of

notes upon which Mr.
Mr Noyes’ many
er.
he

will

brought about by the
to meet their promissory
Horace C. Noyes was indorwas

friends here and elsewhere
be able to resume business.

soon

Lynn,

company meets tonight for drill.

Attention is called to the advertisement in anothcolumn of the Connecticul Mutual Life Insur

Fairbanks,

Co. of which II. N.

auee

of

Bangor,

is

general agent for Maine. Frank A. Greer is agent
for Belfast and Waldo County. The company lias
a good reputation.
For further particulars see Mr.
Creel*-Fred Carle, tax eollector, notifies all who
wish to save discount on taxes to call at hi- office,
in city government room on or before Aug. l.">.
See the card of a Boston lady, the inventor id a
perfect system of dress-making, who will give in.
.-truelion in the art.Lost, a lady’s sack. See advertisement.
Pm1.Ii
last

Ceorge Kelley, for drunkenness

Non*.

week,

was sent

to

jail

for fifteen

days

...The

h. Crowley vs. das. Aldus for the
coal from the Maine Central railroad

of Frank

ease

larceny

of

company, which was adjourned to Monday, was
settled by Aldus paying for the coal and costs of
court.Before Justice Greer on Saturday—state
on complaint of
Andrew W. Bates vs. William
I laugh, for

an assault and battery.
Respondent
acquitted and discharged.John Corliss for

drunkenness

by the Police Judge
Tuesday. In default

sentenced

to

and costs on
payment he was committed.

of

was

line of

a

Cm in n Notes,
a sufficient sum of money lias
Been subscribed to make needed repairs on the Baptist church edifice in this city. The outside of the
building will be painted, the interior frescoed, a
new chimney built and the house
put in good condition. Hev. Mr. Tufts, the pastor, is very active in
the affairs ol his church.... Rev. Mr. on gor\. I ni

versnlisi of this

Vity,

preach

will

at Swanville next

Sunday afternoon-Rev. Mr. Tufts, Baptist, will
preach at Morrill on Sunday forenoon at lo.:U*_
There will be

services at the l nit aria u church in
this city on Sunday next.
It is expected to have
service.- the following .Sunday.Rev. Heiirv
Blodgctt, lb 1)., of Biu'ksport, for many years a
missionary to China, and who is soon to return,
will occupy the pulpit of the North church i.«*\t
Belfast shoe. F\«*touy. R pairs at this fa«
tory have been completed. Work began on Monday
in the cutting room, but steam wa- not
put on until
'N

edne.-duy.

larger boilers have been put
arranged that access can be hud t<> them
all sides.
Mr. Frank K. Wiley, a lir.-t via-- m-

in and
*»n

New and

so

gincer,

i-

charge

in

now

tin*

of

partition

A

room.

has been removed in the basement, which is now
large room. In the -hoe makers* department
the machines have been re-arranged,
that a .-hoe
will start at one end of the
building and continue
along to its finish u itlioui being handled back and
forth as formerly, sonic new machinery has been
added and the managem■•sit feel as though they arc

sold his residence to
remove his family to

Mass.

25th, 112 lbs. of butter.

>pirituali>ts

Searsport

at

will hold their

an-

meeting at Smart’s grove in Searsport, Aug.
Hood speakers are expected.
I ilb and 12th.

nual

Hanoverian Family gave
in Union

the children
little

enjoying

ones

the

an

entertainment to

Monday evening, the
performance very much.
Hall

parly from Belfast took supper at the Searsport House Thursday evening, and attended the
concert and hall given In the Ystrella quartette.
A

gentleman in Astoria, Oregon, wishing a suit
of elothing made here sent his photograph for a
guide to rut them In The sidt will he sent and a
A

iit

guaranteed.

Harpists gave a c oncert and ball at
Thursday evening. It was well pat-

The Italian
Union Hall

on

ronized ami

pronounced one of the mist
joyable entertainments of tin- season.
was

en-

dentist, is having a line
run of business, and has engagements
nearly a
month ahead.
He has all the modern improvements, and probably lias as line a chair as there is
Hr.

Nichols,

P. 1’.

our

in the state.

Black, on account of his many business
lias been obliged to give up the editorship of
the Quest, and the management have secured the
services of Mr. Beniamin C. Towle, formerly local
J.

W.

cares,

orrespondent

c

for the Journal.

Several of the young misses will art the
called “Tluv-MatiageiV at the Hall on

evening. The admission
hoped the young ladies will

charades

Saturday

he low, and
a full house.

will

it

is

have

William Dolliver, of Minneapolis, Minn., Mrs. Mary A. Havener and daughter, Mrs.
■I. K. Richardson and
family, of Fast Boston, Rev.
Almond J. Rarkliff, of Skowhegan, William Met;.
Buck and sisters, Miss Fanny Wright, Mrs. John <
Aukivals.

Mrs.

8towers, Bucksville, S. ('.
Capt. John I*. Nichols died
Friday evening and wa- huried on his premises. In
1*T».'> Capt. Nichols on retiring from the -ea purchased Luev, then a young horse, ami she remained
a faithful and beloved member of the family till
chloroform laid her to rest.

family

The

In

horse of

bulky and interesting pamphlet

a

on

The In-

dustrie- of si. Paul, Minnesota, we find the following mention ot < "i. Kdward Simonton, Atlorneyat-Law, real estate and loans, Is West Third street:
“Mr. simonton'- t mi suctions are principally confined :
real < state, but lie L also prepared to attend to any legal bn-ine-.is a native <»f Sear-porl.
He

intrusted to his

care.

He

Me., and was horn 18.15).
ofliccr in the late civil war between the

was an

States, and served with distinction to himself and
the cause of the Fnion. Since* this time he has been
an otliivr in the regular army of the Fnited Stales.

Canning

to m.

with most

Paul

twelve years ago lie has met
success and has established

encouraging

high reputation.”

a

one

-•»

prepare* 1 than ever before to make shoes.
endeavor to manufacture loan pair of
-hoes per‘lay. A large lot *>i .-dock was put in la-t

better

They

will

week.
The

Guana,i>.

terport, is in
Hop Bitters

Northern Light Grange, v\ in

healthy condition, needing no
or other stimulants, a.- the members
are out in good round number.- at
every meeting
and adding new members, hav ing some ten members taking their degrees. The Grange wa- very
much pleased to have their overseer Jefferson
Neal ley meet with them on the evening of the
lath of Julv, it being the first time for over live
mouths, on account of sickness. Worthy Master
Cco. \\ Ritchie has not been absent at a meeting
-ince the year came in. The
County Grange will
meet w ith Northern Light Grange at White’s Cor
ncr on Tuesday tin* 14th of August if pleasant, or
that is the understanding at present.
A good time
is

a

very

looked forward

Prospect, continue.is nourishing.
Havinh.

to-South

Branch

to add to its

Grange,

member-hip,

A

fields in

Fridav la-t he hauled
in forty five loads of hay, averaging half a ton to a
ioad.
Hon. A. v.. Jewett is another Belfast farmer
who cuts

over

one

On

year.

loo hundred tons of Iiav.

Joseph

C.

Townsend, also of this city, has out this year 12.">
tons of hay.
lie has two barns, one 42 by loo feet,
the other 40 by To, both of which arc full. Last
week he had his horses
the

hay.

Hasi:
last

The farmers

Ball.

Friday

witness

a

on

An

on

are

treading down
prospering this year.
the

May Queen,

base ball
that city and

game of

street nine of

mow

excursion party left this city

steamer

Bangor, to
between the Exchange
our

for

home club.

The

up the bay was pleasant and was enjoyed by
all. The Belfast nine were composed "f knowllon,
c.; Dilworth, p.; Cottrell, s. s., McKecn, 1st b.;
Colburn, id b.; Woodcock, .'Id b.; Thompson, |. f.;
Warren, e. f.; Boss, r. f. The Bangor nir.e were
sail

.bmkson, e.; Maynard, p., Brennen, s. s.; Cuthrie*
Isth.; Bice, 2d b.; Cornfield, .'id b.; Donahue, 1. f.;
McCarty, c. f.; Sheehan, r. f. The game was played on Forest avenue grounds and was called a few
minutes past three, continuing until nearly six
o’clock. The attendance was large and much interest was manifested in the game. The Bangor
club went first to the bat, but it was soon evident
that the Belfast boys surpassed them both in the
field and at the bat. The grounds were very bad.
The following is the score :
1

Bangor.1

2
2

;»

0

4
2

r>
o

(17
:5 o

Belfast.:» 4 o »'* 2 5 5
The Bangor nine will play the home club at the
trotting park in lids city Aug. 14th.
Fuller, of this town, took
possession of the Dickey & Brown mill, on Tuesday, and will work up the lumber on hand ...Rev.
skaksmont.

rfiord,

E. S.

on

James

Monday evening gave a temper
the Baptist church entitled, ‘‘Five

lecture at
Acts in a Drunkard’s Life.” The lecture
trated with the Scioplieon lantern, and
received.

a nee

is

illus-

was

well

\\

The tannery, owned by Mr. Ceorge
Blodgett, the work superintended by Isaac Britton,
is being run to tin* full capacity of the building,
employing a large number of men. Would it not
be well for the people of Bueksport to seek after
BLCKsrour.

and encourage other manufactories....The lots at
the Spiritual^camp grourM arc fast being taken;
several parties from out of town have purchased.
The speaker’s stand is being built, the fence is

completed

that all will be in readi-

and it

appears
the meeting which is to begin on Aug. lath
-Quito a party went on tin: Handel excursion
Monday and all report a very enjoyable trip.
ness

for

perch fishing is reported in the ponds about
Bueksport and several parties are spending a week
at farm houses to enjoy it ...Thomas 11. Sherman,
Mr. Blaine’s private secretary, is spending the sum(iood

mer

Francois has located
How can people a fiord to be

in town-Dr. E. A. L.

practice.
only eight physicians?

in town to

sick with

Brooks.

The rain

on

Saturday and Sunday did

crops good ; ground needed it; notmuch hay caught
out. If good weather the most of the hay will be

year’s
M. J. Dow and others attended temperance
campmeeting at Marunocook last Saturday....
Corn and potatoes looking well. Potato beetles
numerous, and the sprinkler dispensing pans
green has to be used weekly on some pieces
Small apple crop is in prospect....Lots of beans
planted and look well. Our farmers know beans
and that they are a paying crop-Mrs. M. Edwards sold M. R. Coopera fine marc recently
Brooks has some horses and is growing more....
cut and

housed; crop

will be little below last

—

...

—

New carpets are being put down in the church
Mrs. Charles A. Coombs, wife of Supt. Coombs, of
Knox A Lincoln R. R., and her children are visit
lug at Dr. A. W. Rich’s. The Doctor is getting a
line hay crop and is one of our leading farmers—
J. R. Littlefield has a fine lot of tirade Jlerefords
and will be heard from at the fairs this fall—The
kit factory makes also net buoys and net hoopsWater Is plenty in springs, wells and streams and
—

the mill
out well.

owners are

pleased

—

Pastures

oats, which look well and no doubt will be a large
crop.Raspberries .ire plentiful this year_
Apple-will be very scarce in this section_Rev.
simon staple.-, died July 2bth.
Mr. -Maple* moved
Morrill 32 years ago and has since
resided here, lie was
highly respected eiti/en
and his death is a loss to Monroe and to his family.

holding

this town I nun

Mr. Henry Lord’s family, of
Bangor, are occupying tin ••ullage at the “Horsey
Retreat,” one of the loveliest spots on our beautiful river-Miss Maeallee and Mi-s Folger, of N.
II., are hoarding at Mrs. F. J. Watts’ for a few
Point.

v'iNio

weeks

.Mrs. Samuel staples, Misses Lizzie and
Black, Nellie and Henry Stowers, went up

..

Laura
t"

Bangor

-(

brig

the

on

Staples Monday

I

afternoon.

apt. H. W. French with members of his fami-

ly, was in town one day last week-M*h. Brunette
discharged here Saturday for Mr. C. F. Snow_
The Cashier, Heath,is hauled up during haying...
Brig L. staples Stowers, arrived in Bangor July
30th from Philadelphia with coal, and is chartered

—

—

Farmers quite generally through hay
least ten per cent, better tbau last
ing. Crop
year ami of excellent quality.
Perhaps ten per
cent, damaged during the week of storm and fog.Grain crops heavy; m my fields lodging badly.
Potatoes look well mi lands not too wet. Beetles never more plenty, but Paris Green “lays them
out”
Mrs. Lydia Cross has been quite sick the
past fortnight.Dr. Jodah Pearson has begun
practice in this place; oil ice under storer’s Hall.
....ltev. Mr. Tufts prcachc d here last Sunday from
Matt. 23,2. He will preach here again next Sunday.
at

...

swANVii.i.i:.

Farmers are,

as

general thing,

a

done haying. The crop i-, fully as large as last year,
but was somewhat injured w hile standing by yie
dull spell the lirst week of haying-Cunningham
Bros. A Co. are finishing up some neat carriages,
which find a ready sale-Nickerson A Phillips are
making some durable harnesses to order-C. T.
Nickerson is putting lip a large kiln of bricks. He
was not able to supply thedemand last year-The
cottages

on

occupied

at

—

Freeman, of V ja/.ic, Lecturer of Maine
Grange, will speak to the Patrons of Honesty
Grange at their hall, Wednesday evening Aug. sth.
state

Penoiiscot. A family reunion took place last
Sunday at the house of Mr. William Haney. There
were present the six son- of Mr. Haney, viz. John
and William, of Penobsco:, Charles W. and Elisha
II. of Belfast, Newel, of Itoekport and Edward of
Ellsworth. Owing to Dm stormy weather, two
sisters who would have ma iethe family circle complete, were unable to be present. Mr. Haney is SO
years of age, one of the eldest and best preserved
It was a happy occasion for the old
he arranged his six sons in line and
addressed them in a very neat and appropriate
speech. He told them to em date whatever was good
it Ids actions and to slum the evil.
It was a pleasant party that sat down to the table that day, each
*n being accompanied by liis wife.
Two brothers
and one sister of tin* elder Ilanev were present
who were aged respective y n2, 7S and 70. It was
a gathering at the old home.* lead long to be remem-

the shore of

Lake

>wan

nearly all
Mary
Roberts, of

are

present. Irving,
Iliehliorn, Lillie Lampher and Nellie
Mocklon, >arah Cheney, of Brunswick, Me., and
Kdward Cheney, of Portland, are oeeuping Swan
Lake House. N. Roulstone’s family are oeeuping
Hill Side House, and Ferd Truinlv, Lew is Pendleton and others, Water side Ilou.-e. Cliff cottage is
Herman

and

present unoccupied....F. W. Miller, of Chelsea,
is stopping for a few weeks upon his farm on the
east side of the Lake-Mrs. W. If. Black has been
making her many friends a short visit. She returnat

meeting house on Sunday next. Subject
—“Mosaism and Christianity.” ...Mrs. Solomon
Cunningham, ag<*d 81 years, who died at Bucksport, and Mrs. Aobic R. Sanders, aged 13 years,
who died in Lowell, Mass., w ere buried here a few
ville Fnion

the

on

same

day.

Cami»i:n. .John II. R«llins

has bought and moved

Whitmore house* opposite the lime
kiln near Bay View street.Frank Clough, of
Hope, while driving his cow in the pasture Sunday
night, slipped and fell, breaking bis thigh bone.
l>rs. Bartlett, of Hope, and Stone, of Camden, wi re
called-Mr. Dickinson, of N. Y., who has spent
the last year in Camden in search of health, returned to New York last Monday, quite sick with a lung
trouble.The Congregatioualist Sabbath school
had an excursion to Fort Point Tuesday, going on
the Cambridge and returning on the Katahdin.
into the .lolm

Col. T. W. Iligginson and family, of Cambridge,
Mass., are at Mrs. Ilosmcr’s.Capt. Bramhall
took a small company to Mt. Desert on his steamer
Friday.I. A B. C. Adams discharged a cargo of
furnace and stove coal last week-Dr. O. (1. Sherman, of New York, is spending the summer here
with his mother.\t the annual meeting of the
stockholders of the Knox Woolen Co., held last
week, the following were chosen directors for the
ensuing year:

A.

Hosnier,

Follansbee,

Johnson, C. C. Newcomb, J. F.
E. C. Fletcher, II. L.
Aldcn, I». C. Adams....Mrs. Fenderson, of Boston,
(L

L.

interesting concert to a full house on
Monday evening at Mogunticook Hall. She was
assisted by MLs Simonton, of Camden, violinist,
gave

a

very

and Mr. Thorndike, of Belfast.

bered and

On one of me windy days last
the tall campaign Hag stall's on Main
street came dashing down across the telegraph
wires, making tilings lively for a season. Fortuone

of

nately m> team, or person,
(ieorge Savage discharged a
wharf last week, for

was

injured-Sclir.

cargo of c.oal at Rich's
E. C. Arey ...The time of

holding the campmeeting at Norlhporl was tixed
by a vote of the association in 1STi to be the last full
week in August, and such lias been the practice
since, and will be in the future, unless the time is
changed by vote of the association-Wc are much
pleased with the present appearance and general
make up of the Northport “Sea Breeze.” Tall oaks
from little acorns grow_ Hon. Fred Atwood and
wife, and (’apt. E. F. Littlefield, wife and daughter
have been rusticating at Bar Harbor.Sell. Mary
Jane, Arey master, arrived last Sunday with a
coal for E. C. Arey. she is discharging at
Crockett’s wharf.Mr. J. W. Evelitli will repair
Central wharf and re-build his store houses this
fall.The family of Rev. <). P. Allen, missionary
in Turkey, are visiting Mrs. Win. M. Crosby. Mrs.
Allen lias come to the States for the purpose of
educating her children. Her eldest son, after one
more year at Andover, will return to Tuikey and
engage in missionary work with his father.
Forty persons went from hereon the Handel ex
cursion on Monday last.There will be an out
door meeting, on the green, in front of the Congrecargo of

gationalist church,
seven

on

next

Sunday evening,

at

o’clock. Revs. Mr. Howes and Mills will have

charge of the meeting... .The steamer (J. M. Winch
of Boston, now running on our river, is commanded by Capt. Samuel Rich, son of Capt Simeon B.
Rich, of North Buck sport-Mrs. Margaret Rich,
the aged lady referred to in your paper a few weeks
since, died

on

the 30th ult.

which will

one

Yi.vvi.il a

Patriarch

Grand

vk.v

mIvor occur

again.

Isaac F.

Clark,

Portland, assisted. I*y the Grand officers and a
delegation from Rockland Encampment, on Thursday evening last institute' at this place Ishmah
Home Encampment, No :1s, !. O. (). E. The new encampment starts out under very llourishing cirof

Alex. A. Rea.on was elected Chief
Patriarch. A collation was served... .The Masons
and Odd Fellows made an excursion to Camden,
on Wednesday, on steamer
'ioneer.
The Yiualhaven band accompanied the n.Henry Day was

cumstances.

lich pierced his foot.
.....Mrs. Moody fell last weok, breaking her arm.
....Hon. .1. E. Smith, of Ohltown, was here l;i*t
week.J. R. Bodwell was ii town on MondavMr. 11. P. Sylvester, of Castii e, is now running the
hoarding house formerly ke >t by R. A DyerMr. Charles Athean and wife and Thornton Hall,

injured

week by

last

a

nail

w

Stephen Morgan
and John Bird have loaded paving for New York;
the sloop Yankee Girl cut sto »e for Portland, and
the sloop M. M. Hamilton rout h stone for Rockland
left last week for Dakota-*■ chs.

-The steamer

Bangor

a

Katahdin

excursion here

was

advertised to bring

Monday.

White's Corner. The fanners in this section
have mostly secured their ii iv, and in very good
condition, although there wa- some injured in the
dull weather of the week before last. The hay
crop will be heavier than lad year on the same
ground, and if the weather is good fora few days
longer they w ill he all closed up-All kinds of
vegetation is getting a heavy growth and the indiare that there wili he a heavy crop of grain
and potatoes, considering theiiereage
Repairing
and building new buildings seems to be the order of

cations

—

day throughout this section. Mr. Stephen
building a large two.story house, there
suit of a back pension w hich lie received last w inter.
Leonard Clark is building a very nice barn,
forty by sixty, with a nice cellar. He has one of
the

Clark is

the best orchards in Waldo co. J. U. Chase, LinAlbert B. cl irk have each raised
their barns and added a cellar, w hich the farmers

coln Rlai-dcl and

place to make dressing. As that is the
farmer’s capital the more they lave the more profitable the farming. The farmers in this seetion are
giving more thought to this matter than before and
are keeping more cows and hogs.
They are getting
more interested in Jerseys for butter and they arc
a iding quite a number t<> the r herds-Farmers
in lids section think <). J. Li! by ha
made an improvement in the hog line by introducing the
White Lancashire which prows to be a good breed
to cross with other breeds, they being a snug, compare easily kept and fattened bog.
think is the

Farmers are finishing their haying.
The hay crop is the most in bulk that w as ever cut
Prospect.

in

town

Barns
•

d

with

Grain

for year-, with

a

This year the farmer

room.

good hay.

average amount of

an

well tilled.

arc

than

w

heavier straw

ill be

small amount storage
n .*cds a reaper or will

have to cradle and reap to store lots of grain. Potato bugs n<>! ;iplenty as last year— the vigorous
growth of the vines outstripped the beetle* this
Potatoes arc bottoming better than last voar
year.

yet-Mr. Lyman Partridge
shingled a house a id barn 72 by 45, old

few roiton

as

has up and
country style. The house w 11 occupy 20 ft. in
length, and will be J -toriJs and attic, with
cellar under the whole and with solid partitions
from top to bottom.
It w ill have the most room for
the least money of any house! about-Mr. Rial
Catlin

Drought homesick

was

ljrom

Hallowed and

is not expected to recover. Ilk is at Mr. George
Freeman l’artridg has sold to J. W.
Harding’s
Lang, Brooks, the Jersey heller Lady LangMiss Hattie Kidman will begin her third term of
school in district So. a soon ...Frank and Freddie
Lane will cut and put into their two barns 50 tons
of hay ahme. The oldest is 10 years and youngest
—

Its_Apple crop light.\ happy wedding took
place last week at the residence of C'apt. A. Harriman.
( apt. A. J. IVtlingill of barque E. I. Pet
tingill. Portland, and Mrs. (>cta\ la < 'Money of Port-

land, sister to C'apt. Albert Harr man, were united
in marriage, by A. J. Clifford ol Rueksport. 'l’lio
party took the boat for Bar Harbor w here they will
remain a few days, after which they will sail for
Cal. via Cape Horn.

Klder,editor
proprietor
Daily Telegraph, died sudevening of the 241 inst. Mr. Eldand

linn. William

of

the .SL. .loin.. N. It.

denly

the

on

was

er

of the ablest and most successful

one

journalists

in the Maratime lhovinros. and at

Provincial Secretary
of New Hrunswiek and President of the Hoard
the time of his death

was

The Maine Press Association

Agriculture.

of

indebted to Mr. Elder foi courtesies

are

ex-

tended on their recent visit to St. .John, and
will learn of his death with regiet.

Carey,

dames

the informer, 1

tim to the Fenians,
I Ic was shot at sea

by

a man

as
on

right,

many
board

as

fallen

a

vic-

supposed lie would.
steamship Melrose,

but

died

was

Carey

shortly

he

after

was

lie

placed in irons and was handed
police when the Melrose arrivei at Port
was

the

Eliza-

beth.
_

Hrunswiek
il

Telegraph quotes

comes

“from

one

an

item

of the best

says
papers in the State, occasionally falling into
nonsense.” The Telegraph forgets that,
A little nonsense now ai d then
Is relished by the wisest men.

Perhaps
one

our

Hrunswiek contemporary is not

of the wisest men.

l’he New
for

a

Hampshire Legislatin'

is still bal-

Senaljor.

Secretary

United States

Chandler is out of the contest, aijd there arc
indications as to who will be the {candidate.

Kentucky

is the next state to hold

an

no

this year.
A Governor and other state otlicers
and a Legislature will be chosen on Aug. (i.

Precedents show that President Arthur
titled to

a

vacation.

Why,

certa

is

reply

groat reunion of soldiers

A Faith Convention is in session at Old Orchard <'amp Ground.
('olonel John 1J. George, the b g New Hampshire barrister, tells a good story on himself,
according to Judge Johnson. Meeting an old
farmer recently whom he had known in his
youth, the old fellow congratulated the gallant
Colonel on his youthful appearance and the
surprising way in which lie held his own.
“How is il you’ve managed to keep so fresh
and good looking all these years?” quoth he.
“Well,” said George, "I’ll tell you. I’ve always
drank new rum and voted the Democratic
ticket.” "Oh, yes,” said the old man, “1 see
how it is; one pizen neutralizes the other.”
[Marlboro’ Times.
Seventeen persons were killed and twelve others were seriously injured by a collision on the
Rome, Watertown and Ogdensburg railroad
nearOarlton, N. Y.,Saturday night. A passenger train ran into a freight car which had been
blown from a siding on to the main track, by
the wind.

Secretary Folger’s latest call for bonds wipes
out all the outstanding 35 per cent, bonds, the
relics of the old live per cent ten-forties. The
call will mature November 1st. and embraces
$32,082,000. The saving of interest by their redemption will be $1.122,801, reducing the yearly
interest charge to $ot),313,813.

years.
In Ellsworth, July 20th, Miss Frankie A. Saunders, aged 20 years and 1 month.
In Ellsworth, July 22d, Miss Ella Harrington,
aged 27 years.
In Ellsworth, July 20th, Flnebe M. Barron, aged

57 years and 8 months.
In Bar Harbor, July 20th, Mrs. Kate T. liodick,
aged 31 years, 3 months and 22 days.
In Burksport, July 14th, Gardner Snow, only son
of Capt. Wm. G. and Mclvcmi E. Snow, aged 17
years and 0 months.
In Mt Desert, July 23d, Mr. Benjamin F. Ha\ nes,
aged 01 years, 4 months and 22 days.
In Castinc, July 12th, Miss Mary Ray, aged 25
years.

General E. <>. C. Ord of the United States
army died of yellow fever at Havana, July J2d.
aged* t»5. He graduated at West Point and wain active service until isso. when he was put
on the retired list.
He was several times
wounded during the civil war. (Jen. Ord
succeeded to the command of the Army of the
James when General Butler was sent home by
General Grant, January B. 1st ft.
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Is the

place

save

Is

!
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BELFAST.

OPEN

go-tom

\

just received

We have

a

large

\ery

everything

&

Fringes

.<t \-v\.\

tine line of Samples

s

to

cunT

In

beau

& Curtains

-OMK t

till-) AT IIA lit JAINS IN

Second Hand Grocery anti Portland Wagons.
Hand Made Harnesses at low prices.
lust

give

rail :tmi examine my -teeU.

me :i

to suit.

E. P.

Poles

&

BOYS

CHILDREN

GeiM Famishing Giiofl-s, Hals., Caps, &c.
Huts am!
Kl I.I

UNi;

'»r

STYLISH

&

Suits

/‘or

Win.

) ouu</

VSllMilK i;ooi»S.

"I

M

II

A>

FI'I.I.

OF

STOCK

Trunks, Valises, Satchels, siiau I straps, and C
riage Lap Kobe*.

ar-

Bond- warranted as represented nr money r-funded. It you are in want of any of the abo-,.
goods please call and examine goods and prie
and be convinced that this is the place to bu>.

New

Boston

Clothing Store,
t.xi>ni:us.

Phtrnix How,

M

Belfast. Me.

NOTICE.

upwards.

PILLOW SHAM

being

handy

so

HOLDERS !

and looks

so

niee.

SALE!

To the

Farmers !

w 1: ii \\ i: <.<uu*

Mich. Flour for $6.50 per bbi.
\m> want <;<><d»

Perforated Chair Seats, brass Head Tacks,
Picture Cord, Lambrequin Kooks, Curtain
Loops ami Tassels. Folding Lap boards. Mirrors and Blass Plates, silk Cords and Tassels

Uniter, titans, I't/t/s. fottiltn s. ,(
To ihosr In Hie rliy, ne have (lie
I5i‘s( l'liiur in Tom ii!
-AIX

for Sofa Pillows and Panels.

Terms

Hanson,

FOR

15c.

From

Strictly Pure

limili

BEAVER STREET, Belfast, Me,

Please give u> a call and see what bargains we
give you. I phol-tering and repairing done
and satisfaction guaranteed, tioods called
forat.-jl
delivered Fb’KK within a di-tauee of si\

mile-j.

\ 11

ask

we

is

t

rail and

o

get

prices

our

nr lore

ing your purchases.

make

;>nrJ4

R. H. COOMBS.

I--

Cream

We ha\e all needed supplies, as gia.nl as Hie hesl,
as Ion as the lowest, in quantities to suit,
and for jour Oil Motes. DOW NKB’s
OIL, high test, ina smoke, and
the only Oil that does not
crust the wick.
\VK AI.so

MAM FAC TTUL

FIBF. (ON! KCTIONKBV for Wholesale and Belall
trade. M TS. FIBS. DATF.s. and FBI ITS of all
kinds In their season, tiheusaeall.

MITi IIKIA

CH AS. R. COOMBS.

r.

Tartar, Spices, Tea,
Coffee, &c.
To the DweaSers ha Tents !

can

70 Main St., Belfast.

IIIOM IS.

A

MASONIC BLOC K. Hit.II NT.

Belfast, Me.

Henry Knight,

SPRING STOCK Watches,
—

Boots and Shoes
At the Old

II.

Stand, No.

Now

^

oib

good assortment of all the leading stvles of

\

his old customers an I the publi*-,
very large, idee and varied line ot
t-.

L A DIFS, MISSES

Top&OpenCarriages
anH

for

summer

wear, of all

Sixty

Top

Buggies,

patch,
IT

made by experienced workmen,
and I use tile best of material, and warrant them
lii 'l class in style and durability, and I am selling
them as low as they possibly cun be for the nuality

My carriages

of

arc

carriage.
\

ny

save

one in wain oi

goon,

a

msi-ciass \ cnirie will

and examine my stork of

money to call

riages before jmreliasing elsewhere.

JAMES
Searsmonl

Maine.

THE

OLD STAND, NO. 13 MAIN

BKLKA>T,
it.
May 1,

1SS3.

Company,

OF HAIITFOIIU,

PAID I’KODICMIS.

OOgOi’ Hay If ton.
S.OOgltUMi
5 2g7‘_.
8gl0 Hides If tb,
Lamblr
Oglu
tb,
Beans,pea,#>'bu,2.40g2.G0
medium,
2.30g2.50 Land) Skins,
aOgTo
Mutton
1b,
|f
7gS
yellow-eyes,3.25g3.50
5o«53
Butter If tb,
!5g IS Oats If bush,
Beet' IP lb.
7g0 Potatoes,
G5g70
GOgTO Bound Hog ^ lb,
OgO
Barley #■' hush,
Cheese |f Hi,
lOgll Straw If ton,
G.oOgSJM)
Chicken tf tb,
If
It.,
OOgOO Turkey
niigoo
< alt Skins |f tb
7«s
12g 12 # Veal If tb,
33
l>uek|f lb,
OOgOO Wool, washed IP' tb,
10 Wool,un\vashedlPtb2.'>g2.'>
Eggs |f doz.,
Fowl If lb,
LOOga.tM)
14glG Wood, hard,
Hcese If It),
3.U0g3.50
OOgOO Wood, soft,
If bush,
dried
tb,

1

I«5
is

Oil,Kerosene,lfgal.11 n

I # g5
11 u 12
1.10

5g7# Rye Meal If lb,

1846.

a lakh Kit uksekvk than the policies of any other
company of this country, thus giving additional
SKcruiTV ynd vali'K. They participate in the livision of the surplus earned during their entire
continuance. Thkv auk non-fokfij tin*;, becoming, in case of lapse after the payment of two or
f poijuks, withmore annual premiums, paid
out surrender or care on the part of tht* insured,
for an amount also indoknkd on kach policy,
and made a part of it, and participating ir surplus.
For cash and paid policy values inquire of

312

1.25
Sgj*2 shorts If ewt,
Clover Seed If lb,
lGd2S Sugar If tt»,
S#gI0
Flour If bbl,
40
T.
I., <#*’hush,
LOOgS.75 Salt,
IT. H. Seed If bit, 2.40S2.50 S. Potatoes If tb,
0«0
Lard If lb,
13g 14 Wheat Meal If lb,

F. A. GREER,

Market.

N.

R.
(.eneral

July

FAIRBANKS,

ii.
—

in not the best condition.
Beans—The market is quiet at

taken the new studio over the BELFAST
SAYINOS BANK for the summer, and is
to see bis pupils or others interested in draw-

HAS

ready
ing or painting.

Visitors Saturday
2\v31

come

$2 50 for small
handpicked pea, mediums, $2 25; Herman, $2;
75;
red
yellow eyes $3
kidneys, $340 a 350; business
seems to show a little life.
Potatoes—.Shipments are higher owing to the
falling off in prices; natives, $2g2 25 If hhl; Rhode
Islands, $2 12# ; Jerseys, $2 ;Norfolksare poor and
unsalable.
Hay and Straw—No 1 timothy at $17 for fancy;
fair to good, $lGglG5o; line hay, $15glG; rye straw,
$14gl5; oat do, $SgO If ton.

A Boston

Lady of Great Experience,

PERFECT SYSTEM of
otters her services as teach
e.r of her system, to tlie ladies of Belfast and vicinity. All branches of cutting taught. Perfect satisfactionon reasonable terms guaranteed. Fits linings
free. Call at OS Main street, for a few weeks only.
Belfast, Aug. 2, 1883.—3w3l*

r|MIE inventor of a
1 DKESS CCTTINC

TAX
MARRIED.
In Searsport, July 2Gth, by Rev. D. W. Hardy,
Mr. Joseph II. Harriman and Miss Clara W. Dickey,
both of Searsport.
In Searsmont, by James Fuller, Esq., W. D. Meservey and Carrie Messer.

NOTICE.

subscriber hereby notifies all tax payers of
Belfast that the four per cent, discount allowed expires Aug. 15th, and to save this taxes
should he paid on or before that date. I may f»e
found daily to Aug. loth, at the assessors’ olliee on
F. A. CARLE, Collector.
High street.
Belfast, Aug. 31,1883.—2w31*

A'1IE

GRAVE MARKS. HEAD STONES,
U.L KINDS OF

AM)

Marlole Worli
cheap

as

anv

We

can

of
linn in tin*
and W K WILL.
i

n

(TL A 1% li

K.

Maim

/./..

X

(

<>.

;;«111.»*

UNITY VILLAGE HIGH SCHOOL!
TIIL I- M L FILM WILL \\V i.l\

Millinery
At

ijvvutly rrtliirerf /irirrs

\ 1.1.

W A NT

IN

to

give

To

our

Millineiy!

customers the benefit of

assortment to select from
son

MRS.

before tin*

a

ijooil
sea-

closes.

B.

F. WELLS.

N OTIC-!

I.IIIKK A I.

^11

near

w

a

COACHES

40 cts.

hkxi’As i’

i.ivi:m

<

o.

Sal©!

for

AI.I.OWK1).

BOAT for Sale.

Apply to
re-

itltf

E. BASS

ItKOEIVK ITNI.S IN

DItAWING

-AM)-

( IIIX. i

two

acres

A fine ItOlf

ISSX

PAINTING,

rove
small oranue
T.\ M 1’ \. I I. A.,
.-oine New Lmrlaml.
view to working the piaee .m -hares.
l.tr.t r. .1. .At. II A WILY.
Navy Department, Washington, D. (

haxin.u

of land
and 20o
Vlientleman
iih
would like to communicate

Fare Bound Trip,

GILMORE & BABCOCK.

WILI,

efienne for senne fetmner uhe> is
tired of' eofd tenders etnel is de
sirous of luefkinfj ei home in the
South.

\Y

persons indebted to the firm are
to make immediate payment.

E.

L

Air ILL I LACK A ML L1C AN AND NEW LNl.
LAND llOFSi: tor the skatinu Pavilion at
every evening at 7 P. M. Also will leave
.’Off
for Camp (iround every Sunday at 2 P M.

quested

MRS.

HACK!

CITY

7rMI L -ubseriber has puivha-> d a lir-t e!.t-> eireu
lar Mas* trout hack, wliieh lie will drive a I unit
the streets for use at funeral-. pri\ .he driv imr par
ties, or for any purpose for which tir-t ela-- hackIt i
easv ridimr. well ventilated, and
are used.
furnished with all modern improvements. It is the
only first-class hack in the city, and has been pro
eured at ureal expense, ( liarues will he reason
<>. W. Mi MANIA
able.
Belfast, .1line 20, iss3.- 2.*>tf

Goods. Boat

msroKNT

Relfnst, .Inly 17,

li y Office and residence Iniun st., Belfast. Me.
-In
Post office address Box 17 t.

Northport

MILLINER'S’

A

-.

man, with
Address
2w30*

The subscribers oiler lor sale their

i.iN.

ein si<

-i
I I
and a I
Neural a la, Lin anna I isn ■. Lara
I make
Nervous Troubles Mieiv>-fullv tre.in-d.
of
Chronic
Di>cn-e>ot
the
l.uerand
Kh!
specialty
I’>
m»ys, and al-'« diseases p»-,ailiar t-> Tamale-.
t
of
I)r.
(iordon’>
ure.
Lositiw
Catarrh
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Belfast, June *2S, ISSJ.—111

Fancy

(Magnetic. Electric and Herbal

DOWN

Entire Stock of

:u\m

JASON GORDON. JW. D.,

«lo well to call ami examine stock before jmrehasin^r, as we have

MARKED

SEP i

I'ruler the instruction of Pltnc S' F. I I < b.
l*iin with 4*«»ni|>« Iriii a--i-tant-. I'uifi.>n a
( htoil hoard ami
ii
on vrni<-un
for -■•ii-hoai
Fur further inform iti• *:i >i tor
reasonable rati
oi
catalogue, address the Pr.noipal.
.IAS. K. TVBUL Aiicni.
.'i\\ .in
I nit v .1 ui\ 23, I

UK

BONNETS, HATS,
Featliers & Flowers,
Will

MOM) VY,

-.

/'.

-A N D-

Hours—9 to 12 and 1 to 3.
afternoons.

Monuments, Tablets,

PL f:.\ st; ci i /•: i s

between

Mr. F. E. WRIGHT

C. HERVfY.

-SELL

V

JUNE 28, 1883,

re-

We Shall! We Shall!

ix>Km:s.

-O F-

Tl Lsday

Fine Watch Work, Fngnnlng and Jewelry
pairing done in the best manner.

1st f

LOST !

Main St., Bangor, Me.

VI \

thal we are eon.-tantlv add in a' l<- our lai
-io.-k ail
NKW and DKSIUA 15L!i 1* \ I’TI KN" .d y
in
line, Bonds alway- .-old it t’,..
r\
lewt-t
rates.

\s

ENTIRE STOCK

21

Belfast and the Camp
(tround, a LADY’S JACKET, seal brown,
double-breasted. 'Flu* tinder will please leave the
same with C. \Y. H AN LY, under the Journal Olliee,
1 \\31*
and receive the thunks of the owner.

ON

ST BE ET,

3w31

Agent for Maine.

28.

Butter—No change to note; trade is easy except
for choice ami fancy lots; the market is easy and
steady at quotations, without any material change,
with the choice grades of dairy and creamery about
the same as for a week past; choice eastern creamery is held at 23c, and fancy higher; western creamery, 21 g22o; fair to good, 17«20c; New York and
Vermont, 10g20e; fair to good, lGgl7e; ladle, I3gl5o
ordinary to poor sells for what it will fetch.
Cheese—The tone of the market is stronger,
while quotations remain without material change;
choice New York whole milk stock sells at 0# glOc ;
and fancy higher; fair to good, SgOc; choice west
ern, 0gDl2e; fair to good, 7gSe; skim, 4g7c.
F« a is—The egg market is strong, with an advance
in quotations; eastern an* quoted at 21 g22e; New
York and Vermont, logtioe; northern the same;
western, IS g 10c; Nova Scotia and New Brunswick,
l‘Jg20e; p. E. 1. tin* same; Canada eggs are said to

Belfast,

Agcnl for Waldo County.

tg4~#

SATURDAY

7.ed

Assets, January 1, 1883..$.'d,<‘.02,122.78
Surplus by Connecticut Standard. 3,721,841.21
Surplus hy New York Standard ^estimated...'.
ti,$.~>0,uon.00
Ratio of expense of management to receipts in
1882, 8.7a per rent.
The new limited premium life policies of the ( on.
neetieut Mutual Life Insurance Company all'ord
perfect protection at the lowest net cost. They arc
written for the whole term of life, thus continuing
the insurance without limit, or for so long as it may
he desirable, or they may he surrendered at the end
• f
the term of vears for which the premiums are
payable, or of any subsequent period of live years,
for a <a ak \ vi ki;i» cash vai.ii: Indorsed on each
Policy and made a part of it. They are based upon

Apples

75 Pollock •£v tb,
Cheese f lb,
12 ji 13 Pork If lb,
Cotton Seed If ewt,
1.55 Plaster •F hhl,

CONN.

Organ*

BELFAST PRICE CURRENT.
Correeted Weelchj for the Journal.
By c. II. Saroent, No. 8, Main Street.

M

under-t.1 ili.it thi- «»i I e.-tal-

well

Belfast, Mir. l“. I"-

The Connecticut Mutual Life Insurance

-o

lishment is lu ■:id*|iiai ; r- for tin-r-ale of W \ 1< ill,"
.ILWLLBN in thi -rrtion .-! the "t..t• ■. that
ii may be hardly neco-ary to -a\ to our eu-tomer-

MAINE.

CLOSE Ot

very favorable showing as the result of narrow
ing the w aterway by jetties and wing dams.
Sell. F. E. McDonald was sold by auction at Norfolk July 215th, to Fied S. Clayton Jfc Co., of Baltimore, for $a,“do. She will he towed to Balti non*
for repairs.

now

and

ear

21 if

BARKER,
Village,

is

ID. W. KNOWLTON.

Carriages,

Open

a

5glo

prices, al>d

-AI.S0-

(Iodard Hayyirs <('• E.rtension Tap
Elite! tats made to artier.

has decided not to
-{uarantine shipping arriving at English ports.
The engineer in charge of improvements to the
South Pass, mouth of the Mississippi Riven makes

1.15

and

Slijtjters and Walking Shoes,

Buggies.

miles.
The British government

Lime tf hhl,
Oat Mcalif tb,
Onions
lb,

grades

Mens’ Calf, Kip and Thick boots, boys and
with end springs, ami sidehars with the relelmated !
Youth’s Boots and Shoes, consisting of Calf
TI M K FA' spring, also
button and (alt ball., also School Bonis.
SOLID Leather, Carpenters and Laborers’
s 11> /; /;. i it s.
Heavy Solid Leather. Custom Made Shoes,
it it i: ii n te it
our own make
that Hill stand hard near,
1 have nearly finished
Bents’ Calf button and Congress Bools,
Calf Low shoes,
all at the lowest possible prices for cash. Pleacall and examine good.- and prices brfore
Including Pori land Wagons, ultii double and
I urehasing elsewhere.
single seat, Grocery Wagons of illiTerenl
N. 1C Custom work in all branches promptlx attended to. Cobbling done with neatness and disstyles, and a good assortment of Open

The ( lose Bell at Ash .sland, which has been
still for about a vear, has just been put in active
operation by the inventor, W. R. Close, of Bangor.
This hell is about live miles distant from While
'he bell strikes six times
Head in Penobscot Bay'.
per minute and can he heard from four to six

RETAIL MARKET.

hoo ps

l!

our

IN(’l,ri>IN<!

Phaetons

—

niOLCAS I
a

AND ( HILDHEVS

<;<> v r

\

A T

13 Main St.

aj’oi^ost

TI.
rs

Jewelry,

& Silver Ware

Spectacles

-O F-

2,llM).:t!L

Boston

MEN,

u ma

This is something the ladies all want. It sav«|s
more than the cost of it in washing, alone, beside-

SPECIAL!

Sell. Bowdoin, llo lgdon, from Rockland for Richmond with linu*, remains at New York with cargo
on lire, she i> ceiled up and w ill not lie opened for
some time.
The large three ma -ted sehr. in the yard of A. F.
Ames, Rockland, i- being planked in and will In*
launched in about six weeks. Workmen are engaged on the frame of another vessel of the same
si/e for Rockland parties, b> be commanded by
Capt. (bo. Vines, of sehr. Win. Frederick, of Belfast.
Sehr. (bru u le E. smith, before reported wreck
ed on (bumett Rack, near Drand Manan, was from
Portsmouth hound to Windsor, N. s., in ballast.
She registered 2*0 tons, was Imilt in l*74and owned
iiy A. J. Bird and others, of Rockland. Cap'. C. J.
Jameson eommauded her.
The Dome steamship Venture, in which mi much
Boston capital has been sunk, is still lying at the
end of 1 5th street. North River, New York city, and
probably will so remain as long as her stoekage
dues are paid, or until her bottom rots out.
Seamen are complaining of the discontinuance of
A captain
one of the lights on Matinieus rock.
made the rock light last week, and seeing hut one
and
that
a
red
could
not
one,
guess where he
light
An eastern correspondent thinks it would he
was.
to
discontinue
the
a good plan
Light House Board.
[ Portland Advertiser.
During the mouth of .June the total tonnage of
the ships and schooners built in the Cnited stales
The tonnage ol the vessels built in
was lu,(•.*)(• DO.
Maine during that time was :i,07o.20, or nearly onethird of the whole. The B dh tonnage alone was

hush,

Clothing

-FOB-

A

order fr>an.

Wnltiiif

Made

Hammocks, Hells, Woolen Shirts of all style*,
silk and Fane} Ties. C ollars and C oil's.

made to order and put up.

lSl;t<*k

Ready

prices

York.

Corn Meal If

i\/>/»*/;irs. rroj>‘y.

NOBBY

lir-jt-

a

Drapery Goods,

large assortment,

EoRKH.N PORTS.

Beef, corned, IP It., Sg 10
Butter Salt, If box,
20
Corn ty bush,
75
Cracked Corn If hush, 75

-tf*27

iss;:.

m.ina

that

Lambrequins

Janeiro, July PJ. Arrived ship Frank Pendleton, Nirhols, 11 day" Cardiff.
Bark Alice, Dyer, New
Cuanlauamo, July 21.

PRICES

ith all.

ULrfat a Call.

Belfast, July

Marble Tap Tabletif.
Late ayes. Cast/ Chairs. Hat frees
a net
Cmbre/ta
Stands.
Tohtint/
Chairs of at! I.intls, Cheap UDetd

Rio

MARKET.

n

GEO. A. BECKETT.

stock of

KIUMTIKK OF A I I. KISiw.

also

Pendleton, Baltimore.
Chester Pa., J illy 2*.
Arrived sell. Diom*, Paterson, Cape ilayli.
Portland. July J().
Arrived sell. Charlotte T.
sihley, Bartlett, Baltimore.
New York, July JI.
Arrived seh. Flora Condon,
French, Jacksonville.
Arrived seh. Fred A. Carle,
Boston, July :><».
Condon, New York.

••

honestly

Parlor, Cliite k Kitcien

a

One limit! (tig, one Skeleton Wagon, one Hack
Harness, iMofats Leather) at a bargain.

Tacoma, July PC Sailed -hip lvanhoe, Her
riman, Sidney, N. s. \\
Halveston, July 21. Sailed hark Kdw. Cushing,
Biekmore, Boston.
A p.dachieola, July 21.
Arrived brig James Miller. Warren, New ( >rlean>.
Jacksonville, July 21. Cleared sell. Flora Condon, French, New York. July 20th, seh. Penobscot,
Carter, Baltimore.
New Bedford. July 21.
Seh. Edward Stanley,
shei man, Linrolisville.
Baltimore, July 20. Arrived seh. Day light, Ilodgdon, Boston, andCleared tin* 2sth for Boston. July
27th, arrived sells. E. C. Pendleton, 1’endh‘ton, Bangor; E. H. Ilei riman, Wood, do. Arrived 2*lh, seh.
A It. Emerson, Sawyer, do.
Arrived brig Amy A.
Philadelphia, July 20.

PRODUCE

e shontd he
pteaseil to see oar
friends. We propose tit ileal

Robes,Habits,&o.

should lie kept in
class furniture store, which we will seli at
that will please everybody.

Portland Wagons, liaggies, liaggi/
Wagons, Comings, Whiteehajites, <(•<•.

AMERICAN PORTS.

MARITIME MISCKLLAN

FARM PRODUCE

Give

In fact

-O FWORK constantly on hand.

New

bark

new

niFFKKKNT STVI.KS,

WHARVES.

Cleared

a

OTHER

II

Two-Seated Wagons

Seh. Lois \ Chaples has loaded ice at Pierce's
lor Jacksonville, and sehr. Mary K. Cordon is
loading ice lor same port-Sehr. K. L. Warren is
loading hay by Carter, for Boston.Sehr. s.urah
L. Davis is discharging a cargo of coal for Swan A
sibh*\ Bros.Sehr. Hannibal is discharging a
cargo of coal for Win. Pitcher A Son.Senr.
William Jones, from Brunswick, is dischargim, a
cargo of hard pine for Carter A Co.

20.

Also

carried in this
lowest prices possiand very large stock of
ever

was

will sell at the

we

<('• Cane Seat Chairs, llor/.ers.

n

BIG STOCK

Stover, Bangor.
July •«'th,
Boston; A. Richardson, Putt rshall, Bangor.
Aug. I t, sehr. L«*is V. Chaples, Partridge, JackW. Ells, Ferguson, Ellsworth; K. K.
sonville: A
Warren Bahhage. Boston.

Bangor, July

ble.

AND

Tartar Sets.

CARRIAGES

nf flu.

sehr. Oeo. Albert,
sehr. Karl, Ryder,

Fane, (.'ostigan, Bath.

which

TOP CARRIAGES

llaimibal, Pendleton, New York ;
ollius, Brunswick ; Minolta, Wade,

THE

every description that

city,

BUY

Hides, Calf Skins, Tallow,

Caskets & Coffins

order from the REST MAM FACTFRERs, the

to

sehr.".

ALONti

have

now

TO

Reaver street.

son, so 1 have tilled my REPOSITORY up again and will give
better trades than ever before.
Shall supply

SAILED.

July 27th,

on

spring and made two score and ten nu
happy,and shall sell lifty more this sea-

Pattershall, do.
2*th, sehrs. Killian, Darby, l»o.-ton; s. L.
Burgess, Philadelphia.
:>oth, sehrs. K. I.. Warren, Babbage, Boston;
Fllis. Ferguson, do; llannona, Pattershall,
<

trade

a

this

ardson,

Jones.

tlu* place for

FIFTY

ARRIVED.

July Jl"t,

the place to save money down East,
-AND-

I HAVE SOLD

July 27lh, sehrs. Orion, White, Boston; Karl,
Ryder, do; Deo. B. Ferguson, Ryan, do; A. Rieli-

William
Boston.

We

AND

salt out West,

HANSON’S REPOSITORY

SHIP NEWS.

A. W.

Chairs furnished at funerals free.
hand the largest stock of

on

SHEET
j

The President Peoples’ Ih.nk, (’Itaulottevii.lk,
Va., Mr. C Hannan,testifies to the \ alueof Brown’s
Iron Bitters for relieving indigestion.

do.

Provisions & Groceries!

at the house of It. H. COOMBS’
J. L. SLKEPER'S at F. M. Lancaster’s house,
foot of square. Funerals attended free of charge,
and
satisfaction guaranteed in every respect.
at

EDWIN FROST.

Ex-Mayor Isaac S, Kalloch resigned as pastor
of the .Metropolitan Baptist church in San Francisco. last week, and sailed for Washington
Territory on the following day.

July

Fruit, Confectionery,

promptly attended,

LAKE
to

A

Davi>.

has received ids diploma, showing tiiat he is qualified to manage, any ease that may be entrusted to
him, and now holds himself in readiness to answer
all ealls eithei day or night. Night calls will be

of

near

ir/iere I tie)/ intend to set/

Who has charge of this department, lias just
(returned from Boston, where he has been attending
a Practical School of
from
which
he
Embalming,

or

store

a

m:w exglaxh hoese.

Mr. Chas. Coombs,

Burial

business

en-

nly.

years.
In Union, July 21st, John Eastman, aged 20
years and in months.
In West Washington, July 20th, Mrs. Thomas
Lermond, formerly of Appleton.
In Waldoboro, July 18th, Mrs. Catherine Leisner,
aged 49 years, 7 months.
In Grovetown, N. II., July 10th, Call!'1 A., daughter of I). J. and Louise T. Doane, of Vinalhaven,
aged 15 years, 10 months, 12 days.
In Vinalhaven, July 14th, Rebecca Dver, aged 93

This has been a remarkable year for small
fruits. Strawberries, raspberries, blackberries,
currants, gooseberries, blackcaps, and blueberries have been abundant and in good condition, and most of them are still found in our
market. The strawberry season has been an
unusually long one. Fast year the drought
nearly destroyed the blackberry and blueberry
crop of New England.

July

Have just opened

25th, Jeffrey (Jirrfor, a native
Cape Breton, aged 30 years.
In Rockland, July 22d, Capt. Aaron A. Lord,aged

37 years, s months and 4 da. s.
In Rockland, July 21st, Joseph II. Staples, aged
41 years, 2 niTmths and 23 days.
In Union, July 21st, Oscar A. Bartlett, aged 50

Columbus, Ohio, July 2'». Twenty thousand
people were present. Twenty-live members
of the confederate otth Virginia were entertained bv the Jd Ohio who divided rations with
them when taken prisoners. Speeches were
made by Gov. Foster, ex-President Hayes,
Judges Foraker and Hoadly, (Jens. Gibson,
Foster and others.

POUT OK

AN D-

years and 1 month.
In Rockland, July

of

at

(iuon Investment.
One of our prominent
“In the
men said to us the other day.
spring my wife got all run down and could not eat
any thing; passing your store I saw a pile of Hood’s
Sarsaparilla in the window, and I got a bottle. After
she had taken it a week she li.itl a rousing appetite,
and did her everything. She took three bottles,
and it wa< the best three dollars ! t-wr invested, t
I. Hood A: < o., Lowell, Mass.

New Goods!

UNDERTAKER

this city, Aug. 1st, Lewis Robbins, aged about
years.
city, July 28th, Franklin A. Jackson, aged
23 years and 11 months.
In Monroe, July 27th, Sally Smith, aged SO years.
July 29th, Rev. Simon Staples, aged 09 years, 5
months and 27 days.
In Montville, July 19th, Mrs. B. W. A. Batchelder, aged 70 years and 3 months*.
In Stoekton, July 24th, Frank M. Staples, aged 28
years and 9 months.
hi Brooks, July 19th, Miles O. Brown, aged 20
In

the National and Slate administration for ‘•corruption.'’and opposing any further agitation of
the Virginia debt question. Several hours
were consumed in speeches.
a

New Firm!

In this

The Virginia democratic State Convention on
Wednesday, reorganized the State committee.
It adopted a platform containing the Ohio tariff
straddle, opposing mixed schools, arraigning

w as

7(1

/UCOOMBS/U

40

Ex-Gov. Thomas S. Swann of Maryland died
at his estate near Leesburg, London county,
Va., Tuesday, July 24. aged 78. Gov. Swann
was a representative from Baltimore in the 42d,
43d, 44th and 45th congresses, and during the
latter was chairman of toe committee on foreign
affairs. IP was at one time president of the
Baltimore and Ohio railroad.

There

R. H.

7(1

DIE1D.

tender.

Codfish, dry, if lb,
Cranberries, qt,

election

In Camden, July *21st, by \V. W. I’errv, Esq., Mr.
Hiram It. Annis, of Camden, and Miss Annie (bulof Belfast.
In Camden, July 21st, Herbert L. Cross, of South
Thomaston, and Addie L. Reynolds, of Rockland.
In Boston, July 17th, Winlleld S. Kenniston and
Fannie A. Robinson, both of Rockland.
In East Sullivan, July 7th, Mr. Charles A. Lampson, of Ellsworth, and Miss Sadie Farrow, of Winter Harbor.
lion,

to a man who has boon advising the
President to order the receipt of trade dollars
at the Treasury, the same as standard dollars,
Secretary Folgcr writes that the only obstacles
are the law and evident legislative intention,
and a joint resolution of Congress which provides that the trade dollar shall not be a legal

shot.

quietly,
over to

which

In

not killed out-

O’Donnell surrendered himsell

The

The consumption of coffee in this country in
1882 was 8.25 for each person, ami of tea. 1.40
pounds. In 1870 the French used only 3.04
pounds per capita, and the English but .00 of a
pound; hut the people of the Netherlands consumed 17.00, those of Belgium 0.13, those of
Norway, 8.73. and those of Cape Colony 7.70.

named O’Donnell who had followed

him from Dublin.

loting

Win lUtrouT.

week

as

—

ed to her home in Chelsea, Mass., by Wednesday’s
boat-Rev. T. B. (Jregory will preach at the Swan-

weeks ago

in town.

men

gentleman

with

Baltimore.

to take ice to

and

majority of the farmers of Waldo
county have finished curing their hay and havehaive.-ted a very large crop. With the exception of
one foggy spell the weather has lu-en good, and tlu*
amount of damaged hay is not large.
In many instances the barns are so full that some hay will
have to be disposed of in order to make room lor
the grain crop. Josiah Mitchell, <*1 Belfast, has cut
about loo tons, the largest amount In* ever took
off his

Monicok. Tin* farmers will lini-h haying this
week. The hay crop will exeel that, of last \ear...
^ cry little wheat was .-own this
year, but mostly

to

Jackson, ltev. Mr. Adams of Searsport, preached at the Congregational st church last Sunday
from the words: “This do, in remembrance of me,”
Luke 23, 19. After the ser non babtismal rites were
conferred and coinmunioi services administered.
Edwin C. Boody is sick with fever.Haying
will be completed this week by most of the farmers
of this town. The yield of hay is the largest for
Corn, pot does and all kinds of
many years
grain are looking finely... Several of our residents
have gone to Xorthport on a short vacatiou.

.C. M.

Sullivan, while splitting wood, cut his hand
quite severely. l>r. Stephenson dressed the wound
and nas obliged to take several stitches.
John

no

Sunday morning.

W. (.rant has

Monroe, and will

Neal Sargent has a four years old grey Jersey
whose milk they made from May 25th to July

The

their barns-Frost was seen in this vicinity Wednesday morning of last week, thus making a frost
every month in the year sc far.B. It. Dodge recently had his cattle slightly poisoned by eating
potato tops that had Paris Green on them.

Mokkill.

from

The

Montvii.le. The weatlher last week was very
line for procuring hay, ajmi most of the farmers
have finished, with more than an average crop in

—

Mr. John

The uniformed patriarchs ol’ this city met on
Tuesday evening at odd Fellow* Hall and organised. The company numbered twenty-two uni
forms. The following are the elective ollieers.
Charles Baker, chief captain; Beni. Kelley, subordinate captain; Frank K. Cray, junior captain;
Chas. Howard, scribe; W. K. Morison, treasurer.

Searsport shortly.

secured.

Horace C. Noyes, of Portland, son of A. N.
Noyes, of this city, for a number of years in the
stove business has failed and will settle in in.-olThe

at

Harbor is talked of. The
Queen City, of Bangor, will probably be

Charles H

vency.

family

his

An excursion to Bar
steamer

Mr.

er

join

party of young men are spending a week at
Swan Lake, occupying Mr. Clement’s cottage.
A

the Law Court at Portland on Monday last the
case of liuadaloup Elwell et als. vs. Thus. A. Cunningham et als, was argued orally? Hadlock for
plaintiff, Philo Hersey for defendants. This is
what is known as the Mrs. Preston case, which has
come up at every term id' court here for several

Tin-

will

son

In

hope

E.

C. Sawyer, of Albany, N. V.. preached
at the Methodist church Sunday.

Conductor Mace’s train, on the Belfast Branch,
had an exciting race with some cattle on the track
few days ago. After a long and spirited contest,
the highly edified passengers declared the heat in
favor of’ the hovines. That was what might he
called a jieat foot race. [Waterville Sentinel.

years.

Bog

near

Kev. .1. E.

a

~

■

If

seven

at

John

-.

The street commissioner is laying a granite walk,
feet wide, from the Post office to the Belfast
National Bank.

Ap-

at

Searsport Locals.

I> EE OH A TIOX.

At Ikt studio at Mrs. A. A. SMALL’S, corner of
Cedar and Miller Streets.
Terms—One lesson of
hours, 75 cents. Une
-\v50
term of -0 lessons, $1 4.00.

HART

L.

WOODCOCK.

Belfast, .June 7.1883.

J:!tf

WA3NTTED !

100 Seamen for Coasting Purposes
APPLY

JOHN S. RANLETT,

TO

Rockland Me.

March 4,1883.—10

G.

P.

LOMBARD,

DENTIST
Corner of Church ek

ltf

Spring Sts., BELFAST.

Hood's Sarsaparilla

BY

Heaven looks at us daily
Out of human eyes.

Hand in hand with angels:

Oft in menial guise:
By the same straight pathway
l’l iuee and beggar rise.
If we drop our Angers,
Toil-imbrowned and worn.
Then one link with heaven
From our life is torn.

—

K. c. rilUliCHILL,
Churchill.)

Xc:S::^Z

Leading us unknowing.
Into paths of light.

the

1-otlles.

Hand in hand with angels—
T i> a twisted chain.
Winding heavenward, earthward.
Linking joy and pain.

Hoop’s Paksai'arit.i.a is sold by all drugui-rs. Pricet|i per bottle: six for $5. Prc1d by C. 1. HOOD V CO., Lowell, Mass.

There's a mournful jarring.
There's a clank of doubt,
If a heart grows heavy,
Or a hand's left out.

lvrfl

Hand in hand with angels,
Walking every day;
How the chain may "lengthen.
None of us can say.
But we know it reaches
From earth’s lowliest one,
To the shining seraph.
Throned beyond tho sun.
Halid in band with angels!
Blessed so to be!
Helped are all the helpers;
On ing light, they see.
He who aids another
Strengthens more than one;
■sinking earth he grapples
To the great white throne.

MAKE

RICH

NEW

BLOOD.

completely change the blood in
tin eni i:
-y-.it :n in three months.
Any
j-« :•«. m who a\ i11 take 1 Pill eat h night
■':11
1 to 1
weeks, may he restored to
-*,nnd health, if such a thing he po«—
lor curing female Complaints
tli
Pill* have no e«jual.
Physicians
e

then; in their

practic*

vantage ground

Sold every-

[Bacon.

Tile strength of criticism lies
weakness of the thing criticised.

by mail for -•’> els. in
stain •*-.
Send f»*r pamphlet PK1 P
*
1.
JOHNSON' y < i>.. Boston, Mass.
or

of truth.

sent

only in the
[Longfellow.

11 that has light within tiis own clear breast
may -it jn the centre and enjoy bright day.

[Milton.
(

greatest indulgence toward

>11 r

from our despair of him.
Fschenbaeh.

'■■r
.JOHNSONS A NOD VN H I.INIMIAT
l
E ■■'i ll
v. iil in-Hantan-<>u- y
t« rril.Io <:ise.arid will
In
e?f- I; i:
vises t-u1
j ten.
I lifonila
*11
ii
wii; save many dv
sent tree by mail.
»•
I »ii
delay a moment. Prevention is deiter
ear...
I. S. .) Ojj
y < K. f
L.
—

e

i

>

lie I’o.v ler s< *ld in this count ry is worth
hi sli. l-.dan's Condition Powder is abv
and’ ry vaiuahe
ly
Nothing on
artb will make Ions lav like Sheridan'*
Condition Powder. ]>■•. ue leaspoonlul to
pint l<*..d. Sold everywhere, or sent by
We furnish it in
ia stamps.
ii<
a:is, pm--- > 1 a"* P.y mail. >1._«».
1. s. i.iiy.v*>. \ Co.,
Mass.
a

a*

Boston,

lyric
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How Watch Cases

vrek.)

Made.

are

A plate of solid (.old 14 L-10 karats
a
fim i- soldered n each si
plate of
hard ni kel
imposition metal, and the
three are then passed between polished
sot 1 rollers.
From this plate the various
-! sc km enters, bezels,ete.
art'
of
tlit■
oa.~es
}
arc
at and shaped by dies and formers.
The void is thick enough to admit of all
kinds of chasing, engraving, and engiuet mine.
Tiie c imposition metal gives it
needed
sti/russ and solidity, while
ill*- isr,ti' a guarantee of the manufacturers
each ease to we.tr twenty years
pr-'Vcs it.at it contains ali the gold that
an
:—imy 1c needed. This guarantee
i- given from actual results, :is many of
t,
-c.
cii worn jierfet tlvsmooth
sscs haw
I-, ■., ;r- o; use wiiiiout wearing through
-'"I

;

Di-nrocv.I.\..Dec. 14.l‘->.

Gold \\utoh
.1.;::..- !•
y-ars. I i>oupht it Ki-coiid-hand
K-l’ore I p>-t it,
w* f it- haviiip
u
Ii i- "ks pood for t*-n
>t km»\\ li '•••' i
I :.p--r. l'iti if't EA.-prrt it w.1.- a filled case
informed ■<;. a V vvt 1< r a short time •duct*.
in' your fuses to lie all
-r
!:• rfuil.v r<-o
:• -<-Med t-• 1and more.
//»f. I.** Z’l I>i&. Inca.
M' I’kaMTi. 1
.f y

»

!

:;r

■

-tt.uip til kc»stone Welch
i’.i.. fur handsome Illustrated
Juiac* Host.’ cud kvj-tone Hatch (

Factorii*'..

‘till

Sc

.thin.

I'hlln-

Pamphlet allowing how
ere

made.

(Vo be Continued.)
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lyrJ

infants
Without
Wiinr
•'
It

f'liil'hvn

<-",r
ire

Children

and

Morphine
their lever

or

r>*-:v
u

Narcotine.
<-hocks,

Tis

them sleep;
:is!ori;i.

(

Wh.-n Ilabies fret. and mu hy turns.
..it 'jr«-s tin ir <■<»1 i«•, kills !i«-ir worms,
Hot (astoria.

What. qnirkly

*<<nsti]».'ition.
<.M~. Imli/rstion

run-; <

Sour Sti'iiiach.

(

tint

;

i astorla.

l ai'pwH! then i<» Morphine Syrups,
< ‘a-t« r Oil and i’an y >ri'•, and
1 iai 1 C astoria.

Centaur Liniment.—An abcure
for Rheumatism,
Sprains. Burns, Galls, &c., and. an

solute

instantaneous Pain-reliever.

Iyr8

Young

Old

Lady.

“Y<", sir 1 I'm ) oanger than any of my Children
mm,** >ald Mrs. Sarah M. Robinson, of HI William street. New Haven, Conn.—We Read
about thi" hind of Noble Ladies, but
Seldom See them in Society.
“Ye-. sir; I’m younger than any of my children
I
.<>\v.
ke«-|» up with tin* time.-. I read the papers,
applaud the victories of old Yale, and don’t grow
"i 1," were the words of Mrs. Robin >011 to your re

p e ter when lie called to her home. Mrs. Robinson
i- one of the earnest, go-ahead sort of aged ladies,
of whom you read, hut whom you mi rarely find in
“I’ve had my Miare of trouble,”
modern society.
"lie -aid, “for all my life I’ve been a sufferer from
From
this has resulted diseased stom
rysipeta-.
ueii and inaction of the digestive organs. I’ve been
I roll Med with dyspepsia, and have had such a weakie
of tin* stomach it has seemed as if I needed
•nii thing artificial and strengthening.
I attribute
tliis to erysipelas, which i< constitutional with me.
I've been under the physician’s care a great deal
during my life, but I never received any permanent
bo'Mdit I think until 1 began taking Dr- Kennedy’s
!• A V< Ht m*; RI M FI > Y, which has proved a
restorative in my ease.
My health is better now
loan it ha.- been for a long time.
I consider Dr.
FAVORITE
REMEDY an excellent
Kennedy’s
it is used extensively in this city. 1
medicine,
keep it as a family medicine, and rely upon it for I
kin w of the good results of using it!”
Your reporter left Mrs. Robinson rejoicing in
health and renewed youth, ami bestowing merited
praise on that which is the source ol happiness to
thou-ands, viz. Dr. Kennedy’s FAVORITE REM
EDY. Ask your druggist for it. Kennedy’s FAY

perfect

oRITK REMEDY has become a household word.
Everyoody, sooner or later, gets sick, and sickness
i- both wearisome and costly.
FAVORITE REM
EDY steps in at this point, it is not expensive and
P i- efficient, l'or all diseases of the Rlood, Rilious
D:-orders, Kidney complaints, Constipation, and
the aches and ills which make the domestic life of
women a cross so hard to bear.
1 in'JO

For the front hair, in all the

different shades and qualities at

13.

moss

springs

Van F.bner-

17s. Wells’.

professor

the

injury,

“It extends throughout New Kngland
and into New York, and Dr. Packard,
who has had good opportunities of getting at tiie fads, thinks that about twothirds of the trees throughout this whole
extent are already destroyed.”
“Have you any remedy to recommend f
“Man is impotent to stem such widespread injury. Trees can hi' saved, but
tlie element of cost will disarm all at

tempts

on

a

large

scale.

Smaller

tiees

could be easily protected by spraying
ii tn loved, from how great
danger liiighfpst
thou il liver tin-elf. from how great fear free them with water impregnated with arthyself, if tlion would-; he ever fearful and senic in some one of the now well known
mindful of death.
[Thomas a Kempis.
forms, as, for instance, one pound of
Sorrow is not scltish. but many persons are London purple to HO or loll gallons of
in sorrow entirely scltish.
It makes them so water, or one
pound of Paris green to 10
important 111 their own eyes, that they seem to gallons of water. A certain
(piantity of
have a claim on all that people can do for them,
Hour should be stirred in to give greater
tjeorgi Macdonald.
adhesiveness. 1 liese liquids sprayed on
Virtue i- sii powerful that of herself she will, to the trees will kill all the worms
that
hi spite of all the lteeroiiiauey possessed by the
hatch. 1 shall publish in the forthcoming
tir-t inventor. Zoroaster, rune- otf conqueror iu
annual report of the department an acevery severe trial, and shine refulgent in the
world, as the sun shines in the heavens.
[Cer- count of some improved methods of up
vantes.
plying them to trees by means of a
rnsernpuloii'iicss gets rid of much, but not special spraying nozzle attached to a
of toothache, or wounded vanity, or the sense rubber tube which is
passed through .1
of loneliness, against which, as the world at
long bamboo rod and connected with a
pr si nt stands, there is no security but a thor- forte
pump in a barrel or tank drawn by
oughly heaithy jaw, and a just," loving soul,
horses.
,\ large number of trees tan be
ft»forge Eliot.
in a comparatively short time,
There'- mi music in a ‘Test,” that I know of, poisoned
but there's the making of music in it. And peo- and with a minimun quantity of material,
ple arc always missing that part of the life it I had a grove of young spruces 1
melody, always talking of perseverance, and should certainly adopt this method of
courage, and fortitude: buUpaticncc is the finest
them. It occurs to me that someand worthiest part of fortitude, and the rarest, saving
thing may bo done also in the way of
too.
[Kuskin.
raking up old leaves and moss on the
The

of

Question

To those who

the

know

which the babes of the

Future.

the world into

working

class are

horn,

says .Mrs. F. F. Miller iu the
Modern Review, the marvel is not that

there

criminals,
roughs, but that there are so many who
toll patiently on, under conditions which
they do not understand, to their graves;
the

and drunkards, and

tire

wonder is

that sometimes the
revolutionary element breaks out, but
that our civilized society exists so long,
with its fair, smiling, upper layer, and
its vast masses of deep misery seething
beneath, without a convulsion. When 1
think of the dens in which I have stood
by the side of sullering, single small
rooms in which herded a yvhole
family,
without furniture, save a few filthy sticks;
without clothing, save a few rags for
decency : without food, save a few mouthfuls to maintain a stunted existence—aud
when I think of the wealthy homes that
1 know, with satin and velvet for their
soft seats, and luxurious warm carpets
and hangings, and wasteful profusion
of food, and fires, and bright
lights,
w ith books, and
pictures, and perfumes,
and air, and water, and cleanliness, and
all that the others lack—oh 1
1 cannot
but wonder that misery does not rush
wildly into the homes of plenty, and insist upon sharing the too lavish luxury
which the wealthy Haunt before the poor.
And it thus the contrast comes home to
me, who have seen both, but have never
felt the bitterness of poverty, what must
it do to those who share the pain f
Rely iiiidii it that the social question is
the question of the future.
The workingman has the vote; and he sees the
wretchedness of those who work contrasted with the ease of the wealthy.
Will he
not seek to ameliorate his condition
by
whatever seem the nearest means f
Growth

A

[Frau

man

A wise ruler regards the root: he fixes the
root and all else grows out of it.
Tile root is
piety: the fruit, brotherly love. [Confucius.

■■

o

a

There I- one topic peremptorily forbidden to
all well-bred, to all rational mortal.-, namely,
tin ir distempers. [Emerson.

CROUP ASTHMA, BRONCHITIS,
NEURALGIA, RHEUMATISM.

■

forest

which are not eaten oil."
“What is the extent o!

of

not

Protective

Sentiment

West.

We remember how thirteen years ago,
under the auspices of the American free
wade league, there was published a pamphlet containing ‘-the record of the action
of the members of the House of
Representatives on the tariff question during
the forty-first Congress.” The method
adopted in compiling this exhibit was
“the selection of live motions or resolutions having reference to the tariff, and
offered at various times during the session of IsHi to serve as test votes.”
<>n this basis, eight Western
States,
embracing the bulk of the food-producing
interests of the country, and regarded as
a stronghoid of free trade theories, made
the showing of twenty-two protectionists,
twenty-six free traders bid sixteen moderate free traders.
Might years after the test vote was
made another vote was taken, on the
motion to strike out the enacting clause
of Wood’s tariff bill, and that is the way
the great States of Ohio, Indiana, Illinois,
Michigan, Iowa, Wisconsin, Minnesota
and Kansas voted: Protection, 50; free
trade, 24 ; paired or absent, 4 protectionists and 4 free traders, and ;( doubtful.
To illustrate the case differently, 41,2.‘I8
per cent, of the Representatives' in Congress from the above States in 1870 was
composed of free traders and indifferent
members; in 1878, tire proportion had
fallen to .‘{.>,714 per cent.—a gain of 5,824
per cent, for the cause of protection.
And in 1882, the gain there for protection had shown an increasing ratio
sti^
The increased and increasing growth
of the idea at the West that there should
be continued a system of tariff or protection that shall diversify our industries
and develop brain, allow this country to
utilize all the muscle and tact it has, is
certainly an encouraging one; aud it is
also evident that a party attacking the
manufacturing interests of this country
will run against a stone wall.
He who courts and runs away, may
live to court another day, but he who
weds and courts girls still, may be in
court against his will.

ground on which the cocoons are formed,
and burning them during the fall of the
However, these methods are only
year.
valuable in limited areas, and we shail
doubtless have

to

remedy, namely,

await nature's
the increase of

own

the

insect’s natural enemies, or some mCterological influence that may injuriously
affect it.
Whenever a species becomes
so prodigiously abundant as this has become a
corresponding scarcity and immunity from it is very apt to follow
swiftly. Whether this change will occur
before all the trees are killed or not, it is

impossible

to

“You have

say.”

idea of the value ot the
trees destroyed /”
“I have not any statistics of the
damage
in New England, but it is very
great and
no

important.”

“Does not the injury extend to other
evergreen trees ?"
“No, I notice a good deal of injury and
ot dying twigs anil branches
among the
white pines, the tips, or whole branches
and sometimes small trees being brown
and dead.
lint this has no connection
with insect work, nor does it result from
the effects of fire.
I have examined it
closely, and have come to the conclusion
that it results from the exceptional
drouth that has prevailed for-the last
three years combined with the
severity
of tlie past winter. The ground
got
dried out to an unusual depth, and when
the roots of a coniferous tree once drv

they perish.”
A

Card.

Resolutions of the New England Woman Sulli age
Association, passed at their
late Annual Meeting in Boston, and circulated in the public prints, include an
invitation to the ladies of opposite views,
to meet them “before the
people,” for a
“free and full discussion.”

Undoubtedly there

from

Northwest.

the

Relieves and

disease usually,

The farmer should be
comes up.

a man

able to talk

on

When

Never expect to make a living
in a barefooted town. Might as well
store where people do not read.
!

keep

BY MAIL.
view of the very (Littering success with which
our past efforts in this line have been met, we have
largely increased our facilities for the accommodation of those living Ol'T OF TOWN' through our
In

any

one

sending

to

so

that

for

us

a

-SAMPLES-

There is nothing so contemi* it in e nor more
dangerous than imitations and juiulterations of
foods or medicines. The Liebig [Co.’s celebrated
Coca Ileef Tonic has been imitated by unscrupulous
druggists, fake none but the genuine. Invaluable
in lost appetite, debility, failing eyesight, and bili-

For liveries and large stubies the following assortment is preferable and will be sent as above stated.
1 Box 2."> lbs. Medicated Food..
4 Bottles Spavin Cure..
Boxes Large Condition Powders.
'■'>
Worm Powders.
**
2
Heave Powders.
2
( Olie Powders.
3
Hoof Ointment.
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DAILY LINE
Tmit'hint:

■■■

ting ladies like it
it gives the hair a b» au-

BUCKINGHAM’S

k.ijm

1 vi-22

and

HOME

makes the hair

and

ay,

Y

dressing

a

a”,

$2.JiO

rhe Spirit of the Times says : “Ellis’Horse
dics are just what every horse owner should kavie
at hand ready for use.”
All the above supplied by druggists and harness
men, in quantities or single packages.
on

u:ts

pre\
'landrail

<>.

u'.Vr

i v

llampdpn, Wlnlcrpart. Ilm k,pnrt,

at

Neap-port. ISill'u-t, lamdin and KoiMand.
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TRIPS

G

WEEK

PER

G

ousness.

Expert bicycle riders
because they serve

men,

call .themselves
trick at tjhe wheel.

now
a

sea-

"I had ’em all,” said a rubicund
gentleman. “All what/” asked his friend. "Why all
the symptoms of malaria, viz: lailne back, aching
sleeplessness, indigestion, ili/./.y fits, cold
extremities, rush of blood to the head, constant
fatigue, no appetite, pains in the 1 reast after eat-

hjappy-faced

joints',

ing, night sweats, alternate chills : nd levers, etc.,
etc., but liroten's Iron Hitters cured me and I recommend it as being the only perfect to do made.”
seldom any danger in intrusting
distiller. He knows how to ke« p still.

There is
to

a

a

Phoenix must have been recovering from the
asle> when she rose from her ra-lic .-.

The

Useless
j
for young ladies who are troubled with freckles,
pimples, moth and tan and a bad skin generally to
It

is

liquid paints or dry powders, for they «>nlv
make the skin look well for the time being. To
have a go.»l complexion you must luuc pure blood.
I sc Sulphur Bitters and your- kin will he fair and
complexion rosy. Young Ladies’ Mgg.i/.ine. -bio
use

"Blessed are the piece makers,” aid the hired
girl when she dropped a tine French hina dish on
the brick pavement.

w

tinm* to recommend them
something 1 have never
before done with anv oilier patent medicine.
d. J
BA lit HI k. M. 1>.

Matches
a

are now

pine
match also.
your

an

A

so

cheap that

I tobacco

the

man w

would >edrn

to

itli I'iivular

EASTMAN BROS

BANCROFT.

a

ho bora>k for

/.')/ ('ontjress Street,

DR. J, B.

HUGHES,
The Largest and Most Successful Commercial School in America.
Gives Training by Practice, in a select and
thoroughly Practical course of study, intended to

Private Medieal Rooms.
COPiFaOENTI&L.
Ladies

ienticnien requiring medical ad\ ice or
treatment. arising irom any private cause, would
do well to banish all dillidenee and make an early
application to DU. Hi tiHL>.
The 1 >■*:•!..r's long, successful practice in this city,
toy. thcr w ith the marvelous cure-, are unquestionable guarantee- <0 hi- -kill and ability.
IVr-ons wir '\in not personally «a*nsiilt the Doctor an do -o by writing in a plain manner a description of their disease, and appropriate remedies will be forwarded immediately.
All corve-p Mideiice -trictly •<mli Icntial, and will be returned it' desired.
ly111
or <

>

TN’o. 1500 <11

in ! MM'ln imI
PORTLAND, MAINE.

S(

..

& Grade Yorkshire

Thoroughbred
Milling-

W<

ready for delivery

now

M1WV

IS A A

clerk, a:i\i »Us to pns-e.
of the electric

light-.

Dr. MACALASTER’S:^,ll”^;(,'v^,YS:

ache i- the

< hildren’- triend am! Mothers’ comfort.
It ileadens the nerve and gives permanent relict.
For stile by dealers in medicine.
lyr.v.d

A health journal says that you o tight to tak-•
threeajuarters <d' an hour for dinnerj It i- well,
.also, to add a few vegetables and a piece of meat.

II onilerfill Cure of <i IauI 1 '4 yturs
old. who for S years, front the
\
lojt of his head to his ankles,
teas One Mass of Seal/s.
M\ son, a lad twelve years of age, was alllicted
with the worst f mi of Eczema for a period of
eight years. So virulent was it that fro n the top ot
his head to within a few inches of his tinkles he waone mass of -cabs, which refused to
ield to ;my
treatment that was attempted.
Every emedv that
was tried
was suggested by friends or
in vain.
Allopathy, homoeopathy, h.*rbs, roots,
salt-water baths, ll ax seed poultices, map-, ointments, and in short everything that could be done
t * eradicate the disorder seemed only t * aggravate
it, and the child’s life became a burden t«* him, and
tlie expense of the various experiment was a constant drain upon our resources.
My wife, reading the advertisement < f the Cr 11ci'ka Remedies in one of the daily papers, resolved to make one more attempt at a cure. (Tin1
disease was now encroaching upon his face, and
seemed incurable.,' I gave a reluctan consent to
the proposal, and an interview was so lglit with a
famous lady physician of New York, \,ho made a
most thorough examination of the ease, an 1 promised a cure without the least hesitatio by the use
of your Ci Ti< era Remedies. In one week there
w is a marked change; the raw and angry sores
began to grow pale and along the outer edges scaled
oil', and as time wore on they began to disappear
entirely, until at the present writing the onlv ve>tige is*one small spot upon the foreaim, scarcely
visible and fast disappearing.
Thus after eight years of expense und anxiety,
we have the intense satisfaction of seein x the ehild’skin as fair and smooth as it was before this dreadful cutaneous disorder attacked him.
sinccrelv
CHAS. EAYRE 1 INK EE.
yours,
Faiumoent AVE.,
Jersey City Heights, N. J.

physicians
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Birth
1
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TEAS ! TEAS ! !

TEAS ! !!

HAMPTON
r|MlK
1
ived -'nun

TLA COMPANY have just re
e.
j>•;;iml- of choice Teas of all grades
and Uiir IA1 >•> ju-t received 45 sets of I >ee«.rated
Lngli-h < hina, both Tea and Dining, 25 sets of
Hold I bind and other fauex China sets of the latest
-tylc- and tin -i |ua 1 itit• s just imported, loo Tea
and Dining
t of the White English Stone China
-•I the I';:--! quality
ti.il one of ilie largest .-locks of
(das-w.tiv • \a r oiTmvd in this city, sonic styles enlirelv new. Agents wanted in every town in the
>i ate tii cm,, a-- t"r tin I
lampion Tea Company to
< bir
ll P•tnva--iug book- are now ready to
be distributed.
Send for one at once; that is, to
w
11 to
-king t" become Agent-. Tin* book- give
li-t of TV I-. prie.--, we. A I! e<>rr*.'spondi nee directed to IKittn-d.
I Iflock, He Past, Me.
Ha-.
•'

-'

<

!’*. KiTTKKBGE, Agent and Manager.

St

Catharine’s

ME.
Diocesan School f*»r Cirls, under the direction of
tin* Pi-Imp of Maine.
MADAM j; MtiNDAN,
Principal.
A-.-i-ted by seveti competent tea‘hers.
Mi;-. A. >. FkoVhinciiam,
Matron.
This ,-ehool affords thorough instruction in all department-. with full college course in Latin and
< ireck. Modern Language- and Conversation Classes under the
charge of native* teachers, special adanlage- tor the stmly of Music and Art.
TLKM$250 a j ear. >ixtecnth school year
‘2nr2b
open September 20.
Addi '-.-- the Matron as above until Sept. 1 -t, after
which date inquiries may be made of the Principal.

WORKS!

W. T. HOWARD
invites all those in want
Monuments. Tablets, Gravestones,
Marble Shelves. Vases, Bouquet

Ke.-pectfully

o

holders,

kind of Marble Work to call at

any

or

Laiigworthy Building, ( hisreli Street, Belfast,
and learn my prices, which art* as low as ran be
May 15,

this State.

lound in
1S-3.—3nr20

!W. 3.

STILES, JR.,

Land Surveyor and Conveyancer,

!y and accurately. Conveyancing, Deeds of al
kinds, ll.mds, Leases, Assignments, Agreements,
discharges. Ac., promptly executed. Patronage
solicited. Correspondence will receive prompt at-

tention.

32
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GRAVES’ PATENT
*;/
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*W LOUNGE.
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OVElR.

R. H.

COOMBS?*

Belfast, Me.
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FISTULA

AND

PILES

Cured

without the Use of the Knife.
•WII.I.I AM III: AH M. I>., Harvard, 1SJ2). and
UoliKUT M. Ul- AH (M. ]>., Harvard, 1S70), Jl
Somerset Street, Boston, tdve -periel attention to
the treat mem ,.f KISTILA, BILKS AMI ALL l)ISKASKS OK TIIK BKITLAI. without detention from
business. Abmnlanl references "iven. Pamphlets
sent on application.
]yr(5
otlice lb.iirs—PJto t o’clock t’.M.(except Sundays

S. and Ilnriitta 1). •.rant, E.rrs., r.-\ Hickard T. Grant.
now on suggestion to tlie Court that UI< II
ARD T. GRANT, the defendant, at tin- lime
of service of the writ, was not an inhabitant of this
State, and had no tenant, agent or attorney within
the same, that hi- good- or e-tate have la mi attached in this action, that he has had no notice o! said
suit and attachment, it is Ordered, that notice of
the pendency of this suit be tgriven to the said defendant, by publishing an attested copy of this Older, together with an abstract of the plaintitf’s
writ, three weeks sucre—ivoly in tiie Republican
.Journal, a newspaper printed at Belfast, in the
County of Waldo, the la-t publication to be not icstlian thirty day s before tin* next term of this < '.mri,
to be Imlden at Belfast, within and for the (
mty
of Waldo, on the third Tuesday of October, 1—d,
that said defendant may then and there appear, and
answer to said suit, if he shall see cause.
Attest .—WILLI AM BKKKY, Clerk.
OF IM.TF.’S

Beach.

ft

A D D

\FINE

FARM

of

CREAM

situate'l

on

the

Hall’s Corner road 2miles from P. <).
The
location is as good as can be found anywhere, com.
manding a sple idid view of Belfast Bay. Farm cuts
about 4n tons of hay- -mowed with machine,—has
never-failing water in pastures and at buildings.
Plenty of wood. A young and old orchard. Buildings in good repair. New barn 40 by no, cellar underneath. duly a part of juice required down.
Farm implements and part of stock sold if desired.
Also one pair of I years old steers, girth 7 feet, well
matched and broken.
W'M. II. FROHOCK.
Belfast. May 4, lss:{ jstf

FOR SALE IN BELFAST.
a8l

House, stable and lot situated on
Congress street, at head of Grove

\

street.
House contains twentvfour rooms, quite convenient for
four tenaments, has a never-failing well of goo*l water, good cistern with pumps to
2*1 story, one-fourth acre of land, fifteen apple trees
in bearing.
Will be sold at a bargain as the owner
wishes to leave the State. For particulars inquire of
MRS. E. M. THOMAS,
D. Ti *'Ki:u, Dyer House, spring Street.
or of
Belfast, July 17, 1883.—2Dtf
—

For

Sale.

BOLT ONE AND TWO-THIRDS ACRES OF
land, with cottage, stable and two very line
wells of water. The finest location on the Penobscot, Bay, near the Northport Camp Ground and 2'.t
miles from Belfast, Me. Also Krlrk Store, No. 54
Main St., Belfast, Me. F*»r j>articular* address
«K0. P. POTK, 24 Yarmouth St.,
Koston, Mass.

A

TO LET.
COTTAGKS AT N< )RTHPORT.
1

Enquire

of

MANSFIELD,
Masonic Temple, Belfast.

A. 1‘.
2f«tf
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METAL, the best unti-frietion metal for
for sale at
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"I IT I L LI AM F. II lot. I NS, t. uardian ot W1LI.1K
N. and IDA M. WEBB, minors, in -uid
'ounty of Waldo, ha\ ing presented hi- second and
final account of guardianship of said minors for
allowance.
<irdcred, That the said < .uardian give notice p> all
persons interested by c ausing a copy of this order
to be published three weeks .-uecessivly in the R<
puhliean Journal printed at Belfast, that they may
appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast,
within and for -aid County, on the second Tuesday
of August next, at ten of the clock before noon, and
show oau-e, if any they have, why the same should
JwoO
not be allowed.
JAMES Ii. I. AM SON, J mi.
A. A. Fit:tchku, Ke-ri-terx
A true copy. Attest

y\

BEST ASTD 6!12ATBGEEDICXItfE
It Trill drive the ITumor from yom
; your skin
stem, and 3:
Those
oth.
nl J! 1'ftt'hrs
arvour

beauty

a.--1 by impure
i, a l can bo
iaa- hm-t
li. .'..f} v'-.t are
an l use

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within a id L
tlie Countv of Waldo, on the -com I Tm-.-dav
July, A. D. l>Si.

pro at

blue 1 pu-

iiicr,

the
A R. CO>TU, an, AdminiMr.iOT
estate of DORO 1 11'i B. \.M IN, lal. ..| S|..ck,i-cd. Irt\ ::
ton, in said County of Wald". I
presented a petition to sell certain real e-i,i:coi
-aid deceased for purposes therein name
Ordered, That the said Administrate give
tice to all persons interested by causing a «-p\
this order to be published three week -no
in tin* Republican Journal priutod at Belt.i-t. >. at
a:
they may appear at a Prooate Uoui to i-c :
tie
Beffa.-t, within and for-ai ( ounty.
ten
of
tie
;•
k
re
next.
at
of
August
Tuesday
noon, and show eau.-e, if any they have, why the
he
not
>ame should
granted.
J AMI'S D. LAMM ‘N, Judge.
A. A. L it: rrni:i;,Register.
A true copy. Attest

HOSE

f

■

■

••

■

Belfast, within and for
the second Tuesday of

oiirt held at
At a Probate
the Countv of W aldo, on
July. A. D. 1SSJ.

13

Teiisp.o* 'i

E. WAT.MIN, named Executor in a
>
certain instrument purporting to lie the la-t
will ami testament ot HANNAH A N N M \ 1 WAT
>N. late of Troy, in said County of Waldo, di
••ea.-ed, having presented the same for Probate.
Ordered, That the said named Executor give notice to all persons interested by causing a copy
•d this order to be published three week- successively in the Republican Journal, printed at Bcifa-t,
that they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held
at Belta-t, within ami for .-aid County, on the -c<
ond Tuesday of August next, at ten ot the clock be
fore noon, and show cause, if any they have, why
the same should not be proved, approved and aiJ AMES 1». EA.MSON. Judge.
lowcd.
A true copy. Attest:
A. A. Fit: 1« it lit. Register.
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ELY’S
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ries, with ell and outbuildings,
?and is in lirst-classeondition. The

I'OIJ

Insolvency

~i ClHAKLES
lyreow.dO

f'.

Machias Steamboat Co.

<

think
an-1 dew-

r.

Portland, Bangor. Mt. Desert and

—

tor f<>r kidney or lirer troubles, ->•
</.»/.*/./, v •...<•
if the truth were known, the r< il-ait*' i* a*, th ’.■> art.
The renearnel Dr. Clendinning, .*'.art'ingly sny<
“one-thinl of my subjects show signs of hi trtdisen w.
The hi art weighs about nine oiin<n *, an I et in in's
twenty-eight pounds of blood, pas*' through it <>nr*
in a minute and a-half, resting not <lay or night :
nt should hare careful a to ntim:.
Surely the
elehrai»d physician has prepared a
J>r. <lra
specific f.r all h< art troubles and kindred diM-rdt r<.
as
known
His
Dr. Graves’ Heart Regulator
and can be obtained at yourdruyyist*, $1. ]>< r battle,
six bottles for £5 by express. Send stamp f-r Dr.
Graves* thorough and exhaustive treatise.
(1)
F. E. Ingalls, Sole American Agent, Concord, X. If.

LANK, Vuent.

I).

JAMF.S LITTLKF1KLI), Supt.
B<-lfa>t, Mav ;o. !>-

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
for the Countv of Waldo, on the .-ec-md Tuesday
ol July, A. I), lss.b
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lining machinery boxes,
201 stf
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goyraos?
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the Court of
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Babbitt Metal tor Machinery.
j! r|M
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if

Notice.

Waldo. Appointment made Juiv 11.
PHILO H1-:RSK\
A.-.-ignoe.
Belfast, July 20, Js>J. —2wJo

(ABSTRACT
Assumsit on promissory note signed by detv.nlant, payable to Timothy B. Grunt, late of Prospect,
deceased, or order, dated •January l b A. I>. l-.'d,
for the sum of four hundred debars payable in one
year from date.
Returnable to January d erm,
Ad-damnum one thousand dollars.
<). Y. Fku-uws, Buck-port. .Me., Pin s Ally.
A True Copy of the Order of Court with Abstract
of the writ.
:Uv‘2'.l
Attest -WILLIAM BKKKY, Clerk.

has
re p

1_
situation on the shore of the beautiful Penobscot
Bay makes it very desirable for a summer resiIt is in tlio center of the village, near the
lience.
shop.-, and sellout house. A good bargain will be
offered to a purchaser.
inquire on the premises
tor terms. Ac.
FRED s. DYER.
I.ineolnville, dimer*, IsSM.—2dtf

petition, by

own
< 'oiintv

WRIT.

In

Fare to Boston and return
single tleke», do.
Fare to Lowell

>.

rIMlE undersigned hereby gives notice «»t' hi-up
1 pointnieiit u- assignee of < 11 \R1.1 A. BRA I>
E< >R1 >, of Knox, in the County of Waldo !:i-oivct;t
Debtor, who has seen declared ,m insolvent on iii-

VNI)

:

.,

<11 MM Lit I.

Assignee’s

!'.••

iu

i.*-as;i!_- i.!i,! mu'- W hart, IF ■■'inn. s ers
has «
*vpt >umia> -. at "» ■•'' lock i*. M.
1"k I’• >ki
\s11
Ba«*M»mrer< mo freight will
foru anlv-l p< B r•;11;ii,
i.imetiin.' a: I,’"* klan-i \s ii!i
steamer la ssm un >I..| Va
ami Hii.r-lav.

oVlork. "V a; arris
flic>in Boston, f<
Mt

tell you unlvsitatinyiy
‘•Some forms of Hop** 1"

Hen a

-ubseribcr oilers for sale
r|M!F.
his house and lot at LineolnA
vilit*

sleep always?
And they will

Ask any or all of the most eminent phy deiaiis:
“AN bat is the best and only remedy that can
be n lied on to cure all diseases of the kidneys
"Inventors cannot employ a per-on more tru.-tand urinary oryans; siu b as Briyht's disease,
worthy or more capable of seeuring for them an diabetes, retention or
inability to retain urim
earlv and fa\ orable eonsidi ration at tin* Patent < M
and all the diseases and ailments peculiar to
KPMl'N I > Bt UK I],
flee.”
Women"—
Fate 'oimnissioncr of Patents.
“Ami they will tell you explicitly and emBoston, (ember Id, NTn.
phatically “Huehu.”
U. 11. KI>l>Y, Fs«|.--I>eai sir: You procured for
Ask tin same physicians
since then you have
me in isto, my lirst patent,
“What is tin* most reliable and surest cure for
acted for and advised me in hundred- ot eases, and
all liver diseases or dyspepsia; constipa! ion. itiprocured many patent-, reissue- and extensions. I
have occasionally employed the be-t agencies in | digestion.biliousness, malarial fe\ «-r, ayuc, A
ami they will tell you :
New York, Philadelphia and Washington, but 1
M indrakc! nr I >amlelion !
still give you almost the whole of my bu.-iness, in
lienee, when these remedies ar combined
your line, and advise other- to employ you.
\ ours truly,
(iHOKt.F DKAPKli.
with ot Iters equally valuable
1
s.-s;;.—
.Ian.
1
1
Boston,
1,
yr
And compounded into Hop Hitter-, stub a
ft'to
[Concluded ue.xt we< k.,
\V\LHO SS. —Siipmnt1 .Indicia! lourl, April Term,
1 "vtf.

House for Sale.

.throughout,

mm

\ N AL Ql ESTIONS !!
Ask the most eminent physician
«>f any school, what is the best tbitm in th
world for quietiny and allayiny all irritation ot
the nerves and runny all forms of m nmi.
complaints, yi\ iny natural, eliibilike : i. shin-

superior fa-

LLK, 1.pt Sumlu'

■

1

H.

"1 regard Mr. F.ddy as one of the mast capable
and successful praetitiom r with whom 1 ha\e had
official intcreour.-e."
( HAS. MASON, ( 'miniN.-cmcr of Patents.

JACKSON, (Brooks P. 0.,) MAINE.
Land surveying in all its branches. Plats of sur
made
when required. Old Plans copied neat
veys

Creasy
mp'n and

COMPLETE TREATMENT,! $1.

TIRED ALL

Hall,

AUGUSTA,

MARBLE

sxrs

**

1*. st.

skill and experience. Address
PKAKODY MEDICAL INSTITI TE,
nr \\. H. PABKKH, M. !).,
1 Hultinch Street. Buxton, Mass.
lyioj

No. ♦<» State St., opposite Kilby. Boston,
Patents in the Failed stab : a No in (■ i< at.
Britain, France and other foreign count rie-. Copies
of the claims ot any Patent 1 urnislied by rciiiitiiiig
om* dollar.
Assignments recorded at Washington.

B. HO!\.
OTIs INOBVHAM,
F. t IIOMFU,

**

Will tank"- 1 \ TB1B> BKB W
fast for Boston every Jav s \<u

‘END and MIDDLE A<.ED MEN
a.
h time, sulTeriny and expense by reading
the science of Life, or conferring with the author,
who may he consulted on all diseases rc.ptirbm

TKsTIMi»N I V I.S.

or

CATARRH

N

-avc

EDDY,

.Vo agency in tin I'nitcd .states /loss,

WIBHIIMiF.
KATAHIHN.

t

j

June 4, 1883.

I'FAOBSfOT.(apt.W.

**

THE SCIENCE OK LIFE ; OH, SKLF-PHESEHYATiON.
i- a marvel ot art and beauty, w arrant* d to ho a
hotter medical hook in every >t n-e than can he *d.
lamed elsewhere for double the price, or the monowill he refunded in everv instance.
Author

cies. For circular of terms, or a ItuN.-hm, address
the Principal,
»;p2S
H. E. HIBBARD, «0s Washington St.

1

sk**i,
Rash, P
Blemishes, use C'E iiceha
soar, an exquisite skin Beae
tiEli u, and Toilet
Bath, and Nursen Sanative.
Fragrant with delicious llower odors ai d Culh ura
Inbalsams. Absolutely pun*; highly medieinal.
dorsed by physicians; preferred by the *lit<*. Sales
in 1 ss l and lss*>, 1,000,000 eakes.
ilso specially prepared for Sharing.
nr

n*

\r.rt Sr/toof Yaw Hajhis* Srjtf.fid.
Pupils received at .my time, if there are vacan-

FAHM.

FULLER,

<

Chiediiood and youth are the periods when such
diseases yield most readily to those unfailing Suin
and Blood Specifies, Cl'il'TKA Resui.vent, the
new Blood Purifier, and Cl’l icntA and ( r 1 utiia
Soar the great Skin Cures. Price of CETRT ia,
-mall boxes,'bo cts., large boxes, $1 .uu. Crrn'i k\
Resolvent, $1.00 per bottle. Cetr’iea soar,-.a
cts.; CETRl UA shaving Soar, lb cts. St»l«l by a I
dnitririfis. Potter Drug and < licm. (o.. Boston.

Mer-

cilities /\>r obtaining l‘at> nts or ascertaining tin patentability of inventions.
l£. 11 Kl>I>Y, Solicitor of Patents.

at

-«

SKIN HUMORS

given in
l<»r

Commencing Monday.
steamer

is beyond all comparison the most extraordinary
work on Phy sioloyy cut published. l'hcrc D nut!',
iny whatever that the married or sinyIc cun either
require or w ish to know but what i- fully explained.
London Lancet.

Secure-

Ivrls

one

As thorough and complete training is
this school t«- !ho><- who .It -iir id prepare

cantile Pursuits as i.- given in technical schools
those who choose a profes-ion.

1

THE SCIENCE OF LIFE; OH, SELE-PHK.SEHY AT ION,

eraniiiiing system.

R.

T<> all

An Atlantic City hotel
the boss breast-pin, stole

meet the wants of those who know by expericm-c
that our Public Schools aIV no? preparing lie- young
in a direct manner for the active duties of 111*. *nd
is the first School in the <• or.dry b* j re-i
a practical and Useful enur-e <•!’ training euiiivi;
of all the objectionable features
th
culturc-

and Old.

I Ml E. unto h 1 miseries that result front iu« liscrelioi
i
early life may he alleviated and -aired.
Those who doubt this assertion -honld purchase
the new medical work published hv the PEAB< >DY
MEDK Al. IVVITITTE. llo>lon, entitled. THE
SCIENCE OF LIFE; OH, SKLF-PBKSKBYATION. Ex
huusted Vitality, Nervous ami Physical I >* i 1:t
Premature Decline in Man. or Vitaiitv Impaired in
the Errors of Youth, «»r too close ap}die.alion
hu iness, mm be restored and manhood tv-unoi.
2Asth edition, iv\!-ed and vnlaryo i, iust pa ,i-i>
ed.
It is a standard medical work, the t:«• -1 in •!.,•
English lanyuaye, written by a physician of ^r. ..5
experience, to whom \va> awarded a y«>ld and icu
ellcd medal by the National Medical A*•*<•< iaii.<u.
It contains beautiful and very expensive cnyravinys, :»iiu payes, more than 12a valuable prcxriptions for all forms of diseases, acute and chronic,
the result of many years of extensive and siicee.ssi'nl practice, either one of which i- worth ten timer*
the price of the hook.
Hound in beautiful French
cloth, embossed, full yilt. Price only $12.'., m
on
mail, postpaid,
receipt of price. Illustrated
sample >ix cents. Send now.

PATENTS.

CAKI).

who an sit tiering from the errors ami indiscretions of youth, nervous weakne-s, early decay, loss of manhood. Am., ( u ill send a recipe that
This great
will run* you, FREE uF ( II ARCE.
remedy was di- oven-l hy a mi.->ionary in south
America.
Send a sell -addressed envelope to the
Rk\ Josi.e«» T. Inman, station I), A\tc York ( it//.

MAIM',.

l’OUTLANl).

Man

Every

Young. Middie-Aged

nu-'l.

m

imu-.

Kalamazoo, Mu il, Feb. •*, ls^u.
1 know Hop Bitters will bear recommendation
honestly. All who use them confer upon them the
highe.-t encomiums, and give them credit tor makI
ing cures—all the proprietors Haim for then
have kept them since 11»e> were first fib red to the
fo
m
an
1
took
rank
the
lir.-t,
high
public. They
maintained it, and are more called h»r than ail
1
others com »ined. ><• long as they keep up then If Hi
reputation for purity and usefulness. 1 shad

rows

A Book for

SAMPLES OK AN1 OK 01!’. HOODS,
i-om.-iiniuir VERT IMPORTANT
togi'llior
INFORM \T10N lvlalivu to MAIL ORDERS sunt FREE
t" any a<l<trcss.

us

4i>'3 ,1

Artemus Want’s "best” was his d dlnition of restaurant, given to the Prince of W lies. Artemus
and "Albert Edward” had just returned, tired and
hungry, from a Buffalo hunt. "Restaurant,” said
Mr. Ward, is derived from two Latin words, viz.:
"lies" a thing, and "taunts" a bull, "bully tiling.”
In all seriousness this is what the people say of l)r.
(iraves* Heart Regulator. It is pre-eminently "a
good thing,” and a certain cure l'< r all forms of
heart disease.

lm

thus securing the same bene (its as those living in
the city. O.ir busine-s is conducted on a strictly
0\K PKH K MSTEM uinl :il? our oooil. will lie 1'ouinl

secret

among the remonstrants, women able and read) to
accept this proposition, in the cause of
their own sex.
But for the present writer, and, she believes, for the great number, this would he impossible, in the way
implied. She would therefore, as a substitute, for herself and those thus situated, respectfully submit to the members
of the Association, and to the “people,”
-—for their fair decision, the series of
pamphlets now issuing from the press,
on this “great
question;” their purpose
being identical with that of the proposal
of the Suffragists,—a “free” and “lull”
discussion of the whole matter.
A single dose «•! Sanford’s Radical (
uije instantThe Altuok.
ly relieves the most violent Sneezing or Head Colds,
Respectfully,
dears the Head as by magic, stops watery disJ8*;(.
July 1st,
charges from the Nose and Eyes, prevents Kinging
This series is called The Woman Ques- Noises in the Head, cures Nervous Headache,
and
tion Series and includes:
1.
Pros and subdues Chills and Fever. In Chronic Catarrh it
cleanses the nasal passages of foul mucin/restores
Cons of Woman Suffrage, pp. :l“. Price the senses of smell, taste, and hearing wl en affect10 cents.
II.
throat, and bronchial] tubes of
Rights of Men and Wo- ed, frees the head,
offensive matter, sweetens and purities tlile breath,
men :
Natural, Civil, Political, pp. (if. stops the cough
and arrests the progress of Catarrh
Price. ~0 cents.
111.
Consumption.
People and Suf- towards
One bottle Radical Cure, one box Catarrhal Solfrage; including the topics of Taxation, vent
and Sanford’s Inhaler, in one package, of all
Emancipation and Enfranchisement of druggists, for $1. Ask tor Sanford's kadicai,
Woman: Reply to a report of the lion. Lire. Rotter Ihu'o and Ciiem. Co., [Roston.
Senator Hoar, in the United States MM’T TTM—gg—H——M—BMEaBSa
and prevention,
LIMC* For the
Senate. (For fall issue.) Sent post-paid
^ ihita o
lhf Instant it Is applied, of Rheuvul
ip/
/nia[ism.
on receipt
of price, by the publishers:
Neuralgia, [Sciatica,
F’ouglis, Colds, Weak Raek.StomV* -'WlZ/C'
1
CuriM.ES, Upiiam, A Co. Old Corner
n'‘/'s'iw\\ and Rowels, Shooting Rains,
aA<.Nuiii bness, Hysteria, Female
Bookstore, Boston.
Palpitation, Dyspepsia,
\ 'F, Rains,
^
Liver Complaint, lSilioup Fever,
The injurious effect of (lie strike of the
V—Malaria, and Epidemics, use (’ol/ELECTRIC\Mlns’ Plasters (an Klertrlo Battery
telegraphers is likely to be felt by the Oi
lUc combined with a Porous Plaster)
« ^
^ASTfc"* and laugh at pain.25c.evei[vwbere.
companylong after the trouble is brought
to an end.
Telegraphing has become a
matter of habit, and it is no doubt true
that a large percentage of the dispatches
might for all practical results go by the
mail. One business man says that he What Bested and Refreshed a
Weary Wan in
lias been astonished to find how many
Memphis.
if
never
to
an
amounted
acute
he
“No,
pain, but concan, when obliged to do so,
dispatches
tinued to lie a dull weary ache in the small of my
send by mail without loss to any one. back,” writes Mr.
James Thomas, of No. .t.i .MadiWhen the rate is only two cents per letter son street, Memphis, Tenn. “This was an old ex
periencc, and life became dull music. I was tired
it will be an object.
all over, with pain in the lower limbs, and ti habit
of lying awake of nights.
Recently I tried one of
One of the women of the New York HENSON’S CARCINE POROUS PLASTERS and
was decidedly relieved within twentv-fours hours.
show of beauties was adjudged to have It
may have been Providence that did thew< rk.but
“the most meritorious eyes,” hut she did I give the credit to Henson’s porous plaster.” Mr.
not secure the prize.
This was one of Thomas’ reverential idea does him credit, but, Providence works by agents, and among them Henson’s
the cases where the eyes didn't have it.
plasters ranks first as an external remedy. It acts
quickly in relief and healing, and renders life better worth living. Price‘2J cents. Look in tl e midWliat springs from earth dissolves to earth dle
of the plaster for the word CARCINE.
Ask
again, and heaven-born things fly to their native your jdiysieian about it.
ImJO
seat.
[Mareus Antoninus.
Seabury & Johnson, Chemists, New York.
are

It quiets and composes the patient—not. by the
introduction of opiatesend drastic cathartics, but
by the restoration of activity t > the stomach aiul
nervous system, whereby the brain is relieved
of morbid fancies, which arc created by the
causes above referred to.
To t b-rgymmi, Lawyers, Literary men. Merchants, Bank* rs. Ladies and all those whose sedentary employment causes n- rvous prostration,
irregularities of the blood, stomach, bowels or
kidneys or who require a m-rve tonic, appetizeror
stimulant. Samaiutan Nkiivinb is invaluable.
Thousands proclaim it the most wonderful invigorant that ever sustained the sinking system.
$1.50. Sold by allDruggi.-ts. The DR. S. A. RICHMOND MEl>. (’<)., Proprietors. St.dosenh,Mo.
«i
Chas. N. Crittenton, Agent. New Tori City.
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Middh -ag-d people like it
them from g-ttingbald,

beauty.
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Ue. p>
grow title.,

$14.00 for $10.00.
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heeaus

like il tor its wonderful power io
\> hitening loeks their original

their
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tiinl gloss\ iiistre, and enables
it in whatever for.a they wHh.
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color and
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SAMPLE AND MAIL OKDER DEPARTMENT,

spiling boot-jacks
book-

)

a eomplete restoration of
hair, ami vigorous health to the
muiine ralde.

the

peojiie

resin:

Colic Powder...
.ho
Hoof Ointment.*.}>o

l
1

or

lyreowal

walk on’the railroad track. Engineers bate
to have their locomotives all mussed up.

is warranted.

Seiniual Weakness, ami lit'tv other
complaints?** We claim it a fiptcijir, simply, because the virus of all diseases arises from
the blood. lt« Nervine, Resolvent, Alterativeand
Laxative properties meet all the conditions herein
referred to. It's known world wide as

rhir,

Baltimore, Md.. V. S. A.

Never

cure

to A VOGELER M <’0

a

lepsy, Dyspepsia,
Alcoholism,
Opium Eating, Rheumatism, Spermator- I

The Charles A. Voyeler Co
(Successor*

medicine be
specific for Epi-

•eouiplished

a

to

scalp,

Food.ijdjoo
-A)0

;

languages.

Epilepsy of Nine tears.
“I thank the giver of all good gifts,” writes J. X.
Marshall, of Granby, Newton Co.;, Mo., “for giving
me Samaritan Xervine.
It cured my daughter’s
epileptic fits, of D years standing.” ’Get at drug*
gists. $1.50.

A

I

il has

color
Mill

I l{ox 12 lbs. Medicated
1 Bottles Spavin Cure.
1 Boxes Large Condition Powders.
1
Worm Powder.

can one

Sold by all Druggist'S and
Dealers.
Directions in 11

“The- boy stood on the burniiig deck.” He had
probablv been sent on an errand and told to hurrv
back.

other medicines fail.

Nervine,”
saysaskeptic. “IIow

FIFTY CENTS A BOTTLE

The curative power of Ayer’s Sarsaparilla is too
well known to require the specipus aid of any exaggerated or fictitious certificate! Witness of its
marvelous cures are to-day living in every city and
hamlet of the land. Write for iifunes it you want
home evidence.

-•

$6.50 for $5.00.

tan

FROSTBITES,
niitxs. scalds.
And all other bodily aches
and pains.

Paul saw the heavenly vision, he exclaim-

The most deadly foe to all
malarial diseases is
Ayer’s Ague Cure, a combination of vegetable ingredients only, of which the mostjyaluable D u.*?ed
in no other known preparation. This remedy is an
absolute and certain specific, and succeeds when all

“You claim too
much for Samari-

QUINSY. SWELLINGS,
SPRAINS,
Soreness. Cuts. Bruises,

ed, “This beats Saul!”

Seldytu does a popular remedy win such a
strong h‘d,l upon the ;* iMe- .utidem-.- as has
Hall's Hair Kim w n. The
in which

Every owner of one or more horses can s:ijve
large amount of time and money by having on
hand a good supply of Ellis’ Horse Itemedies and
to supply a general demand we would announce
that we will send the following bv express on receipt of the money) or C. <b lb and return charges.
tin

BACK ACHE,

SICILIAN

Hair Eenewer.

a

HEADACHE,TOOTHACHE,
SORE THROAT,

Knapp, of Waltham, Mass., says: 1
have removed an enlargement On my horse’s knee
which a V. S. pronounced incurable, by the use of
Ellis’ Spavin Cure. 1 think this is a very fluttering
testimonial.” Its only one of m my hundred, however.
Thanks, all the same.

TLT A Y Y *C! VEGETABLE

IliiJLljL Q

rae ellis spawn cuke co„ boston.’

Sciatica, Lumbago,

Mr. Geo. W.

I

Are !ho<e inude by

cures

Neuralgia,

any-

BEST

HORSE REMEDIES

RHEUMATISM,

From Messrs. E. G. Honors & Son, *222 Chestnut
Street, Lynn, Mass., come the following: "Ellis’
Spavin Cure cured one of our horses of a large
Bone Spavin.”
*>w3l

thing that

“THE

Jk

FOR PAIN.

truly marvelous.”

>us

JL

REMEDY

:

Scene painting is not a contagi
but its sketohiu' all the same.

1

THE GREAT GERMAN

“St. Jacobs JiI, the wonderful
remedy for rheumatism, has been used by a ;
large number of people in this city, and with

j effect

perceptible because younger trees gradually take the place of the failing ones.
Gems of Thought.
Your hackmatacks of all ages are being
The offender never pardons.
killed by the worm, which, while partial
[Herbert.
to old trees, spares neither youth nor
There i- no darkness but ignorance. [Shakeage.
Occasionally a tree dies from some
speare.
other cause, as by borers, for instance, or
The weakest kind of fruit drops earliest to
injury by tiro; but such trees are conthe ground.
[Shakespeare.
from their brown dead leaves
No ph a»ure i- comparable to standing on the spieious

And will

where,

j

and turf on the surface of the
ground. The parent fly is black, with
some four of the abdominal
segments
reddish yellow. It issues from the cocoon in June, and the female
lays her
eggs in the terminal young shoots, making about a dozen incisions in each, and
thus causing the shoot to curl in a
characteristic manner. A few eggs may
even now be found unhatched, but the
bulk of them hatch in June, and by the
present time of year most of the worms
have left the trees and spun up.
“But have not other explanations been
offered to this injury ?”
“Oh, yes: Where facts and close
observation are wanting, theories abound.
The chief of these are ‘change of climate’
and mid ago.' Home, high in authority,
have adoptod this last hut there is no
sense in a.
Trees die of old age gradually and individually. This kind of
decay is easily recognizable in any
species, and in a forest is not particularly

Some dear friends are ioosgncd
From our earthly clasp.
Soul ill soul to hold lis
With a firmer grasp.

••11. .on’s Saksapaj illa is putting
iright into me. l have gained ten
Has taken
[ began to take it.

State, writes

tree insects, to give parattention to the subject,
i have

on

Voice

Milwaukee, AY is. The Daily Sentinel,
which is the leading morning paper of this

just left him at Brunswick, and, after
thorough examination, we are of one
mind on the subject, and indeed there is
no reason for theory.”
The injury is
entirely due to the work of a false caterpillar or saw fly larva—a worm about
three-fourths of an inch long when full
grown, with a black head, a pale green
body, with darker green side stripes and
ten pairs of prolegs.
The insect may be
known as the spruce saw fly. It passes
the winter in a tough brownish cocoon in

Hand in hand with angels;
Some are out of sight.

Gained
,Zi'..'::;:Z10 Pounds

too

report
ticular

Hand in hand with angels;
Some are fallen—alas!
Soiled wings trail pollution
Over all they pass.
Lift them into sunshine!
Bid them seek the sky!
Weaker is your soaring
When they eease to fly.

■-

-..

The Boston Sunday Herald publishes
an interview with Prof. C. V.
Uiley of the
1'. S. Entomological Commission in the
course of which the
following was said
regarding the investigation of I)r. Packard of the cause of the destruction of
spruce trees which has attracted so much
attention.
“What have you to say of the injury to
the hackmatack ?”
A good deal has been said of the dying
of* these spruce trees during the past
two or three years, a number of different
theories being held. So I requested Hr.
A. S. Packard, who is one of the special
agents of the entomological division, and
is preparing for the department a special

Kverywhen— we meet,
Though unfledged and songless.
Birds of I’aradise;

I.Etnxox. N. II.. Feb. 10.1*70.
Mrssr.s. c. 1. lb ■-;> A Co.: Dear Sirs
Uilioiiah gn ..Hy prejudiced against patent
ines in general. t uas indueed. from
excellent reports I haul beard of your
o' iparilla. to try a bottle, hist ]>eceml.er.
dvspi'psia and general prostration, and I
1
.n e.-ived very gratifying results from
1
ni now using the second bottle,
nsider it a very valuable remedy for
Vi a aioi its alteiidant troubles.
Yours trtilv,

A

Dying Hackmatacks.

WHAT I>li. A. S. l’ACK A It I > HAS DI8COVKHF.D.

Hand in hand with angels
in the busy street.
By the winter hearth-fires—

„:i r.:: w. d life and energy.
Mv friend, v.-.ti need not take our word.
\-k
.ur i,. iulibor. who lias just taken one
It‘s the best
lie u ill tt 11 you that
do'.iar I over invested.'’

s o

LUCY LARCOM.

Can we walk alone.

It works like magic, reaching every part of
t: ■■ human body through the blood, giving to

v.

The

Angela.

Than we deaf will own;
Never, walking heavenward,

HOOD’S SARSAPARILLA

,

with

Hand

I lain! in hand with angels,
Through the world we go:
Brighter eyes are on us
Than we" blind ones know:
Tenderer voices cheer us

Is designed t.) meet the wants of a large portion f ur people who are either too poor to
\
physician, or are too far removed
emj
to easily e .11 one, and a still larger class
v. ho are not sick enough to require medical
a h is.-, and y. t are out of sorts anil need a
nu Heine to build them up. give tin m an app, ite. purify their Mood, and oil up the ma: s:\ol li'i. it- bodies so it \\ ill do iis duty
V. Oiinu!.
Nootln-r article takes hold of the
system and hits exactly the spot like

Firm of Carter

in

Hand

ROSE

COLO,

Cnlil in I he Head,

HAY
/>• not

n

FEVER,
liquid

or

snujf.

M'I'ly 1'V til- linger
Tr C
I 1
J^into the nostrils. \' hen
absorbed it etTeetnally cleanses the nasal pass
It alages of virus, causing healthy secretions.
lays inflammation, protects the membranal lining'
of the head from additional cold-, completely heals
the sores and restores the sense of taste and smell.
Beneficial results are realized by a few applications. A thorough treatment will cure. Send for
circular. By mail, prepaid, f>nr. -tamps received.
Sold bv all druggists.
KI.Y BUOTH KBS, (iwego, N. Y.
lyrl.5
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ESTABLISHED, 1830:-

iionest, Reliable and Standard

WELCH & GRIFFITHS

SAWS.

Member the Name.

—

The Best are the Cheapest.

(hie of those saws is worth three f any ether land.
Made of Best Uctined Cast Med. tim*l\ tempered
b.ntnf *utand finished, and perfect cutting tools
isftirturn guaranteed. We manufacture tiws of all
kinds, and every sntr i.s war runted. Try them. Loni
I f your hardware dealer don't keep
buy any other
them, order from tis direct. Agents wanted everywhere.
54th Annual Price List, etc., free.

At a Probate ( ourt tu-hl at
the County of Waldo, on
July, A. I). INS:;.

V

certain in.strument

P.cll'ast, within ami for
the second Tucsdav of

purporting

to be

a

codicil

to the ia-4 will and testament of II \\\ \ll
HOLMES, la'.c ot Winterport, in -aid County of
Waldo, den:ased, having been presented for Pi

IMPORTERS OF BEST FRENCH BAND SAWS.
13w29*

JOHN ATWOOD &

CO.,

PRODUCE
Ooiiiiiiisdrsiou
31crchiiii(s.
AND DEALERS IN

Hay, Potatoes, Onions, Apples, Rpans, Butter,
Cheese, Kegs, Poultry, Live Poultry, (lame.
Salmon, Fresh H aler Fish of all kinds. At..
All kinds of Barrel Heading.

110 Sonth Market St., Boston, Mass,
All goods paid for soon as sold and any infortna
Umlll*
tion given ol’ 1 lie markets.

iS

bate.

KIIMC,

(Ordered,

That m>tiee thereof be given t>> all
persons interested by causing a copy of 111ider to be
three weeks .-ucees>i\r!\
in the Republican Journal, printed at Ih-Ifa-t. Pint
< ourt, t<» be In Id it
at
a
Probate
they may appear
Kelfast, within and for said (,‘ownty, "ii tin- -i ml
of the clo< k ’•-•,t"i>
ten
of
at
August next,
Tuesday
noon, and show cause, if any they havr, whs t! <
same should not be proved, approve I and a I low .-d.
JAMES D. LA.MSON. Judge.
A A Fl.KTillKU, RcgL i. r.
A true copy. Attest:

published

> SS.- In < ourt of Probate. hold at P.cllast, on the second Tin -day of July Tv-:>,
M'lil'sTA lb FAKLKV. Administratrix on tinestate ot PJMlx.ET 1
DRAPER, late of Northport. in said County deceased, having presented
tier first and linal account of administration of said
estate for allowance.
< Irdered. That notice thereof be given three u ccks
suceessiv-ly in the Republican Journal, printed in
!Self;ist, in said County, that all persons interested
may attend a Probate Court to be held at l.elfast on
tin- second Tuesday of August next,and show cause,
if any they have, wliv said account should not be
allowed.
JAMES D. LA.MSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
A. A. Fi.ktciikk, Register.
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Welsh & Griffiths, Of Water St. Boston. Mass.
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H
subscriber hereby ^ives public notice to all
concerned, that she has been duly appointed

r|MlE
X

and taken upon herself the trust of Executrix of
the last will and testament of

CRESSEY, late of Searsmont,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, by giving bond
as the law directs; she therefore requests all persons who arc indebted to said deceased's estate t«>
make immediate payment, and those who have any
demands thereon, to exhibitthe same for settlement
*
t<> her.
TilEOD(>SIA CREssE Y.

THE WHITE
Stands acknowledged the

HIRAM

fillIE

X

subscribers hereby give public notice t<> all

concerned,

that

they

has been

duly appointed

and taken upon themselves the trust of Executors
of the last will and testament of
GEORGE W. ANDREWS, late of Searsmont,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, by giving bond
as the law directs; they therefore request all persons who are indebted to said deceased's estate to
make immediate payment, and those who have any
demands thereon, to exhibit the same for settlement
WILLIAM C. ANDREWS,
to them.
j
*
SUSAN L\ ANDREWS.

King of Sewing Machines.
It.

l,;w

the only perfect

AUTOMATIC

BOBBIN WINDER evt •r made, winding every
bobbin as smooth as a spool of silk.
It has the best EM BROI DERER in the world,
it will d<* tho widest range of
work, and is

LIGHTEST RUNNING machine in tho
market. Agents wanted in unoccupied territory.

tbo

CLARK & FREEMAN,
163 TREMBNT ST. BOSTON, MASS.
nim

